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ABSTRACT

Rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas is a phenomenon

which has long mystified musicians. When Chopin himself applied it to his mazurkas,

the tempo subtly slowed down and, within the same bar, accelerated to make up for lost

time, the first beat of the bar thus constantly arriving on time. In spite of extensive

research into this type of rubato, there is still little known about it. This thesis therefore

investigates the phenomenon.

During a conversation with the German-born pianist Hallé, Chopin attributed

rubato within the time frame of a bar in his mazurkas to the Polish mazurka itself.

Significantly, of the various kinds of Polish mazurkas which Chopin encountered

during his lifetime, only those from villages in the region of Kujawy, where he spent

holidays as a youth, featured this type of rubato. When it was applied to them, the

tempo subtly slowed down and, within the same bar, accelerated to make up for lost

time, just as in Chopin's mazurkas. This was achieved, in the case of Kujawy village

mazurkas, by close interaction between text, melody and dance movements as they

moved through time together. Hence, this thesis argues that Kujawy village mazurkas,

particularly the interaction there between text, melody and dance movements, provides

a key to understanding rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.

This thesis is presented in two parts. The first part studies motion through time in

Kujawy village mazurkas. It determines how text, melody and dance movements

interacted whilst moving through time together. In particular, it focuses on how they

interacted during the application of rubato'¡'ithin the time frame of a bar, in

preparation for applying knowledge of this irrteraction to Chopin's mazurkas. With this

preparation complete, the second part studies motion through time in Chopin's

mazurkas. It determines how the motion might have been influenced by the interaction

in Kujawy village mazurkas between text, melody and dance movements. It then
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considers how knowledge of this interaction might be used to interpret rubato within

the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas, thereby providing new insights into a

phenomenon which in the past has proven to be so elusive.
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I

I

INTRODUCTION

Tempo rubato or "stolen time" in the mazurkas of Fryderyk Chopin (1810-1849)

is a phenomenon which has long intrigued the music world. One type of rubato, in

particular, aroused much interest amongst his contemporaries, namely rubato within the

time frame of a bar. This unusual type of rubato was noted in The Athenaeum by the

English music critic Henry Chorley after hearing Chopin's mazutka-playing at the home

of Adelaide Sartoris in London on 23'd June 1848:

He makes a free use of tempo rubato; leaning about within his bals more

than any player we recollect, but still subject to a presiding sentiment of
measure, such as presently habituates the ear to the liberties taken (Chorley

in Rowland 1994:2IO).

So distinctive was Chopin's "leaning about within the bars" that some of his

contemporaries believed that only Chopin knew how to apply this type of rubato to his

mazurkas. Hector Berlioi: (1803-1869), for o.xample, wrote that Chopin's performance

of mazurkas in 1833 was "shot through with a thousand nuances of movement of which

he alone holds the secret, and which are impossible to convey by instructions" (Berlioz

in Eigeldinger 1986: 7l ). Even today, concert pianists such as Vladimir Ashkenazy and

Idel Biret who have recorded the complete Chopin works on compact disc (Chopin

1990, 1996) still regard his rubato within the time frame of a bar as something of a

mystery (Ashkenazy pers. com.2216/97, Biret pers. com. 2Il5/97)'

In seeking to lessen the mystery surrounding this type of rubato in his mazurkas,

Chopin hinted at its source of inspiration during a conversation with the German-born

pianist and conductor Charles Hallé (1819-1895). This conversation was documented

by Hallé in his autobiography as part of his reminiscences about Chopin's mazurka-

playing:

A remarkable feature of his [Chopin's] playing was the entire freedom with

which he treated the rhythm, but which appeared so natural that for years it
has never struck me. It must have been in 1845 or 1846 that I once ventured



to observe to him that most of his mazurkas (those dainty jewels), when

played by himself, appeared to be written, not in 3/4, but in 4/4 time, the

result of his dwelling so much longer on the first note in the bar. He denied

it strenuously, until I made him play orre of them and counted audibly four
in the bar, which fitted perfectly. Then he laughed and explained that it was

the national character of the dance which created the oddity (Hallé in
Eigeldinger 1986:72).

Thus, according to Chopin's explanation to Hallé, the mazurka dance itself inspired his

rubato within the time frame of a bar, the "national", that is, the "Polish" character of

this dance creating "the oddity" of a distorted triple-metre rhythm. Chopin did not

specify in his explanation, however, which of the many kinds of mazurkas he had in

mind. It may therefore be helpful to look at traditional Polish dance and Chopin's

association with it, in order to determine which kind of mazurka, in particular, might

have inspiled his rubato within the time frame of a bar.

According to Roderyk Lange, a leading scholar in choreology and traditional

Polish dance, there are three different complexes of traditional dance in Poland (Lange

1996:3). Firstly, there is clance folklore, r'efet'ring to the old village dances which were

an integral part of peasant life until the process of urbanisation forced them into decline

during the twentieth century. The second complex is folk dance, that is, the staged

versions of village dances choreographed for public performance from the 1920s

onwards. Finally, the third complex comprises the five national dances of Poland,

namely the polonez, mozltr, kujawiak, oberek and krakowiak. Combining elements of

Polish village dances with elements of European court or social dances, these five

national dances evolved in the ballrooms and salons of the landed gentry, spreading all

over the country by the end of the nineteenth or early twentieth centuries (Lange 1970:

1 1).

Common to all three complexes of traditional Polish dance are dances known

under the general term mazurek in Polish or "mazurka" in English. These dances are

distinguished by a distinctive one-bar rhythm, notated in 3i8 metre as two semiquavers

2



followed by two quavers, a one-bar rhythm which Chopin incorporated into the

melodies of his own mazurkas. However, it was only those dances existing during the

nineteenth century, namely those belonging to the first and third complexes, which

could possibly have influenced Chopin, for, as noted above, the second complex did not

evolve until the I92Os, that is, more than seventy years after Chopin's death.

Within the first complex of traditional Polish dance, namely dance folklore,

mazurkas, until their recent decline, predominated in central Poland (Stçszewski 2001:

22), particularly in the regions of Kujawy,Lçczyck\e, the major part of Mazowsze, and

in the countryside surrounding the city of Kalisz in Wielkopolska (Stçszewski in Lange

1996:34) (see MaP 1).

Map 1. Poland: The Major cultural Regions (Stçszewski 2001: 15)
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Although Chopin travelled widely in central Polandl, Kujawy, sometimes written in

English sources as Cuiavia, is the only region for which there is evidence that he came

into direct contact with village mazurkas. This evidence is contained in his Kurier

Szafarski [Szafarnia Courier], a collection of humorous newsletters which he wrote

whilst holidaying in Szafarnia2 atthe age of fourteen:

29th August 1824. As he was passing through Nieszawa3, Mr. Pichona

encountered a village Catalani-s sitting on a fence and singing at the top of
her voice. His attention was at once caught and he listened to both song and

voice, regretting, however, that in spite of his efforts he could not catch the

words. Twice he walked past the fence, but in vain - he could not
understand a word. Finally, overcome by curiosity, he fished out of his
pocket three grosle [coins] and promised them to the singer if she would
repeat her song. For a time she made a fuss, pouted and refused, but,
tempted by the three grosze, she made up her mind and began to sing a little
mazurka from which the present editor, with the permission of the

authorities and censorship, may quote as an example one verse:

Patsajze tam za gulami, [Look there behind the mountains,
jak to wilk taricuje. How the wolf is dancing!
A wsakzeó on nie ma 2ony, Alas he has no wife,
bo siç takfrasuje þis). That is why he is so broken-hearted (repeat)l

(Chopin in Hoesick 1910 vol. t:96-97 (Polish text), Sydow 1962:2
(English translation), Sydow 1981 vol. 1: 21 (French translation)).

Chopin's teenage visits to other villages in Kujawy, such as Obrowo (Chopin in Sydow

1981 vol. I : l5), Slu2ewo (Niecks 1902 vol. l: 302-303), Sokolowo (Chopin in Sydow

I Chopin visited, for example, the villages of Nieszawa in Kujawy (Chopin in Sydow 198 I vol. l: 2l),
Sanniki and his birthplace Zelazowa Wola in Mazowsze (Chopin in Sydow l98l vol. 1:76 &.4546)
and Strzyzew in Wielkopolska (Chopin in Sydow l98l vol. I : I 35), before leaving Poland on 2"d

November 1830.

2 Szafarnia is a village situated east of Golub Dobrzyú in a region which, although now known as

Dobrzyñskie, was in previous centuries part of Kujau'y (Lange 1988b: l8).

3 Nieszawa is a small town in the northern part of Kujawy

4 Anagram of "Chopin"

-5 Angelica Catalani ( l7S0-l 849) was a celebrated Italian singer who in I 820 presented young Chopin
with a gold watch during her concert tour in Warsaw (Sydow 1962:2)'

4



1gg 1 vol. l" 6, l7 ,25) and Turzno (Chopin in sydow l98l vol. 1: 30), no doubt

provided further opportunities for him to see and hear Kujawy village mazurkas before

he left poland in 1830. Such an opportunity was particularly likely to have arisen in

Obrowo in northern Kujawy where, on 20th August l824,he watched a crowd of

villagers in front of the manor participating in a harvest festival (Chopin in Sydow 1981

vol. 1: 15), a popular event for the performance of village mazurkas (Lange pers. com.

22/7/g7).6 Thus, within the complex of dance folklore, Kujawy village mazurkas at'e the

dances most likely to have influenced Chopin's mazurkas'

plate l. Harvest Festival, including Village Dances, in front of a Manor House. Painting

by M. stachowicz,Is2l (National Museum, warsaw, in Lange 1996: 85).

The other complex of tladitional Polisir dance which existed in Chopin's lifetime

is national dancing which, in contrast to dance folklore, is associated primarily with the

6 A scene of a harvest festival with villagers dancing in tiont of a manor house is shown in an l82l
painting by M. Stachowicz (Plate I )'

5



salon or ballroom. Of the five national dances, three feature the distinctive mazurka

rhythm of two semiquavers followed by two quavers, namely the ma2ur, kujawiak and

oberek. Filst to become established was the mazur which, due to its dissemination by

the Polish military in 1800-1815, reached its height of fame during Chopin's lifetime in

the first half of the nineteenth century (Stçszewska 1980: 186). Indicative of its

popularity are the number of dance manuals published about it at this time, not just in

Polancl, but also in other parts of Europe such as Austria and France (see Martin 1990:

105). It is not surprising, therefore, that Chopin who danced in salons of Kalisz (Chopin

in Opieriski l93l: 74), Warsaw (Chopin in Opieriski 1931: 106), ViennaT (Chopin in

Opieúski l93l: 126,129) and Pariss (Chopin in Sydow 1981 vol. 2: 139), knew how to

dance the mazur,mentioning it in a letter to his fi'iend Tytus Wojciechowski on 14rh

November 1829:

I went to an evening party at Kalisz; Mrs. L4czyúska and Miss. Biernecka
were there. She insisted on my dancing, so I had to dance the Mazur with a
girl who is even prettier than she, or anyhow quite as pretty... (Chopin in
Opieúski l93l:74).

By contrast, the other two national dances featuring the mazurka rhythm, that is, the

kujawiak and oberek, were not likely to have been a significant part of Chopin's dance

repertoire, for they developed later than the mazur, not gaining popularity until after

Chopin's death in the late nineteenth century (Stçszewska 1980: 191, D4browska l99l:

3I7,32O). Therefore, within the complex of national dance, the mazur is the dance most

likely to have influenced Chopin's mazurkas.

Deciding which of the above dances Chopin may have incorporated into his

mazurkas presents a significant challenge to researchers (Paschalow 1951 : 59,

7 Chopin visited Vienna for a few weeks in August I ti29, and lived there for eight months between

November 1830 and July 1831.

8 Chopin moved to Paris in October 183 I , and settled there for the rest of his life.
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Starczewski 1900-1901: 698). As shown by past studies in this area, the dances which

Chopin used in his mazurkas "merge, cross and become entangled to form a new type"

(Bronarski 1944: I53), "their various elements penetrating each other in such a way that

it is difficult to differentiate them" (Sobieski l9l3: 394). Rubato within the time frame

of a bar, however, may not have been so deeply penetrated by other elements, for, as

noted earlier, Chopin's contemporary Hallé'was able to distinguish this type of rubato in

Chopin's performances of "most of his mazurkas" (Hallé in Eigeldinger 1986: 72).In

order to determine whether it was Kujawy village mazurkas or the national mazur which

most likely inspired Chopin to apply this type of rubato, valuable information may again

be drawn from past research in traditional Polish dance'

According to the distinguished ethnographer Oskar Kolberg (1814-1890), who

undertook intensive fieldwork in Kujawy between 1860 and 1865 (Pawlak in

Krzylaniak et al. 1974: l0), there were two main types of village mazurkas in

nineteenth-century Kujawy, namely the kujawiak and the faster but otherwise very

similar obertas or obereke (Kolberg 1869: 201, 2O4).In his account of the kujawiak,

Kolberg noted the existence of rubato which he described as the "lengthening or

retarding" of whole or parts of beats and a "squashing or absorbing" of others, requiring

the use of "smaller or bigger rhythmic values within the bars than is usual for the time

signature of 3/8 or 314". Such rhythmic irregularities "did not offend", however, for the

strong beats of the bar "returned symmetrically at specific, even intervals" (Kolberg

1869: 208-209). A similar observation was made during fieldwork conducted in

Kujawy between 1954 and 1965, Lange noting that the triple-metre rhythm of village

mazurkas, particularly that of the kujawiak, was "knocked out of its strict metric

regularity", with only the first beats arriving consistently on time (Lange 1988b: 123-

9 According to Lange, the nomenclature of the different types of village mazurkas is remarkably
unstable, one type sometimes known under many different names, and one name sometimes applied to
many different types (see Lange 1988b: 96). The Kujawy obertas or oberek, for example, was also

known to the villagers as mazur (Kolberg I 869: 201 ) ctr mazurek (Lange I 988b: 123).
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124). Thus, since the time span between the entry of each first beat was of equal

duration, rubato in Kujawy village mazurkas was contained within the time frame of a

bar, thereby resembling the leaning about within the bars which Chopin applied to his

own mazurkas.

In contrast to Kujawy village mazurkas, however, the national mazur bears no

such resemblance to Chopin's mazurkas. Neither nineteenth-century documentation

(Brodziírski 1828, Czerniawski 1860, Mestenhauser 1878), nor more recent studies of

Polish national dances (e.g. KwaSnicowa 1953, Hryniewicka & Ostrowska 1973,

Stçszewska 1980, Lange pers. com. 2417 /97) contain any evidence to suggest that rubato

within the time frame of a bar was ever applied to the mazur.In fact, according to

Lange's research, this type of rubato was strictly a village dance practice which did not

caffy through to the national dances (Lange 1988b: 108-113). Hence, it may be

concluded that, although the mazur may have influenced Chopin's mazurkas, it was

Kujawy village mazurkas which most likely inspired him to apply rubato within the

time frame of a bar. This conclusion is confirmed by the findings of leading Polish

music scholars Sobieska and Sobieski, who demonstrate the similalities between the

rubato of Chopin and of traditional Polish musicians by citing transcriptions only of

Kujawy village mazurkas (Sobieska & Sobieski 1963).In spite of the above findings,

however, Kujawy village mazurkas have nevel been used as a major source of

information for Chopin's rubato within the time frame of a bar'. The aim of this thesis,

therefore, is to demonstrate that knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas offers new

insights into rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.

My interest in this topic dates back to my teenage years in the 1980s. Having

studied piano seriously since I was five years old, I began at the age of twelve to study

the finer subtleties of rubato in piano repertoire, carefully writing on my music scores

where I thought it was appropriate to linger over or hasten through the notes. Steady

progress was made in this area until I began to play Chopin's mazurkas, a genre of
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composition which differed markedly from anything I had ever played before. Perhaps,

as Chopin often said about his mazurkas, "one had to be Polish to feel the subtleties of

the national rhythm, and to render the proper local colour" (Roubaudl0 in Eigeldinger

1986: 122). It was therefore with great culiosity that I undertook research into Kujawy

village mazulkas between December 1996 and September 1998, as I searched for a

greater understanding of those "subtleties of rhythm" which gave Chopin's mazurkas

their distinctive "local colour".

From the early stages of my research as a university student, it was clear that

Kujawy village mazurkas were rapidly fading in practice and memory. As part of a

peasant dance culture, these dances were traditionally passed down from generation to

generation through olal transmission (Lange 1988b: 57-58). Due to the effects of post-

World War [I urbanisation, however, Kujawy village mazurkas which were associated

with the old rural way of life suddenly declined, so much so, in fact, that by the 1980s

they had almost completely disappeared (Lange 1988b: 154). Only bare traces of these

dances remain, as shown in a documentary series on Polish dances produced by Polish

Educational Television and the Polish Folk Culture Foundation (Tance Polskie 1996

vol. l5). How, then, does one study an oral dance tradition from the nineteenth century

which has almost disappeared in practice?

Fortunately, an invaluable store of information on Kujawy village mazurkas has

been preserved as a result of extensive fieldwork undertaken in Poland, begun as early

as the nineteenth century. In the first half of that century, there was a growing interest in

folklore amongst Polish travellers, scholars and musicians (Czekanowska 1990: 56),

resulting in the publication of the texts of eighteen folk songs from Kujawy (1836, 1842,

1846), fifteen notated by Wójcicki and three by Kolberg (see Pawlak inKrzyíaniak et

al. l9l4: 10). The way in which these songs were documented, however, limits their

l0 Marie Roubaud (1822-1916/ll?) studied piano under Chopin in Paris during the winter of 1847-
1848 (Eigeldinger 1986: 178).
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value, for only five were provided with melodies, and these only as piano arrangements

with harmonic accompaniments (Pawlak inKrzyäaniak et aL 1974:35). The low esteem

in which Chopin held such arrangements of folk songs is clearly evident in a letter to his

family dated 19th April 1847:

He [Nowakowski] gave me the Chansons populaires ['Folk Songs'] of
Kolberg - good intentions, but not broad enough in the shoulders. Such
pieces lead me to think that we would be better off with nothing, because

work so imperfect can only disorientate the genius who might one day reach
the truth and restore it [our music folklore] to all its worth and beauty. But
until then, folk songs will remain hidden under make-up and disfigured by
false noses. With legs cut off or perched on stilts, they will be fit merely to
excite the mirth of the supelficial observer (Chopin in Sydow 1981 vol. 3:

261-268).

It is ironic, then, that Kolberg, the person whom Chopin criticised for hiding folk songs

under "make-up", became one of the first ethnographers to document them without the

"make-up" of a piano accompaniment. In 1857, Oskar Kolberg started to publish Zød

[The People], an ethnographic collection covering "the culture and civilisation of

almost all the ethnic groups living in Poland" (Halski 1992: 22), including

tlanscriptions of more than ten thousand folk melodies which he and his associates

collected during field expeditions to various legions. Wirh Lud began the first serious

documentation of folklore in Poland, this and subsequent work providing four main

sources of information on Kujawy village mazurkas.

The first source is, of course, Kolberg's Lud.In this collection, there are over slx

hundred song texts, vocal melodies and instrumental melodies from Kujawy villages,

published mainly in volume 3 (1867), volume 4 (1869) and volume22 (1889). Kolberg

also included in his fourth volume descriptions of Kujawy village dancing (Kolberg

1869: 2O0-206) which are very extensive compared with his descriptions of dancing in

other regions of Poland (Lange 1988b: 7). A limitation of this collection, according to

Kolberg himself, is that the rubato could not be recorded in wlitten foLm, due to the lack

of relevant signs available to nineteenth-century transcribers (Kolberg 1869:208-209).
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In spite of this limitation, Kolberg's transcriptions are very detailed rhythmically, and

may therefore provide us with some indication of how Kujawy village mazurkas were

performed during the mid-nineteenth century.

The second source of information on Kujawy village mazurkas is based on

fieldwork carried out in the region in the years 1952-1956,1963-1964 and 1970. This

fieldwork was initially part of a state-funded project, entitled Akcja Zbierania Folkloru

Muzycznego [The Action of Collecting Music Folklore]. Supervised by Marian Sobieski

and Jadwiga Sobieska, this project was a collaborative effort by researchers from

numerous Polish universities to record the oldest layer of village music in Poland before

its practitioners passed away (Noll 1986: 659). Fieldwork in Kujawy thus involved

collecting material from the oldest generation of villagers born between 1863 and 1910,

since the younger generations possessed little knowledge of the native music folklore

(Pawlak inKrzyaaniak et al. 1974: 19). Documentation of this fieldwork comprises:

firstly, audio recordings of Kujawy village music, including 2,432 songs and 375

instrumental melodies, preserved in the Folklore Archives of the Institute of Arts, Polish

Academy of Sciences, in Warsaw; secondly, transcriptions of Kujawy village music,

including 1,314 song texts,823 vocal melodies and 128 instrumental melodies, by

members of the Institute of Arts in Poznaú (Krzyzaniak et al. 1974,I975); and thirdly,

published studies of Kujawy village music by Aleksander Pawlak who personally

undertook fieldwork in Kujawy during the 1950s and '60s (1919,1981). With the

twentieth-century advantages of audio recordings and the development of specific

symbols for notatin g rubatot l, this documentation is more detailed than that of Kolberg,

providing a clear indication of how rubato was applied to Kujawy village mazurkas by

musicians born within decades of Chopin's death'

ll Rubato is indicated in transcriptions by the symbols n and r.-.r, n specifying a subtle lengthening and

\J a compensatory shortening in duration of the rhythmic values above which they are placed. These

symbols will be discussed later in the Introduction.
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The third source of information on Kujawy village mazurkas originates from

fieldwork undertaken in Kujawy at the same time as the above-discussed fieldwork, but

with an emphasis on dance. From 1954 until 1965, Roderyk Lange conducted fieldwork

in forty-five villages in Kujawy, employing pioneering methods of dance research which

included structured in-depth interviews with informants and the transcription of dances

through the now highly regarded system of movement notation called Kinetography

Laban or Labanotation.l2 Through these methods, Lange pieced together the surviving

fragments of the village dance culture (Lange 1988b: 57), obtaining material from the

oldest inhabitants of the villages born mainly between 1866 and 1900 (Lange 1988b:

7O-71). Lange's skilled use of Kinetography Laban, in particular, makes his research of

Kujawy dance folklore (1976,1979, 1988b) invaluable to this study, providing a clear

picture of how dancers, boln within decades of Chopin's death, applied rubato to

Kujawy village mazurkas.

The fourth and final source of information on Kujawy village mazurkas is the

people who lemember the mazurkas from the time when they were still danced in the

villages. During my research, I was privileged to study the dances in person with

Roderyk Lange who, as discussed above, conducted fieldwork and participated in the

dancing of village mazurkas in Kujawy between 1954 and 1965. By working with

Professor Lange,I was able to study Kujawy village mazurkas not only from a

theoretical point of view, but also in practice, learning to dance them through the

traditional method of observation and imitation (London, Warsaw & Jersey from

December 1996 to July 1997, London in July 1998). This practical experience thus

enabled me to develop a more intuitive feeling for rubato in Kujawy village mazurkas

which is so vital to the understanding of a performance tradition.

I 2 This system of movement notation was invented by Rudolf Laban ( I 879- I 95 8), and first outlined for
publication in 1956 (Laban (1956) 1975). Laban's pupil Albrecht Knust developed the system further,
publishing A Dictionary of Kinetography Laban in 1979. Lange, as a former pupil of Knust, became a
distinguished scholar in Kinetography Laban himself (see Laban 197 5, Lange I 985), using it extensively
in his research of Kujawy dance folklore.
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As shown by the above sources, the extensive fieldwork undertaken in Poland

since the mid-nineteenth century has built up a vast knowledge of Kujawy village

mazurkas relevant to my study of rubato within the time frame of a bar. One drawback,

of course, is that there is no documentation of this type of rubato from Chopin's time,

so it is impossible to determine exactly how Chopin would have seen and heard it

applied in Kujawy during the 1820s. On the other hand, peasant culture in Poland was

until World War Il "relatively little disturbed", for "life in the villages followed well

established and only slowly changing patterns" (Lange l97O: 4), the old ways of dancing

consequently prevailing (Lange 1975: v).It is possible, therefore, that the Kujawy

village mazurkas recorded during twentieth-century fieldwork retained many

characteristics of those dating from Chopin's time, especially considering that the

fieldwork was aimed at recording these dances in the state in which they existed prior to

the drastic changes inflicted by post-World War II urbanisation. Thus, while the insights

into rubato offered by today's knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas may not be

precisely true to Chopin's time, the aims of the fieldwork by Polish scholars would

suggest the documentation of a close approximation to it, thereby offering pianists a

valid way in which to approach the interpretation of rubato within the time frame of a

bar in Chopin's mazurkas.

Before focusing on the phenomenon of rubato, let us step back for a moment to

gain a wider perspective of Kujawy village mazurkas and their place in society. As

emphasised in the discipline of anthropology, human society is the producer of culture

(Kroeber 1948: 10), shaping activities such as dancing into a form which suits its needs

(Lange 1975: 105-106). Dance may therefore be more clearly understood when viewed

in the context of the society which created it.

Prior to the urbanisation of Kujawy in the mid-twentieth century, dance was an

integral part of village life. No social gathering was complete without dancing (Benet

I95I:23), whether it was a harvest festival, a wedding, or simply the end of a hard day's
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work in the fields (Lange 1988b: 6I-62). At times, dance played "an essential role in

culminating moments of the peasant customs and rites", such as the moment after the

capping of the bride during a wedding ceremony (Lange 1988b: 6l-62). At other times,

dance was a form of recreation, "stressing the social integration of the village

community and allowing it to experience the feeling of togetherness" (Lange 1975: 92).

On no occasion, however, was dance just "an optional adornment" or "a superfluous

attachment to life" (Lange I975: 9I, 100), for it always setved the social needs of the

community.

Among the dances woven into the social fabric of Kujawy village life were two

types of village mazurkas, identified above as the kujawiak and the fäster but otherwise

very similar obertas. Performed at every kind of social occasion, village mazurkas were

danced by one or more couples who rotated around their own common axis, whilst

travelling along the perinteter of a circle (Lange 1988b: 105). By dancing in circle

formation, all couples weÍe at the same distance from the centre of the circle and were in

sight of each other from both in front and behind, thereby promoting the feeling of unity

amongst the villagers (Lange 1975:83). At the same time, the "independent micro-

formation of the couple" gave dancers the opportunity to improvise subtle variations

without disrupting the overall unity of mood or unity of movement along the circle

(Lange 1975: 86, Lange 1988b: 122).YllIage mazurkas thus served as a means of

emphasising the social integration of the community whilst at the same time allowing

for individual creativity.

Encouraged by this atmosphere of social unity, the Kujawy people worked closely

together to perform a sequence, often continuously repeated, of vocal mazurka followed

by instrumental mazurka. To begin the sequence, a dance couple emerged from the

crowd and stood in front of the music band which generally consisted of a violin and
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sometimes abasy or maryna lsmall or large double bass] (Kolberg 1869: 209;.tl gn"

member of the dance couple, often the man, then proceeded to sing a short

unaccompanied song, termed in Polishprzyipiewka (Kolberg 1869: 201-202). Its text

was based on an anonymous poem about village life (Krzyzaniak 1979: 321) and its

melody was either improvised on the spur of the moment or chosen from a repertoire of

commonly known mazurka tunes (Lange 1988b: 59). During the song, the dance couple

performed dance movements on the spot in lì'ont of the musicians (Lange 1975: 36), the

man sometimes shaking his hand in the air and stamping on the ground (Lange 1988b:

122).In this way, the dance couple incited the musicians to play an instrumental

mazurka for the gathering.

In the instrumental mazurka which followed, the violinist imitated the melody just

sung by the dance couple, whilst the double-bass player, if present at the gathering,

bowed a drone on two open strings (Kolberg 1869: 209). As soon as they started to play,

the dance couple paid thern some money, and then turned to face each other, the man

resting his hands on the woman's waist, and she resting her hands on his shoulders

(Kolberg 1869: 200-201). The couple then began to dance whilst travelling along the

perimeter of a circle, other couples at the gathering following their lead (Lange 1975:

104). Generally, the dance couples whilled to the right whilst travelling clockwise

around the circle, or they whirled to the left whilst travelling anti-clockwise around the

circle, changing direction at the call of the leading dancer (Kolberg 1869: 201, Lange

1988b: 121). Throughout the duration of the instrumental mazurka, the musicians "read"

the intentions of the improvising dancers from their movements (Lange 1975: lO4),

adjusting to their changes of tempo whilst at the same time embellishing and extending

the melody through the addition of ornaments and the repetition of phrases (Kolberg

1869: 209, Pawlak 1981: 130). The instrumental mazurka continued in this manner until

l3 Kolberg also noted in 1869 that the dudy (bagpipes) and cymbalki (dulcimer) were formerly used, but
had since been abandoned (Kolberg 1869: 209). Additionally, Lange observed that shepherds sometimes
played a fife made of willow-bark or a pipe made of rvood or metal (Lange 1988b: 99).
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a dance couple, at the whim of the moment, stopped to sing a different song in front of

the musicians, perhaps as a conversational rejoinder to the previous one (Pawlak 1981:

75), thus beginning anew the sequence of vocal mazurka followed by instrumental

mazurka.

As illustrated by the above dance procedure, Kujawy people cooperated closely

with each other during the performance of village mazurkas, producing an event in

which text, melody, dance movements and sometimes a drone, combined to form the

whole. Significantly, with the exception of the optional dronela, all constituent elements

of this "whole" were simultaneously involved in the application of rubato within the

time frame of a bar, the phenomenon which is the focus of this thesis (Lange 1988b:

95). In the vocal mazurka, for example, the singing dancer applied rubato to the melody

in accordance with rules for declaiming the text (Stçszewska and Stçszewski 1963:

625), whilst synchronously applying rubato to the dance movements as best aided their

expression (Lange 1975:34-36). In a similar vein, the violinist in the instrumental

mazurka applied rubato to the melody in the same manner as had just been sung

(Pawlak 1979: 138-139), that is, in accordance with rules of text declamation, whilst at

the same time following the rubalo which the whirling dancers applied to their dance

movements (Lange 1988b: 100). Thus, rubato within the time frame of a bar in Kujawy

village mazurkas was a characteristic, not of text, melody or dance movements alone,

but of all three elements working in close interaction.

The above information seems, at first glance, to decrease the likelihood of Kujawy

village mazurkas having inspired Chopin's rubalo within the time frame of a bar. Of the

three elements which, in Kujawy village mazurkas, were necessary to the application of

this type of rubato, only one features in Chopin's mazurkas, namely melody. The other

two requisite elements, that is, text and dance movements, do not seem, initially, to

l4 The drone served primarily to mark the first beat of the bar
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feature there. How, then, could Chopin have applied rubato in the style of Kujawy

village mazurkas, without employing text and dance movements? Perhaps, before we

can explore this issue more closely, we need a broader perspective of Chopin's

mazurkas, even one which challenges current thinking. Therefore, Iet us now widen our

focus, just as we did above for Kujawy village mazurkas, and view Chopin's mazurkas

in theil social context.

When Chopin first started composing mazurkas in 1824, dance music for the

piano was popular all over Europe. Functionally speaking, there were two main types of

dance music for the piano, the first of which was meant "for dancing" and the second of

which was meant "for listening" (Samson 1985: I 10). The first of these two types of

dance music, that is, the type meant for dancing, was performed at dance gatherings in

ballrooms and salons. Its function was primarily to accompany ballroom dancing. With

this function in mind, composers aimed to make this type of dance music as compatible

with ballroom dancing as possible. They therefore facilitated the execution of ballroom

dance movements by marking the beat clearly, and by using regularly recurring cadences

which signalled to dancers the ends of phrases.

By contrast, the second type of dance music, that is, the type meant for listening,

was performed, not at dance gatherings, but at piano recitals in concert-halls and salons.

Its function was to evoke for listeners mental images of dance gatherings taking place,

not only in ballrooms and salons, but also in other surroundings, such as taverns and

village squares. In order to evoke such mental images, composers aimed to call dancing

to listeners' minds, rather than, as they did in the first type, leaving dancing to be

executed physically by dancers. Composers therefore suggested dance movements to

listeners by using, for instance, patterns of accents imitative of foot stamping, or

extremely Iegato passages alluding to gliding dance movements in which the feet barely

leave the floor. In ordel to evoke even stronger mental images of dance gatherings,

composers might also have aimed to call musical accompaniment to listeners' minds.
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For example, if composers imagined the dancing to be accompanied by singing, then

they might have suggested song texts to listeners by using particular kinds of phlasing

derived from the versification of poetry. Alternatively, if composers imagined the

dancing to be accompanied by instrumental music, then they might have suggested

dance bands to listeners by using, for instance, open fifths imitative of bagpipe drones.

Of these two types of dance music, which type did Chopin choose for his

mazurkas? Did he choose the type meant for dancing or the type meant for listening?

Clues may be found in his letters of correspondence. In a letter to his family, dated22"d

December 1830, Chopin stated that the mazurkas which he had just composedls were

"not meant for dancing" (Chopin in Sydow 1962:72). Chopin must have expressed this

opinion on more than one occasion, judging by his sister's strong reaction against seeing

one of his mazurkas used for dancing in salons. In an undated letterl6, his sister Ludwika

related to him the following account of one of his mazurkas:

Your mazurka - the one that goes bam-boom-boom at its third sectionlT -
...was played throughout the entire evening at the Zamoyski's ball...What
do you say about seeing yourself profaned, since it's true that this mazurka
is better suited for listening?...And wlrat would you say if you knew that I,
too, had to profane you? During a soirée at the Lebrun's, they asked me if I
wouldn't mind playing your perfect mazurka. ln thinking about you, and

how you would be shaking your head (since I'm sure you wrote it for
listening), I played it for their dance, to the sheer delight of everyone
(Chopin in Sydow 1981 vol. 2: 136).

From these few letters of correspondence, it is clear that at least some of Chopin's

mazurkas belong to the type of dance music meant for listening rather than for

dancing. Perhaps, considering that there is no documentation to indicate otherwise, all

l5 Chopin was leferring here to the mazurkas which were published as Opus 6.

ló Sydow suggests that this letter may have been written on 9'h February 1835 (Sydow 198 I vol. 2:136).

l7 According to the Chopin editors Ekier and Kamiúski, the mazurka discussed here by Ludwika might
be the one which was published as Op. 7 No. I (Ekier & Kamitiski 1998a: I ).
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of his mazurkas belong to this type, thus all evoking for listeners mental images of

dance gatherings in ways suggested above.

With this in mind, now let us reconsider the likelihood that Kujawy village

mazurkas inspired Chopin's rubato within the time frame of a bar. Doubts were raised

earlier, because, whilst one of the requisite elements was found in Chopin's mazurkas,

namely melody, the other two requisite elements, that is, text and dance movements, did

not seem, at first glance, to feature there. Having since learned, however, that Chopin's

mazurkas belong to the type of dance music meant for listening, we may now wonder

whethel more of the requisite elements feature there than first seemed. Dance

movements, for instance, whilst not explicit, might be suggested there, in older to call

dancing to listeners' minrls. Furthermore, if Chopin imagined dancing to be

accompanied by singing, then text might be suggested there as well. Hence, before we

can resolve the issue of whether or not Kujawy village mazurkas inspired Chopin, we

need to take another look at the constituent elements of his mazurkas, this time bearing

in mind the possibility that text and dance movements might be suggested there. If we

find evidence to support this possibility, then, contrary to the doubts raised earlier, all

three requisite elements will have been found to feature in Chopin's mazurkas, thus re-

establishing Kujawy village mazurkas as the most likely source of inspiration for his

rubato within the time frame of a bar.

Chopin's mazurkas, whilst considerably varied in texture, consist primarily of a

single line of melody, generally played by the right hand, plus accompaniment, generally

played by the left hand. The melody, like the melodies of Polish dance folklore, is built

from the repetition of one-bar rhythms (see Windakiewiczowa 1926). At the same time,

like Chopin's melodies generally, it is also very song-like in quality (see Eigeldinger
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1986: 4446), so much so that, for Chopin's piano student Mikulils, "each musical

phrase sounded like song, and with such clarity that each note took the meaning of a

syllable..." (Mikuli in Eigeldinger 1986: 42).For each note to have taken "the meaning

of a syllable", it is possible that the melody was composed with a text in mind, or at

least with knowledge of the rules of text declamation. This is confirmed by the many

ways in which the melody hints at text declamation, two of which are particularly

characteristic of Chopin's mazurkas. These are: firstly, the use of subtle gradations of

dynamics which, to Chopin's piano student Mathiasle, sounded like "raising or lowering

the voice" (Mathias in Eigeldinger 1986: 49); and secondly, the use of subtle

modifications of tempo, such as rubato, which, to Mathias, sounded like "accelerating

or drawing out the diction" (Mathias in Eigeldinger 1986: 49). Hence, the melody's

hints at text declamation, whilst requiring further investigation in this thesis, indicate

that text is suggested in Chopin's mazurkas.

Complementing the melody of Chopin's mazurkas is, as noted above, an

accompaniment, generally played by the left hand. This accompaniment assumes a

variety of different forms, including spread chords, pedals, open fifths imitative of

bagpipe drones, as well as fragments of melody appearing in counterpoint with the main

melody. Most often, however, it assumes the form of lepeated chords, the fundamental

note of the chord falling on the first beat of the bar, and other notes of the chord falling

on the second and third beats of the bar (Bronarski 1944: 148-149). Whilst simple in

form, this accompaniment plays a significant role in Chopin's mazuLkas, for, as noted

by the Chopin scholar and editor Samson, by marking three beats in a bar, it articulates

the dance rhythm (Samson 1996: 112). Furthermore, it is aided in this respect by the

l8 Karol Mikuli ( I 821-l 897) was a piano student of Chopin from I 844 to 1848. In I 858, he became

director of the Lwów Conservatory, where he taught piano, harmony and counterpoint for about thirty
years (Eigeldinger 1986: 172).

l9 Georges Mathias (1826-1910) studied piano under Chopin from around 1838-1839 for a period of
five, seven or eight years. In 1862, he became Professor of Piano at the Paris Conservatoire where he

worked for over thirty years (Eigeldinger 1986: 170).
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frequent appearance of the sþrzando accent ffz), not only on the first beat but also on

the second and third beats of the bar, in imitation of ornamental dance movements, such

as foot-stamps (Windakiewiczowa 1926:22, Thomas 1992:56)' Hence, the

accompaniment's articulation of dance rhythm, whilst again requiring further

investigation in this thesis, indicate that not only text but also dance movements are

suggested in Chopin's mazurkas.

In light of the above information, can we now accept that Kujawy village

mazurkas were the most likely source of inspiration for Chopin's rubato within the time

frame of a bar? Admittedly, of the three elements which, in Kujawy village mazurkas,

were necessary to the application of this type of rubato, only one is explicit in Chopin's

mazurkas, namely melody. Since, however, Chopin composed his mazurkas in such a

way that they suggest the other two requisite elements, that is, text and dance

movements, he could still have applied rubato there in the style of Kujawy village

mazurkas. For instance, by creating a melodfi which suggests text, Chopin could have

applied rubato to it in accordance with rules cf text declamation, just as, we noted

earlier, occurred in Kujawy village mazurkas. Additionally, by creating an

accompaniment which suggests dance movements, Chopin could also have applied

rubato as best aids dance movements' expression, again, just as, we noted earlier,

occurred in Kujawy village mazurkas. Hence, the fact that Kujawy village mazurkas

depended upon the interaction of text, melody and dance movements for the application

of rubato does not, as first appeared, decrease the likelihood of their having inspired

Chopin. On the contrary, it may have been the very interaction of these three elements

which inspired Chopin's mazurkas, including h\s rubato within the time frame of a bar.

The hypothesis of this thesis, therefore, is that the interaction of text, melody and dance

movements in Kujawy village mazurkas provides a key to understanding rubato within

the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.
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Arising from this hypothesis are two key questions which will be addressed in the

thesis. The first question focuses on Kujawy village mazurkas. What is the interaction of

text, melody and dance movements in Kujavzy village mazurkas?

This question is not easy to answer, for text, melody and dance movements were

so closely bound together in Kujawy village mazurkas, that it is difficult to determine

exactly which element was acting on the other. Furthermore, in performance, these three

elements move through time, making the analysis of their interaction even more

complex. Yet, the way in which they simultaneously moved through time in Kujawy

village mazurkas, especially the way in which they subtly slowed down and then sped

up to make up for lost time, or vice versa, constitutes the very essence of the

phenomenon in which their interaction was particularly close, namely rubato within the

time frame of a bar. It is vital in this thesis, therefore, to study the way in which text,

melody and dance movements simultaneously moved through time in Kujawy village

mazurkas, if we are to gain a complete understanding of their interaction.

In preparation for undertaking this study, let us now examine the concept of text,

melody and dance movements simultaneousiy moving through time. The verb "to

move", in its core meaning, is defined in The New Oxford Dictionary of English as "to

go in a specified direction or manner" (Pearsall 1998: l2l0). The "specified direction"

in which text, melody and dance movements simultaneously "go" in performance is, as

noted above, through time, or, more precisely, onwards or continuously folwards in

time. This "going onwards in time" is demonstrated by text's continuous progression

from one syllable to the next, melody's continuous progression from one note to the

next, and dance movements' continuous progression from one bodily movement to the

next. If the progression of any one of the three elements is temporarily interrupted by
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rests or pauses, an attitude of continuity is displayed by performers, so that a sense of

"going onwards in time" is always maintained.2o

As text, melody and dance movements simultaneously go onwards in time, they

progress, not chaotically, but in an orderly manner, so that distinct patterns may be

perceived in their motion. This order or patterning in the motion of the three elements is

called rhythm.2t In order to create rhythm, the successive syllables, notes or bodily

movements of the three elements are arranged in the following two ways (see Cuddon

1998:753, Lange 1975 31, Powers 1986: 701, Sachs 1953:26-28). Firstly, they are

arranged according to their duration, thus forming durational patterns like, for a simple

example, "long - short". Secondly, and simultaneously, they are arranged according to

their prominence, thus forming accentual patterns like, again for a simple example,

"emphasis - non-emphasis". In the latter case, an emphasis may be produced by many

different means, too numerous to mention here.22 Most commonly, however, it is

produced by giving more time or by applying more energy ol intensity to one particular

syllable, note or bodily movement than to the neighbouring ones.

During the creation of rhythm, text, melody and dance movements interact closely,

influencing and adjusting to each other's patterns.23 Text, for instance, may be required

to adjust to melody, if melody features particular patterns which have to be retained for

20 For more detailed discussions about the continuity of motion in music and dance, see Zuckerkandl
(1956: l17-141) and Lange (1975:54-59) respectively.

2l In Ancient Greek times, the philosopher Plato (c.429-c.3478C) stated that "order in movement is
called rhythm" (Plato 1970: 103). Since then, numerous scholars have confirmed and built upon this
statement, defining rhythm as ordered, organised or patterned movement in time (e.g. Cooper & Meyer
1960: l, Lange 1975:28-3O, Pearsall 1998: l-593, Powers 1986:700, Sachs 1953: 15, Schachter 1976:
3ll-312, Zuckerkandl 1956: 157).

22 In melody, for instance, an emphasis may be produced by a note which is longer in duration, louder in
volume, higher in pitch or thicker in timbre than its neighbouring notes, to name just a few examples.

23 Discussions on the interaction between melody and texldance movements may be found in Barwick
( 1989), Bielawski ( I 959), Bright ( 1963), Czekanowska ( 1990), Little & Jenne ( l99l ), Men'iam (1964),
Nettl (l 964), Stçszewska & Stçszewski (1963).
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the sake of its identity. In Kujawy village mazurkas, for example, the text sometimes

included extra meaningless syllables, such as oj, so that it could match the melody's

distinctive pattern of "short - short - long - ìong" (oj dziew-czy-no, å ,ã'I'J I
(KrzyäaniakinKrzyZaniak et al. 1974: 23). Conversely, melody may be required to

adjust to text, if text features particular patterns which have to be retained for the sake of

its comprehensibility. This is again exemplified by Kujawy village mazurkas in which

the melody often included extra emphases, so that it could match the text's distinctive

pattern of "de-emphasis - de-emphasis - emphasis - de-emphasis" (".g. å fl) no-

ka-g-waó) (Stçszewska & Stçszewski 1963: 625-626). At the same time, melody may

also be required to adjust to dance movements, in order, not necessarily to match their

patterns, but at least to complement them in some way. In the case of Kujawy village

mazurkas, for example, the melody included notes which were often shorter in duration

and thus more crowded together than the bodily movements which they accompanied,

thereby forming patterns which were denser than those of dance movements, and hence

complementary to them (see Lange 1988b: compare 93-95 with 105-106). Thus, as

shown by the above examples, the interaction of the three elements may be fundamental

to creating the rhythm of the whole.

The rhythm of text, melody and dance movements as a whole may assume

numerous different forms. As noted by Sachs, rhythm varies, not only "from culture to

culture", but also "from age to age within the same civilisation" (Sachs 1953:2I).

Broadly speaking, however, it is possible to identify two main kinds of rhythm. These

are: firstly, free rhythm; and secondly, rhythm which is bound, at least to some degree,

to a metre or "measure". Significantly, the rtrythm of Kujawy village mazurkas belongs

to the latter kind, bound fo, but also frequently disturbing, a type of metre identified by
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Kolberg as triple metre (Kolberg 1869: 2O5).24IT may now be helpful, therefore, to focus

on triple-metre rhythm, in preparation for this study of Kujawy village mazurkas.

When bound to triple metre, rhythm communicates a recurring temporal unit,

called in music studies a"beat".If metre is strictly observed during performance, the

beat is fixed in duration, most often within the range of two fifths of a second and one

second.2s In order to communicate a fixed beat to people, rhythm conforms to its

measure. In other words, all rhythmic values, whether "long" or "short" in duration, are

adjusted so that they are in simple proportion to the beat, amounting to simple multiples

and simple fractions of it (Zuckerkandl 1959: lO2). If, for instance, the beat is one

second in duration, rhythmic values are adjusted so that they are worth one second, one

tenth of a second, one and a third seconds, or other amounts of time26 which can be

expressed as simple multiples and simple fractions of a second. As a lesult, rhythm

makes the beat felt to people over and over again during performance. In fact, people

sense it recurring so continuously that, involuntarily, they "beat" inwardly to it, or

perhaps even outwardly to it by swaying their heads or tapping their feet (Zuckerkandl

1959: 101).

At the same time as communicating a beat, rhythm, when bound to triple metre,

also communicates a larger recurring temporal unit, called in music studies a "bar" or

"measure". In the case of tliple-metre rhythm, the bar consists of three beats. As

observed by Zuckerkandl, if people are asked to count to the beats of triple-metre

rhythm, they count, not "one-one-one-one-etc." or "one-two-three-four-five-etc.", but

"one-two-three" over and over again. Whenever they finish counting three beats, instead

24Lange (1988b: 93) and Pawlak (1981: 84, 100, 133) confirm that the rhythm of Kujawy village
mazurkas was bound loosely to triple metre.

2s According to psychological research, a beat is most likely to be perceived by people, if it is between
two fifths ofa second and one second long (Parncutt in London 2001: 281)

26 Rhythmic values generally range between one hundred milliseconds and two seconds in duration, if
communicating a fixed beat (London 2001 : 28 I ).
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ofcounting "four" on the next beat, they return to count "one" (Zuckerkandl 1956: 166-

168). They return to count "one" on this beat, because rhythm frequently draws their

attention to it in various ways.zl For example, the rhythm's emphases might often

coincide with the entry of this beat. Alternatively, rhythmic values of three beat's

duration might often begin simultaneously with this beat. More subtly, the rhythm's

recurring patterns, such as "long - short", might often begin simultaneously with this

beat. The latter is exemplified by the one-bar rhythms which characterised the melody of

Kujawy village mazurkas. Typically of mazurkas, these one-bar rhythms, with

distinctive durational patterns such as "short - short - long - long" ( å .El-'J ), were

three beats in duration, beginning simultaneously with the first of every three beats.

Hence, rhythm, by frequently highlighting the entry of the first of every three beats in

the above ways, communicates to people the starting-points of a recurring temporal unit

or "bar" which is three beats in duration, thereby establishing triple metre.

Even when triple metre is firmly established, however, rhythm rarely adheres to it

throughout an entire performance. In fact, only in electronic and mechanical

performance does rhythm adhere strictly to metre (London 2O0l:287-288). Rhythm in

human performance, such as the rhythm of text, melody and dance movements in

Kujawy village mazurkas, generally disturbs metre to varying degrees, in order to allow

for human expression. For instance, whereas rhythm produced by metronomes always

communicates a fixed beat and thus a steady tempo, rhythm produced by people often

communicates a variable beat for the sake of tempo modifications, such as rallentandos,

accelerandos and rubato. Additionally, whereas rhythm produced by metronomes

always highlights the entry of the first beat of the bar, rhythm produced by people often

highlights other beats of the bar, as is the case in syncopation. It is by creating such

27 Other aspects of a performance, such as harmony, phrasing and ornamentation, might also draw
attention to this beat.
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metric disturbances that rhythm brings "life" to performance as opposed to

"mechanism" (Scholes l97O: 872).

Amongst the many rhythmic devices lúhich create metric disturbance is,

significantly to this thesis, tempo rubato, or rubato as it is known in abbreviation.

Originating in 172328, the term tempo rubato literally means "stolen time". It refers to

the practice of "stealing" a minute portion of time from one or more rhythmic values

and giving it to others during performance, in order to intensify or clarify expression.

Such temporal flexibility may be applied to performance in many different ways. Just as

Sachs noted of rhythm generally (Sachs 1953: 2I), rubato may vary, not only from

culture to culture, but also from age to age within the same civilisation. Research into

rubato, however, whilst extensive, has yet to cover a wide range of cultures. Most of the

research undertaken into rubato to date concentrates on Western classical music, as

shown by Hudson's recent book, describing rubato's historical development (Hudson

1997). The findings of this research, notably the various types of rubato which have

been identified in Western classical music, will be discussed later in this Intloduction,

when we shift our focus to Chopin. For now, however, let us retain our focus on Kujawy

village mazurkas and concentrate on the Kujawy way of applying rubato to

performance.

As noted earlier in this Introduction, rubato in Kujawy village mazurkas was

applied within the time frame of a bar. This means that, every time rubato was applied

to performance, the subtle lengthening and compensatory shortening of rhythmic values

which constitutes rubato was contained within the time frame of a bar, rather than

extending beyond the bar. Furthermore, the application of rubato did not alter the

28 The telm tempo rubato was first used in 1723 tty Pier Francesco Tosi ( 1653-1732) in his treatise on
bel canto, the Italian florid vocal style which was dominant in Europe in the late seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries (Tosi 1743: 129, 156, 165, 111).In practice, however, tempo rubato existed long
before it was named, dating back, in the case of Western classical music, at least to the beginnings of
Italian accompanied monody around 1600 (Eigeldinger 1986: I l8).
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duration of the bar, for, according to accounl.s of Kujawy village mazurkas cited earlier

(Kolberg 1869: 208-2O9,Lange 1988b: 123-124), the bar remained fixed in duration

throughout the application of rubato there.

Whilst the bar remained fixed in duration, howeveL, the three beats constituting

the bar were "knocked out" of their "strict metric regularity" during the application of

rubato to Kujawy village mazurkas (Lange 1988b: 124). Instead of equalling each other

in duration, as they would have done if metre had been strictly observed during

performance, they were subtly varied from each other in duration, with whole or parts of

beats subtly "lengthened or retarded" at the expense of others within the bar (Kolberg

1869: 208). Consequently, Kujawy village mazurkas were performed, not at a steady

tempo, as they would have been if the three beats of the bar had equalled each other in

duration, but with subtle slackenings and compensatory quickenings of tempo contained

within the time frame of a bar.

Such a variable beat, and thus, variable tempo may be attributed to the subtle

alterations which rhythmic values undergo when subjected to rubato instead of strict

metre. As explained earlier, if subjected to strict metre, rhythmic values conform to the

measure of a fixed beat. Consequently, they communicate a fixed beat to people over

and over again during performance, people hence sensing a steady tempo. If subjected to

rubato, by contrast, the above rhythmic values are subtly altered in duration, with some

of them subtly lengthened by stealing time from others. Consequently, the beat which

they communicate to people during performance is likewise altered in duration, with

whole or pafis of beats subtly lengthened at the expense of others. Hence, people sense,

not a steady tempo, as they would do if the beat were fixed in duration, but subtle

slackenings and compensatory quickenings in tempo, just as reported above in Kujawy

village mazurkas.
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Due to the above-described subtleties, rubato in Kujawy village mazurkas is very

difficult to record in written form. One of the first scholars to mention the difficulties of

it was the Polish ethnographer Oskar Kolberg, who, as noted earlier, undertook

intensive fieldwork in Kujawy between 1860 and 1865. During this fieldwork, Kolberg

transcribed numerous melodies of Kujawy village mazurkas, using the Western stave

system of music notation. By his own account, however, he was unable to transcribe

them accurately, because he could find no means of recordingthe rubato applied to

them (Kolberg 1869: 208-209). The reason why Kolberg found rubato so difficult to

record, using the Western stave system of music notation, may be revealed through a

brief reflection on music notation itself.

In one of the most influential articles on the subject, Seeger identified two main

kinds of music notation (Seeger 1958: 184). One kind provides a "blueprint" for the

performer. It gives instructions on how a specific piece of music "shall be made to

sound" in performance. By contrast, the other kind of music notation provides a "report"

for the analyser. It describes how a specific piece of music "actually did sound" in

performance. Seeger termed these two kinds of music notation "prescriptive" and

"descriptive" respectively.

For the purpose of transcribing the melodies of Kujawy village mazurkas, Kolberg

required descriptive music notation, that is, notation which describes how music

actually did sound in performance. Yet, the system of music notation which Kolberg

used for his transcriptions, namely the Western stave system, is essentially prescriptive

in character (Seeger 1958: 186, Nettl 1983:72).lt is designed to direct people on how to

perform a piece of music, rather than to describe a piece of music in detail.

Consequently, it may not contain all of the symbols which Kolberg required to describe

how the melodies of Kujawy village mazurkas actually did sound in performance.
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For example, the Western stave system, in its directions to performers, generally

represents the rhythmic values of a piece of music as conforming to the measure of a

fixed beat. If the beat is represented by a quaver, for instance, the rhythmic values are

generally represented as simple multiples and simple fractions of a quaver (Zuckerkandl

1956: 159-160, Stone 1976: 16). Sometimes, various symbols are used to represent

alterations to the above rhythmic values. The pause symbol ( Â ), for instance, means

that performers can lengthen a rhythmic value by as much as they like. No symbols,

however, are specifically designed to represent the subtle lengthening and compensatory

shortening of rhythmic values which occurs during the application of rubato. Rather, it

is assumed that performers already know how to make such rhythmic alterations in a

manner which is appropriate to the given musical genre (London 2OOl:288¡.zo Hence,

extra symbols would have been needed in the Western stave system, if Kolberg was to

have been able to show in his transcriptions how rubato was applied to the melodies of

Kujawy village mazurkas.

It was not until after Kolberg's lifetime, however, that tlanscribers of Kujawy

village mazurkas began using extra symbols to record rubato. Amongst the first

transcribers to use extra symbols were Aleksander Pawlak and other scholars who

worked at the Poznari Institute of Arts during the 1950s, '60s and '70s (Pawlak in

Krzyzaniak et al. 1974: 19). As noted earlier, during these years, intensive fieldwork

was undertaken in Kujawy, including the tape-recording of over two thousand eight

hundred melodies. Pawlak and his colleagues at the Poznan Institute of Arts transcribed

over nine hundred and fifty of these melodies, two hundred and fourteen of which

belong to Kujawy village mazurkas. These transcriptions were published in the second

of atwo-volumecollectionof Kujawymusicfolklorein 1975 (Krzyíaniaketal.l9T5).

29 Performers often acquire knowledge of musical details, such as rubato, from their elders or teachers
(Seeger 1958: 186).
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In this 1975 collection of transcriptions, Pawlak and his colleagues used the

Western stave system of music notation, plus two extra symbols which are specifically

designed to record rubato. These two symbols are n and tt. They are generally used

within the same bar, rì placed above one or two rhythmic values within the bar, and ur

placed above another one or two rhythmic values within the bar. n signifies a subtle

lengthening and rJ a compensatory shortening in duration of the rhythmic values above

which they are placed (Pawlak inKrzyíarriak et al. I975: 15). In order to understand

more clearly how these symbols are used in practice, let us now look at one of the

transcriptions from the 1975 collection.

Transcription l, shown on the next page, represents an instrumental mazurka,

recorded in Koécieszki in western Kujawy in 1952. At the beginning of the

transcription, just before the notation of the melody, is the triple-metre time signature of

3i8. It tells us that the rhythm of the melody communicates three beats in abar, with the

duration of the beat represented in the transcription by a quaver.

After the time signature, comes the notation of the melody itself. If we read

through the rhythm of the melody, without taking into consideration the rubato symbols,

we find that all of the rhythmic values conform to the measure of the quaver beat. In

other words, all of the rhythmic values, specifically crotchets, quavers, semiquavers and

triplet semiquavers, are in simple proportion to the quaver beat, amounting to simple

multiples and simple fractions of it. The crotchets, for instance, each amount to two

quaver beats, the quavers each amount to one whole quaver beat, the semiquavers each

amount to half a quaver beat, and the triplet semiquavers each amount to one third of a

quaver beat. Consequently, the rhythmic values make us sense a quaver beat, that is, a

beat which is fixed in duration, over and over again, hence conveying to us a steady

tempo.
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Transcription 1 Instrumental Mazurka from KoScieszki, near Mogilno, in Western
Kujawy, performed on Violin by Szczepan Siedlewski (born 1901),
and recorded in 1952 (T IO42/I53}) (Krzyàaniak et aI. 1975:226, No.
4e7).

j:nz

25"

By contrast, if we read through the rhythm of the melody again, this time taking

into consideration the rubato symbols, we find that some of the rhythmic values do not

conform to the measure of the quaver beat. These rhythmic values, distinguishable by

the rubato symbols above them, occur in bars 2,3 and 6. For example, the first two

semiquavers in bar 2, instead of each amounting to half a quaver beat, are, according to

the symbol above them (n), subtly longer in duration. They are lengthened at the

expense of the following quaver in the bar which, instead of amounting to one whole

quaver beat, is, according to the symbol above it (u), subtly shorter in duration.

Consequently, the quaver beat which the rhythmic values communicate to us is likewise

altered in duration, with the first quaver beat in bar 2 subtly lengthened at the expense of

the second quaver beat in the bar. Hence, we sense, not a steady tempo, as we would

have done if the beat had remained fixed at a quaver, but subtle slackenings and

compensatory quickenings of tempo contained within the time frame of a bar, just as

described in accounts of Kujawy village mazurkas cited earlier. It is evident, therefore,

that the introduction of the two symbols n and u after Kolberg's lifetime significantly

t0 T tO42/lS is the reference number for the audio recording of this instrumental mazurka, preserved in
the Folklore Archives of the Institute of Arts, Polish Academy of Sciences, in Warsaw.

tî +>-
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helped transcribers to record the application of rubato to the melodies of Kujawy village

mazurkas.

Even with the addition of the above symbols, however, a transcription is still

limited in how much it can tell us about the application of rubato. After all, a

transcription, such as that discussed above, represents just one single performance of a

melody, and thus just one way of applying rubato to it. Different performances of the

same melody might feature different rubato, even if rendered by the same musician. In

fact, according to Lange, it was quite the norm in Kujawy village mazurkas for the

application of rubato to change with every performance (Lange pers. com. 22/7/97).

Furthermore, these changes were noticeable, not only in the melody, but also in the two

elements which interacted with the melody during the application of rubato, namely text

and dance movements (Lange pers. com. 22/7 /97). One of the main reasons why the

application of rubato changed so noticeably from performance to performance was

because it was founded upon improvisation (Lange 1975: 35).

Improvisation is an art which, for a long time, received little attention in music

studies. Perhaps it was considered too evanescent to document, for, as suggested by

Bailey, improvisation is "always changing and adjusting, never fixed, too elusive for

analysis and precise descriptions" (Bailey 1980: 1). Yet, "there is scarcely a single field

in music which has remained unaffected by improvisation, scarcely a single musical

technique or form of composition which did not originate in improvisatory practice or

was not essentially influenced by it" (Ferand 1961: 5). A significant gap thelefore

existed in music literature, a gap which did not begin to be filled until the 1930s when

improvisation became, for the first time, the focus of scholarly attention (Nettl l99I:3)
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One of the first music scholars to publish substantial studies on improvisation was

Ernst Ferand (1938, 1961¡.lt According to Ferand, improvisation is "the spontaneous

invention and shaping of music while it is being performed" (Ferand 1961: 5). His use

of the word "spontaneous" here is significant, for it is the spontaneous nature of

improvisation, that is, the predilection of improvisers to act on the creative impulse of

the moment, which has been most consistently emphasised by music scholars from

Ferand's time (Nettl 1974:3) to today. Even the most recent edition of The Oxford

Dictionary of Music retains this emphasis, detìning improvisation as "a performance

according to the inventive whim of the moment" (Kennedy 1994: 428). This emphasis

on spontaneity, however, does not mean that improvisation is totally unplanned or

undisciplined (see Nettl 1974: I 1-15). In fact, one of the most significant points to have

been established in music studies over the past thirty years is that improvisation rests as

heavily on rules as any other kind of music-making (Groesbeck 1999: l). This point is

confirmed by the following account of Kujawy village mazurkas.

Upon first undertaking fieldwork in Kujawy during the 1950s, Lange was struck

by the great freedom with which the Kujawy people seemed to improvise the application

of rubato to their village mazurkas. When he asked them "Can one do anything one

likes while dancing?", they replied "Everything, whatever one likes!" Yet, upon trying

out some dancing in front of the Kujawy people, Lange found that there were certain

ways of improvisin g rubato which did not meet with their approval, "because this is

alien", "because this is not ours", "because one does not dance it this way" (Lange

1988b: 58). It thus became evident that the Kujawy people's improvisation of rubato,

whilst varying according to the mood of the moment, was also governed by certain

guidelines (Lange 1988b: 58). It is essential in this thesis, therefore, to identify these

3l Since Ferand's time, many studies have been undertaken on musical improvisation, as demonstrated,
most recently, by Berliner (1994) and Nettl & Russell ( 1998).
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guidelines, if it is to be understood how the Kujawy people improvised during the

application of rubato to their village mazurkas.

In order to identify these guidelines, this thesis will examine the extensive

documentation on Kujawy village mazurkas, collected during fieldwork in Kujawy

between 1860 and 1865, and between 1952 and 1970. As shown earlier, this

documentation includes transcriptions of all three elements which interacted during the

application of rubato, namely text, melody and dance movements. Particular attention

will be devoted to the transcriptions which show, in detail, how rubato was applied

during performance, specif,rcally those contained inKrzy?aniak et al. (1975) and in

Lange (1988b). Through the examination of such a wide range of transcriptions, this

thesis may be able to identify common ways of applying rubato, and hence guidelines

for its improvisation. At the same time, it may also move closer to answering the first

question arising from the hypothesis, "What is the interaction of text, melody and dance

movements in Kujawy village mazurkas?"

The second question arising from the hypothesis widens our focus to include

Chopin's mazurkas. How might knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas help us

understand rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas?

Kujawy village mazurkas, we noted earlier, have never been used as a major

source of information for Chopin's rubato within the time frame of a bar. [n fact,

Polish dance folklore in general has never been used for this pu{pose, having served

instead to help us understand other aspects of Chopin's mazurkas, such as his use of the

Lydian foufth, drone fifths, sudden triplets, one-bar rhythms, dotted rhythms and weak-

beat accents (see, for example, Hamburger 1966, Lissa 1960, Paschalow 1951 and

Windakiewiczowa 1926). Yet, as shown earlier, Kujawy village mazurkas are the most

likelysourceof inspirationforChopin's rubato withinthetimeframeof abar,and

therefore, may help us significantly in understanding it. Before this possibility can be
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explored in this thesis, however, it is necessary to identify which aspects of Chopin's

rubato, in particular, are unclear to us. Therefore, let us now look at the information

which has already been established about Chopin's rubato, especially his rubato within

the time frame of a bar. From this information, it may be possible to identify which

aspects of Chopin's rubato, whilst unclear to us now, might be elucidated by

knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas.

According to past research on rubato, two main types may be found in Western

classical music (see Higgins 1966: 97-102, Hudson 2OOl:832). In the first type, the

subtle lengthening and compensatory shortening of rhythmic values takes place only in

the melody, whilst the accompaniment maintains a fixed beat, and thus steady tempo.

By comparison, in the second type, the subtle lengthening and compensatory shortening

of rhythmic values takes place, not only in the melody, but in every part of the musical

texture, including the accompaniment, resulting in subtle variations to the beat, and

thus to the tempo, of the entire musical substance.

Many different names have been given to these two types of rubato in the past,

including "melodic" and "stLuctural" by Ferguson in 1964, and "contrametric" and

"agogic" by Rosenblum in 1988 (see Hudson 1997: I). Most recently, Hudson termed

them the "earlier" and "later" types of rubato, in accordance with their ordel of

chronological development (Hudson 1997: 1). Outlining their development in his

history of stolen time (Hudson 1997: 1), Huclson explains that the term rubato first

appeared in 172332 to describe temporal flexibility in the melody whilst the

accompaniment maintained strict tempo. Gradually, the term also came to refer to

temporal flexibility in the entire musical substance, so that by the first half of the

nineteenth century, the two types of rubato existed concurrently. Later in the nineteenth

32 As noted earlier, the term ntbato was first used in 1723by PierFrancesco Tosi (1653-1732) in his
treatise on bel canto, the Italian florid vocal style which was dominant in Europe in the late seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries (Tosi 1743: 129,156,165,177).
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century, however, the first or earlier type of rubato affecting only the melody fell out of

favour, whilst the second or later type affecting the entire musical substance became

more firmly established, remaining in use throughout the course of the twentieth

century.

This path of evolution is significant, for it affirms the coexistence of the two

types of rubato at the very time when Chopin was applying rubato to his music in the

first half of the nineteenth century (Hudson 1997: I53, 175). The question of which

type of rubato was employed by Chopin is addressed in the writings of his

contemporaries (see Eigeldinger 1986: 49-51), his piano student Georges Mathias

(1826-1910) describing his rubato as follows:

Its frubato's] essence is fluctuation of movement, one of the two principal
means of expression in music, namely the modification of tone and of
tempo, as in the alt of oration, whereby the speaker, moved by this or that
emotion, raises or lowers his voice, and accelerates or draws out his diction.
Thus rubato is a nuance of movement, involving anticipation and delay,
anxiety and indolence, agitation and calm; but what moderation is needed in
its use, and how all too often it is abused! [...] There was anothet aspect:

Chopin, as Mme Camille Dubois33 explains so well, often required
simultaneously that the left hand, playing the accompaniment34, should
maintain strict time, while the melodic line should enjoy freedom of
expression with fluctuations of speed. This is quite feasible: you can be

early, you can be late, the two hands are not in phase; then you make a
compensation which re-establishes the ensemble (Mathias in Eigeldinger
1986: 49-50).

Mathias thus identified here two types of rubato in Chopin's music (Eigeldinger 1986:

120, Hudson l99l: 193-194), one of which was regulated by a strict accompaniment

and the other not. Hence, according to Mathias' description, Chopin's rubato conforms

in principle to the two main types found in the history of Western classical music.

33 Camille Dubois ( | 830-1907) was a piano student oI Chopin between 1843 and 1848 (Eigeldinger
1986: 164).

34 As noted by Eigeldinger, "this assertion of course applies equally to the inverse case, when the
melody is in the left hand and the accompaniment in the right". Amongst the examples given by
Eigeldinger is Chopin's Mazurka Op. 7 No. 3, bars 56-73 (Eigeldinger 1986: I l9-120).
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Chorley's account of Chopin's rubato cited at the beginning of this thesis,

however, identifies a leaning about within the bars in Chopin's mazurka-playing which

does not strictly conform to the two main types of rubato. Considering that Chopin's

source of inspiration for this leaning about within the bars was most likely Kujawy

village mazurkas, it is not surprising that it falls outside the norms of Western classical

music. Reasons for its non-conformity are explained by Hudson, again in his history of

stolen time (Hudson 1997: 184). On the one hand, it does not conform to the earlier type

of rubato, fbr it is not regulated by a strict accompaniment. On the other hand, it is not

the same as the usual latel type of rubato, for, although temporal flexibility is applied to

the entire musical substance, this flexibility is contained within the time frame of a bar,

rather than allowed to extend over a longer time frame such as a phrase or whole

section. On account of its distinctiveness, the Chopin scholal and editor Eigeldinger

classified it as a separate or third type of rubctto (1986: I2O), a classification supported

by Rowland (1994:209) and Hudson (1997: 183). In order to find out more about this

third type of rubato or rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas,

valuable insights may be gained fi'om two main sources of information dating from the

nineteenth century.

The first main source of information is the accounts of Chopin's mazurka-playing

by his contemporaries. These accounts are contained mainly in the writings of his piano

students whom he taught in Paris, and the musicians who heard him play.ls

Contemporades who commented on the rubato in his mazurka-playing include his piano

student Wilhelm von Lenz (1809-1883)16, the French composer Hector Berlioz (1803-

1869), the English music critic Henry Chorhy (1808-1872), the German pianist and

conductor Charles Hallé (1819-1895), the German composer and master of French

35 A large number of these accounts have been collected and annotated in one readily accessible volume
by Ei geldinger ( I 986 : 5 I -52, 1 O-''l 3, 27 2-21 3).

36 Wilhelm von Lenz ( I 809- I 883) started taking piano lessons from Chopin in 1842 (Eigeldinger 1986:

r 68).
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opera Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-18ó4) and the Czechoslovakian pianist, conductor and

composer lgnaz Moscheles (1794-1870) (see Eigeldinger 1986: 72-73,272).

One of the main comments by Chopin's contemporaries was that his rubato

caused his mazurkas to sound as if they were written in 4/4 or 2/4, rather than in the

notated 3/4 metre (Hallé, Lenz, Meyerbeer & Moscheles in Eigeldingel 1986:72-73).

Furthermore, this distortion of the metre was; more than just a temporary phenomenon in

the music, the pianist Moscheles claiming to hear it throughout the duration of an entire

mazurka (Moscheles in Eigeldinger 1986: 73). Explanations for this metric distortion

were offered by two of Chopin's contemporaries, the pianist Hallé attributing it to

Chopin's "dwelling so much longer on the first note in the bar" (Hallé in Eigeldinger

1986:72), and Chopin's student Lenz attributing it, in the case of Mazurka in C major

Op. 33 No. 2, to "the third beat losing some of its value" (Lenz in Eigeldinger 1986:

73). Perhaps, with knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas, it may be possible in this

thesis to explain in further detail why the application of rubato caused Chopin's

mazurkas to sound as if they were written in 4/4 or 214, rather than in the notated 3/4

metre.

The second main source of information which may help us find out more about

the third type of rubato or rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas is

his scores. Chopin went to a great deal of trouble to capture on paper the subtle nuances

of rhythm which he produced whilst composing at the keyboard. He revised his

manuscripts over and over again before releasing them for publication, continuing to

make changes even to the second or third successive manuscript of the same work

(Kallberg 1988: 1). There consequently arose many discrepancies between his

manuscripts which, in turn, led to discrepancies between the first editions of his works,

editions which, for copyright reasons, were published more or less simultaneously in

three different countlies, namely France, Germany and England (Samson 1996:278).

Even after the publication of his works, Chopin continued to make alterations to them,
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either by improvising variants whilst playing, or by marking variants on his student's

copies whilst teaching (Methuen-Campbell 1981: 17), the latter evidenced by the

autograph glosses on first editions belonging to his students (Samson 1996:278).

Hence, although Chopin was a diligent notator, he was also a constant reviser, making it

impossible for us to identify any one set of manuscripts or any one first edition as the

definitive versions of his works.

Since no single authoritative source is identifiable, editions of Chopin's works,

subsequent to the first editions, are compiled in various different ways.37 For example,

during the latter half of the twentieth century, there were two main approaches to

compiling editions of Chopin's works. One approach was to base each score on a variety

of different sources, incorporating into the main text whichever variants were deemed to

be the final ones composed by Chopin. Editions compiled in this way include the Polish

Complete Edition, edited by Bronarski, Paderewski and Turczyúski (Warsaw 1949-

1961). Based primarily upon Chopin's autograph manuscripts, copies and first editions,

the scores in the Polish Complete Edition are intended to represent, as far as could be

identified, the final "definitive" versions of Chopin's works (Samson 1996: 280).

By contrast, the other main approach to compiling editions of Chopin's works,

during the latter half of the twentieth century, was to base each scole largely on a single

source. Variants from other sources were then reported in notes and commentaries. Two

main editions aimed to follow this approach, both of which have yet to be completed.

These are: firstly, the Henle Verlag Edition, edited mainly by Zimmermann (Munich

1956-); and secondly, the Polish National Edition, edited chiefly by Ekier (Warsaw &

Cracow 1967-¡.ts The Henle Verlag Edition, which is nearer completion than the Polish

37 For a summary of Chopin editions, see Samson (1996:218-281)

38 The forthcoming Peters Edition of Chopin's works (London), edited by Eigeldinger, Rink and
Samson, also aims to base each score largely on a single source, reporting variants from other sources in
notes and commentaries (Rink 1997:34, Michalowski & Samson 2001:724).
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National, often departs from its aim. Instead of basing each score largely on a single

source, it incorporates numerous variants frcm other sources into the score (Samson

1996:28O). By comparison, the Polish National Edition, in the volumes published so far

at least, adheres more closely to its aim. Whilst a significant number of variants from

other sources are incorporated into the score (Michalowski & Samson 2001:723-124),

the greater number of variants are written next to the main text or in

notes/commentaries, the score itself, therefore, based more closely on a single source.

Of the two above approaches to Chopin editing, the second approach is, perhaps,

most in keeping with Chopin's style of piano-playing. As shown by past research,

Chopin was a keen improviser at the piano, both when conceiving new works (see Rink

1989, Samson 1996: 11,43,270-271), and when playing old ones, spontaneously

varying his music according to the mood of the moment (see Eigeldinger 1986: 55-56).

So integral was improvisation to Chopin's style of piano-playing, in fact, that he "never

played his works twice with the same expression" (Peru3e in Eigeldinger 1986: 55).

Hence, the second approach to Chopin editirrg, by indicating Chopin's variants next to

the main text or in notes/commentaries, cleally captures his improvisatory spirit, unlike

the first approach which, by presenting final "definitive" versions of his works, almost

disregards improvisation altogether. Therefore, the edition of Chopin's works used in

this thesis is that which adheres closest to the second approach, and thus, Chopin's

improvisatory spirit. This edition, as identified above, is the Polish National, edited

chiefly by Jan Ekier (Warsaw & Cracow 1967-),

The Polish National Edition of Chopin's works, from which scores in this thesis

are cited, is composed of two series of volumes, namely Series A and Series B. Series A

consists of works published during Chopin's lifetime. It comprises twenty-six volumes.

The fourth volume in the series, edited by Jan Ekier and Pawel Kamiúski, and published

3e F. Henry Peru ( I 829130-1922) was a piano student of Chopin between I 847 and I 849 (Eigeldinger
1986: 174).
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in 1998, contains forty-three mazurkas for the piano (Chopin 1998). These mazurkas,

with their composition dates, are listed in Appendix A (i). They are presented in

chronological older as follows: - Five Mazurkas Op. 6; Four Mazurkas Op. 7; Four

Mazurkas Op. 17; Four Mazurkas Op. 24;Four Mazurkas Op. 30; Four Mazurkas Op.

33; Four Mazurkas Op. 41; Mazurka in A minor Dbop. 42^40, dedicated to Emile

Gaillard; Mazurka in A ruinor Dbop. 42B,ftom the album La France Musicale; Three

Mazurkas Op. 50; Three Mazurkas Op. 56; Three Mazurkas Op. 59; and Three

Mazurkas Op. 63.

In contrast to Series A, Series B consists of works which were not formally

published until after Chopin's death. It comprises ten volumes. The first volume of the

seLies, yet to be completed, contains twelve mazurkas for the piano. They are listed in

chronological order, with their composition dates, in Appendix A (ii). Eight of the

twelve mazurkas were given opus numbers by Chopin's friend, Julian Fontana, namely

Four Mazurkas Op. 67 and Four Mazurkas Op. 68. The remaining four of the twelve

mazurkas do not have opus numbers. These are Mazurka in B flat major WN 74r

(composed 1825-26), Mazurka in G major WN 8 (composed 1825-26), Mazurka in B

flat major WN 41, dedicated to Alexandrine Wolowska (composed 1832), and Mazurka

in A flat major WN 45, from the album of Maria Szymanowska (composed 1834). Since

this volume of mazurkas is not yet available. this thesis will focus on the volume

currently available in the Polish National Edition, the fourth volume of Series A,

containing the forty-three mazurkas published during Chopin's lifetime.

There is, of course, a limit to how much this volume of mazurkas can tell us about

Chopin's rubato within the time frame of a bar. After all, the scores in this volume use

a0 Dbop. is an abbreviption of the Polish phrase "dzielo bez opusu" which means "work without opus
nu¡nber".

4l WN srands for W),danie Narodowe [National Edition]. In this edition, works which were not formally
published until after Chopin's death are numbered in chronological order WN I, WN 2,

wN 3,....WN 65.
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the \ùy'estern stave system of music notation, a system which is prescriptive, rather than

descriptive in character. Consequently, the scores can only give directions to performers

on how to play Chopin's mazurkas; they cannot describe the mazurkas in every detail.a2

For example, as demonstrated earlier, it is difficult, if not impossible, to describe

rubato using the Western stave system on its own. There are simply no symbols in the

system specifically designed to represent the subtle lengthening and compensatory

shortening of rhythmic values which occurs during its application. Rather, it is assumed

that performers already know how to make such rhythmic alterations in a manner which

is appropliate to the given musical genre. Nevertheless, it is possible, using the Western

stave system, to give indications of how to apply rubato, even if the indications ate so

slight or indirect that they are comprehensible only to performers who already have

some knowledge of it. Therefore, let us now look at indications of rubato in the scores

of Chopin's mazurkas, and determine whether any of them might be clarified by

knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas.

The most obvious indication of rubato in the scores of Chopin's mazurkas is the

term rubato itself. It appears in the scores of seven of his fifty-five mazurkas, all of

which were composed before 1836.43 They are Mazurkas Op. 6 No. 1, Op. 6 No. 2, Op.

7 No. 1, Op. 7 No. 3, Op. 24 No. 1, Op. 24 No. 2 andOp.67 No. 3. According to

Eigeldinger, there are two different contexts in which Chopin marked the term ruhato in

the scores of his mazurkas (Eigeldinger 1986: 121). These are: firstly, at the beginning

of a mazurka as in Mazurkas Op.24 No. I and Op. 67 No. 3; and secondly, at the

42 As suggested by the Chopin scholar and editor Rink, scores are notorious for their inability "to

capture music's 'living sound' in its full complexity", and therefore can bear "only a partial relation to

the performances they inspire" (Rink 1997:.31).

43 Chopin ceased to mark the term rubato in his scores afìer 1836. His contemporary Franz Liszt (l8ll-
1886) suggested the following reason for it: "As the term taught nothing to whoever already knew, and

said nothing to those who did not know, understand, and f'eel, Chopin later ceased to add this

explanation to his music, persuaded that if one had the sense of the music, it would be impossible not

also to divine this rule of irregularity" (Liszt in Eigeldinger 1986: 5l).
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repetition of a phrase or half-phrase, as in Mazurkas Op. 6 No. 1 (bar 9), Op. 6 No. 2

(bar 65), Op.7 No. 1 (bar 49), Op. 7 No. 3 (bars 17 and 93) and Op. 24 No. 2 (bar 29).

Considering the extent to which Chopin's rubato was noticed by his contemporaries,

there are, no doubt, many other contexts in which Chopin intended rubato to be applied

to his mazurkas. It is the two contexts marked by the term rubato, however, in which

Chopin probably intended rubato to be applied most intensely (Rowland 1994: 213).

The type of rubato which Chopin had in mind for these two contexts is the subject

of considerable debate amongst music scholars. Eigeldinger, for example, suggests the

second or later type of rubato for the first context, and the third type, perhaps in

combination with the first or earlier type of rubato, for the second context (Eigeldinger

1986: l2I-122). Rowland, like Eigeldinger, suggests a combination of the first and third

types of rubato, but for both contexts, instead of just the second (Rowland 1994:213).

Sobieska and Sobieski differ from Eigeldinger and Rowland, in that they suggest only

one type of rubato for both contexts, namely the third type (Sobieska and Sobieski

1963: 252). Kamieúski and Hudson, by contrast, suggest the first type of rubato for both

contexts (Kamieírski: 1918-1919: I2O-122, Hudson 1997:2O8-214).Perhaps, with the

additional knowledge of rubato acquired through the study of Kujawy village mazurkas,

this thesis may help to clarify the type of rubato which Chopin hacl in mind, when he

wrote the term in his scores.

In addition to the term rubato, there are also other, less obvious, indications of

rubato in the scores of Chopin's mazurkas. As noted by Higgins, rubato is often

indicated by symbols which primarily serve other ends (Higgins 1966: 102). The first or

earlier type of rubato, in which temporal flexibility affects only the melody, might be

indicated by ornamental figures which steal time from the main melody notes, whilst the

accompaniment maintains a steady tempo (Hudson 1991: 197-205). The second or later

type of rubctto, in which temporal flexibility affects the entile musical substance, might

be indicatedby tenuto symbols which "often imply a slight slackening [of tempo]", by
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the slur which "outlines the limits of a poetic phrase", and by "the natural grammar of

harmonic syntax and form" (Higgins 1966: IO2). But what of the third type of rubato?

Are there any symbols in Chopin's scores which, whilst primarily serving other ends,

also indicate how to apply rubato within the time frame of a bar?

Since Chopin took a lot of trouble to notate his music accurately, it would be

su¡prising if the scores o1 his mazurkas did not contain any indications pertaining to

rubato within the time frame of a bar. At the same time, however, as noted earlier,

Chopin liked to improvise during performance, and therefore, would not have wished to

tie performers to one fixed way of applying this type of rubato. Rather, he would have

wished to induce performers to surprise audiences with "the unexpected", as he himself

surprised Berlioz with his whimsical application of rubato to his mazurkas in 1833

(Berlioz in Eigeldinger 1986: 71). Hence, if Chopin did include indications of rubato

within the time frame of a bar in the scores of his mazurkas, these indications probably

encourage improvisation as much as possible, directing pelformers to apply rubato, not

in one fixed way, but in many different ways, in keeping with the spilit of

improvisation.

Perhaps it is in the identification and understanding of these indications that

knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas may prove especially helpful. As shown earlier,

the Kujawy people shared Chopin's enthusiasm for improvisation, changing the

expression of their village mazurkas with every performance. Like Chopin, they were

particularly keen to improvise the application of rubato within the time frame of a bar,

varying it to suit the mood of the moment. Typically of improvisers, of course, they

varied it only in accordance with established guidelines, guidelines which, considering

Kujawy village mazurkas' likely inspiration to Chopin, possibly served as the

foundation upon which Chopin based his own improvisation of rubato within the time

frame of a bar. Hence, with the knowledge of these guidelines acquired through the

study of Kujawy village rnazurkas, this thesis may gain new insights into how Chopin
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intended rubato to be applied to his mazurkas, perhaps even how he indicated it in his

scores. In so doing, a significant step will have been made towards answering the second

question arising from the hypothesis, "How might knowledge of Kujawy village

mazurkas help us understand rubato within lhe time frame of a bar in Chopin's

mazurkas?"

In ordel to explore the above hypothesis with its two questions, this thesis is

divided into two parts. The first part explores the first question arising from the

hypothesis, "'What is the interaction of text, melody and dance movements in Kujawy

village mazurkas?" In seeking to answer this question, it studies the way in which text,

melody and dance movements simultaneously moved through time during the

performance of Kujawy village mazurkas, dotermining how the three elements affected

each other, and thus the performance as a whole. It is presented in two chapters.

Chapter 1 examines the structure of Kujawy village mazurkas. It identifies the

main components of the structure and how they are put together. Included in this

examination are, of course, all three elements which constitute Kujawy village

rnazurkas, namely text, melody and dance movements. From this examination,

therefore, we rnay be able to determine how the three elements affected each other's

structure, and thus the structure of the whole. as they simultaneously moved through

time during performance.

Chapter 2 shifts the focus fi'om structure to motion itself. It examines the rhythm

or patterned motion of Kujawy village mazurkas. It is presented in two sections.

The first section examines the rhythm of Kujawy village mazurkas, as it is written

in the Western stave system of music notation, that is, with the measure of a fixed beat.

It looks at: firstly, the temporal unit called thc bar, identifying the various patterns which

constitute the one-bar rhythms; and secondly, the bar in the context of the temporal
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whole, determining how the one-bar rhythms, with their various patterns, are put

together.

The second section examines the rhythm of Kujawy village mazurkas, as it was

presented in improvised performance, that is, with the application of rubato within the

time frame of a bar. It looks at: firstly, the temporal unit called the bar, identifying the

various ways of applying rubato to the one-bar rhythms; and secondly, the bar in the

context of the temporal whole, determining how the various ways of applying rubato

were put into practice during the course of irnprovisation.

Included in Chapter 2's examination of rhythm or patterned motion are, of course,

all three elements which constitute Kujawy village mazurkas, namely text, melody and

dance movements. From this examination, therefore, we may be able to determine how

the three elements affected each other's rhythm, and thus the rhythm of the whole, as

they simultaneously moved through time during pelformance. Of particular interest to

this thesis is the aspect of rhythm in Kujawy village mazurkas which most likely

inspired Chopin, namely rubato within the tirne frame of a bar. Hence, special attention

is given to determining how the three elements interacted during the application of

rubato to Kujawy village mazurkas, in preparation for applying this knowledge to

Chopin's mazurkas.

The second part of the thesis explores the second question arising from the

hypothesis, "How might knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas help us understand

rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas?" In order to answer this

question, it studies motion through time in Clhopin's mazurkas, determining how the

motion might have been influenced by text, melody and dance movements in Kujawy

village mazurkas. In particular, it concentrates on how the motion might have been

influenced by the three elements working together in interaction, for it is this interaction
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which, according to the hypothesis of this thesis, provides a key to understanding rubato

within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.

Like the first part of the thesis, the second part is presented in two chapters.

Chapter 3 examines the structure of Chopin's mazurkas. It identifies the main

components of the structure and how they are put together. From this examination, we

determine how the structure might lesemble that of Kujawy village mazurkas, and thus

how it might have been influenced by the interaction there between text, melody and

dance movements.

Chapter 4 shifts the focus from structure to motion itself. It examines the rhythm

or patterned motion of Chopin's mazurkas. It is presented in two sections.

The first section examines the rhythm of Chopin's mazurkas, as written in his

scores, that is, with the measure of a fixed beat. It looks at: firstly, the temporal unit

called the bar, identifying the various patterns which constitute the one-bar lhythms; and

secondly, the bar in the context of the temporal whole, determining how the one-bar

rhythms, with their valious patterns, are put together. From this examination, we

determine how the rhythm might resemble that of Kujawy village mazurkas, and thus

how it, like the structure, might have been influenced by the intelaction there between

text, melody and dance movements.

The second section examines the rhythm of Chopin's mazurkas, as he intended it

to be presented in improvised performance, that is, with the application of rubato within

the time frame of a bar. It considers how rubato might be applied in the style of Kujawy

village mazurkas, and thus suggest to listeners the interaction there between text,

melody and dance movements. It looks at: firstly, the temporal unit called the bar,

considering the various ways in which rubato might be applied to the one-bar rhythms;

and secondly, the bar in the context of the temporal whole, considering how the various

ways of applying rubato might be put into plirctice during the course of improvisation.
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Such a study may provide new insights into how Chopin intended rubato to be applied

to the one-bar rhythms of his mazurkas, perhaps even how he indicated it in his scores,

thereby confirming the hypothesis of this thesis that the interaction of text, melody and

dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas provides a key to understanding rubato

within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.

Accompanying this thesis is a compact disc, containing two groups of music

examples. The first group illustrates the first part of the thesis, exploring the question,

"What is the interaction of text, melody and dance movements in Kujawy village

mazurkas?" It features fourteen of the earliest extant audio recordings of Kujawy village

mazurkas, collected during intensive fieldwork in Kujawy in the 1950s and '60s.aa Of

course, as audio recordings, these music examples show only text and melody

interacting with each other. In order to see dance movements as well, readers are

advised to watch the digital videodisc accompanying this thesis. Whilst it features only a

recent and very short video recording of Kujawy village mazurkasl-5, this video

recording is the only one known to me which shows, at least to some degree, how

Kujawy village mazurkas were danced prior to the drastic changes inflicted by post-

\Wortd War fI urbanisation.

The second group of music examples on the compact disc illustrates the second

part of the thesis, exploring the question "How might knowledge of Kujawy village

mazurkas help us understand rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's

mazurkas?" It features my own performances of twenty-one excerpts from Chopin's

mazurkas, demonstrating how rubato may be applied to them, served by knowledge of

44 These audio recordings are preserved in the Folklore Archives of the Institute of Arts, Polish

Academy of Sciences, in Vy'arsaw.

45 This video recording is taken from the documentary series Tañce Polskie [Polish Dances] ( 1996 vol
ls).
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Kujawy village mazurkas. Drawing upon this knowledge,I apply rubato in the style of

Kujawy village mazurkas, and thus suggest to listeners the interaction there between

text, melody and dance movements. I illustrate the various ways in which rubato may be

applied to one-bar rhythms, and how they are combined during the course of

improvisation. By listening to my performances, therefore, readers of this thesis will be

able to hear for themselves how knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas, particularly the

interaction of text, melody and dance movements, aids the understanding of rubato

within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.

Before proceeding to Part I of this thesis, a few technical points in the

transcriptions of Kujawy village mazurkas require explanation. As noted earlier, the

transcriptions which will be the focus of Part I are those showing, in most detail, how

rubato was applied to Kujawy village mazurkas prior to the drastic changes inflicted by

post-World War tr urbanisation. These transcriptions, which include all three elements

of Kujawy village mazurkas, are containedinKrzyãaniak et al. (1975) and in Lange

(1988b). Whilst reading these transcriptions, the following points about the three

elements need to be borne in mind.

The text adheres to the spelling of the Polish literary language, with only a few

changes to indicate the peculiarities of pronunciation in the Kujawy dialect (Ikzyàaniak

inKrzyaaniak et al. 1974:40). The main changes are: the addition of a small "u" before

the vowels "o" or "u"; the addition of the consonant "1" before the vowels "o" or "u";

the addition of a small "i" after the consonant "1", indicating a softening of the "1"; the

addition of nasal vowels "i" (written âs "["), "y" (written as "y") and "u" (written as

"q"); and the omission of "." from "ç" at the ends of words (GruchmaninKrzyíaniak et
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al. I974: 28,3t).46 English translations of the text are by Halina Stochniol, teacher of

Polish language at the Polish University of London.

The melody, according to PawlakaT, is generally notated as it sounds in the first

stanza, alterations in subsequent stanzas indicated by small notes on the stave.as It is

transposed in such a way that g1 ( F ) is always the central note of the scale, the

actual pitch of the central note wlitten on the stave at the end of the melody (

A key signature is used only when particular notes are sharpened or flattened

consistently throughout the entire melody. Otherwise, accidentals are used. The triple-

metre rhythm of the melody is indicated by a time signature of either 3/4 or 3/8. 3/4 is

used if the tempo of the melody is slower than 120 beats per minute, whilst 3/8 is used if

the tempo is faster than 120 beats per minute. The average tempo of the melody is

indicated by a metronome mark.ae Duration in seconds is shown at the end of the

melody. A key to the symbols used in the melody's transcriptions is given in Appendix

B.

The dance movements are transcribed by Lange, using the highly regarded system

of movement notation called Kinetography Laban or Labanotation. As noted earlier, this

system was first outlined for publication by Rudolf Laban ((1956) t975), and further

developed by his pupil Albrecht Knust (1979). Lange, as a former pupil of Knust,

became a distinguished scholar in Kinetography Laban himself, annotating and editing

Laban's work on it (Laban l9l5), writing a survey of it (Lange 1985), and using it to

transcribe Kujawy dance folklore (e.g. Lange 1988b). Of course, Lange's kinetograms,

46 Gruchman gives a detailed discussion on the Kujawy dialect in Krzylaniak et al. (197 4: 28-33).

47 Pawlak gives a detailed explanation of the melody's transcriptions in KrzyZaniak et al. (1915 7_15)

48 Occasionally, alterations are so substantial, that subsequent stanzas have to be written out in full
(Pawlak inKrzylaniak et a|.1975: l2).

49 If the range of tempo is great, then separate metronome marks are used for each section in which a

change of tempo occurs (Pawlak in KrzyZaniak et al. 1975: 12).
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cited in this thesis, may be understood only by readers who are familiar with

Kinetography Laban. The explanations accompanying these kinetograms, however, may

give readers, even those with no knowledge of Kinetography Laban, a clear

understanding of dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas.
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PAR.T I

KUJAWY VILLAGE MAZURKAS: THE INTERACTION OF TEXT, MELODY
AND DANCE MOVEMENTS AS A STUDY OF MOTION THROUGH TIME
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CHAPTBR 1-

THE STRUCTURE OF KUJAWY VILLAGE MAZURKAS

During the mid-nineteenth century, the distinguished ethnographer Kolberg

identified two main types of village mazurkas in Kujawy (Kolberg 1869: 2OI,2O4).

These are the kujawiak and the obertas. The main differences which Kolberg observed

between them were in tempi and in the character of the dance movements. Whereas the

kujawiak was generally performed at a tempo of around 120-160 beats per minutesO

with smoothly-executed dance movements, The obertd.s was performed at a faster tempo

of 160-180 beats per minute, or even faster, with a springier action to the dance

movements (Kolberg 1869: 2O2,2O5 ).In all other respects, however, the obertas was

extremely similar to the kujawiak, so similar, in fact, that leading Polish music scholar

Sobieski described it as simply "a very fast kujawiak" (Sobieski 1973: 396).

Due to their congruous nature, the kujuwiak and obertas could be performed in

any order at social gatherings, without disturbing the flow of the performance. One

possibility, according to Kolberg, was to perform them as part of a cycle of dances

called okrqgle. This cycle consisted of chodzony [walking dance], kujawiak and obertas

(Kolberg 1869: 2O4). All three dances of the cycle flowed one into the other, without

interruption. The flow was often aided by the use of the same melody throughout the

entire cycle (Sobieski 1973: 390), as well as by an increase in tempo for each dance

(Kolbelg 1869:204).

Another possibility, which was becoming increasingly popular during Kolberg's

lifetime, was to perform the kujawiak and obertas independently of the okrqgle dance

cycle (Kolberg 1869: 204).For instance, according to Kolberg, the Kujawy people often

-s0 By the mid-twentieth century, the kujawiak, especially in its vocal forrn, was sometimes performed at

a slower tempo than that observed by Kolberg, but rarely below 107 beats per minute (Pawlak 198 I :

r06).
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performed a kujawiak followed by an obertas, without dancing a chodzony at all

(Kolberg 1869: 2O4). Alternatively, they performed a kujawiak then a chodzony or

slower kujawiak to catch their breath, followed by an obertas (Kolberg 1869: 205). By

the time Lange conducted fieldwork in Kujawy in the mid-twentieth century, the

kujawiak and oberta.r ìrvere performed in whichever order suited the mood of the

gathering (Lange 1988b: 123). Whilst the kujawiak was the most frequently and eagerly

performed dance at social gatherings (Lange 1988b: 58, Lange 1996:33), it progressed

without interruption to the obertas whenever the mood of the gathering became

especially lively.

The choice between the kujawiak and obertas was made at social gatherings by

one of the dance couples in attendance, often one of the head male farm-workers

(Kolberg 1869: 201) and his female dance partner. They indicated their choice by

performing a vocal mazurka, of either the kujawiak or obertas type, in front of the

music band. They performed it in front of the music band, because they wished to

incite the band members, usually a violinist and sometimes a double-bass player, to

perform it for the gathering in instrumental form.

In order to incite the musicians, one member of the dance couple, often the man,

sang a short unaccompanied song, termed in Polish przyÍpiewka. As described in the

Introduction, this song consisted of a text which was based on an anonymous poem

about village life (Krzylaniak 1979:321) and a melody which was either improvised on

the spur of the moment or chosen from a repertoire of commonly known mazurka tunes

(Lange 1988b: 59). During the song, the dance couple performed dance movements on

the spot in front of the musicians, the man sometimes shaking his hand in the air and

stamping on the ground (Lange 1988b: 122).In this way, the couple incited the

performance of an instrumental mazurka of their choice, whether it be of the kujawiak

or obertas type.
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In the instrumental mazurka which followed, the violinist imitated the melody just

sung by the dance couple, embellishing and extending it through the addition of

ornamentsandtherepetitionof phrases(Kolberg 1869:2O9,Pawlak 1981:130). If a

double-bass player was present at the gathering, he bowed a drone on two open strings

(Kolberg 1869: 209). To this musical accompaniment, the dance couple, facing each

other in an embrace, danced along the perimeter of a circle, other couples at the

gathering following their lead (Lange 1975: 104). If they danced a kujawiak, they most

commonly whirled to the right whilst travelling clockwise around the circle, whereas for

the obertas, they most commonly whirled to the left whilst travelling anti-clockwise

around the circle, changing direction at the call of the leading male dancer (Kolberg

1869 201, Lange 1988b: 12l¡.-st They continued in this manner until the leading or

another dance couple, at whim, stopped to sing a different song in front of the

musicians, thus beginning anew the sequence of vocal mazurka followed by

instrumental mazurka.s2

As noted in the Introduction, the above dance procedure shows how closely the

Kujawy people worked together during performance, producing village mazurkas in

which text, melody and dance movements combined to form the whole. It was also

noted in the Intloduction that, in order to form the whole, text, melody and dance

movements intelacted with each other closely, their interaction affecting, in pafticular,

the application of rubato within the time frame of a bar. Since their interaction affected

such a subtle phenomenon as rubato, it also affected, no doubt, more fundamental

aspects of Kujawy village mazurkas, including one of their most fundamental aspects,

that is, their structure. Let us now look at the structure of Kujawy village mazurkas,

identifying its main components and how they are put together. From this examination,

-sl There were no fixed rules, however, regarding the direction of travel around the circle (Lange 1988b:

123), the choice of direction depending on individual or local preferences, and the mood of the moment.

52 For an example of this sequence, see the DVD accompanying this thesis.
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it may be possible to determine how text, melody and dance movements affected each

other's structure, and thus the structure of the whole, as they simultaneously moved

through time during performance.

Of the th¡ee elements which constitute Kujawy village mazurkas, text has the most

clearly defined structure. It generally takes the form of a poem. This poem, often

improvised on the spur of the moment, comments or reports upon various aspects of

village life (KrzyZaniak 1979:322).s3 For instance, it may describe a social custom of

the village, such as the dowries of the Kujawy youth:

N a Kuj awach puow iadaj óm,
2e tam dobry puosag dajóm,
stare rydlo i dropakn,
taki posag Kujawiaka.

Na Kujawach puowiadajóm,
2e tam dobry puosag dajóm,
cztery sery, dzban maíl¡anki,
taki posa g Kuj awianki.sa

Alternatively, the poem may relate a humorous story:

Ksiç2ulek sie na mnie gniewa,
2e mu Swinka w marchwi bwa,
ksiçZulku, sie nie gniewejcie,
iwinke z marchwi wyganiejcie.ss

[It is said that in Kujawy,
They give a rich dowry,
An old plough and broom,
This is the dowry of the Kujawy boy

It is said that in Kujawy,
They give a rich dowry,
Four slabs of cheese, a jug of buttermilk,
This is the dowry of the Kujawy girl.l

[The priest is angry with me,
Because my piglet keeps breaking into his carrot patch,
My dear priest, do not be angry with me,
Chase the piglet away from the carrots.l

Often, the poem is addressed to family members, commenting upon events of the day:

Matuliynku, byl tu Adam, [Dear mother, Adam was here,

53 For a detailed discussion about the topics of poems in Kujawy music folklore, see Krzy2aniak in
Krry2aniak et al. (1974:38-39).

5a This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Szatki, near Vy'loclawek, in eastern Kujawy,
sung by Natalia Termanowska (born l89l ), and recorded in 1955 (T 214713) (Krzylaniak et al. l9l5:
92-93, No. l45A).

-s5 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Smólsk, near Wloclawek, in eastern Kujawy,
sung by Aniela Sikorska (born 1907), and recorded in 1954 (T l55l/16) (I?zyàaniak et al. 1975: 67-
68, No. llzu).
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juZ wóm wiyncy nie puowiadam,
jak sie zaczón zy mnóm pieíciyó,
niy muoglim sie w lóàk"o zmieíció.s6

I will not tell you any more,
When he started to make love to me,
We could not fit into the bed.l

Additionally, the poem often relates the activities of a wedding party:

Sometimes, the poem is addressed specifically to musicians at a social gathering,

requesting them to play a dance tune:

Za stodolom, za iytym
stoji woda z korytym,
druhny nogi uumyly,
a chlopacy wypiyly.sT

Zagrajcie m.i jakóm takóm,
byle iwiatow óm, Éwiatowóm,
a niech ja sie nataricuje,
z mo.iom bratowóm, bratowóm.s8

Z czegói mi sie chlopiec udol,
top uorzys ko ladnie strugol,
topuorzysko do siekiyry,
a tyS mi chlopiec, ty mi mily.se

[Behind the barn, behind the rye
Stands some water in a trough,
The bridesmaids washed their feet in it,
And then the boys drank it.l

[Play for me in a manner
Of world-fame, world-fame,
So that I can dance to my heart's content,
With my sister-in-law.l

lWhat kind of boy do you seem to me?
You carve the axe-handle well,
A handle for the axe,
You are my boy, and I like you.l

Most frequently, the poem is simply an expression of love or flirtation between a man

and a woman:

-s6 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Ruszki, near Radziejów, in central Kujawy,
sung by Jadwiga Rogalska (born I 879), and recorded in 1955 (T 2160ll3) (Krzy2aniak et al. 1975: 61,
No.72A).

s7 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka íÌom KoScielna WieS, near Radziejów, in central

Kujawy, sung by Jozefa Janowska (born 1900), and recorded in 1964 (T 2735115) (Krzyaaniak et al.
1915: t}l-108, No. l76D).

58 This poern served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Ciçricisko, near Mogilno, in western
Kujawy, sung by Helena Kowalska (born 1898), and recorded in 1964 (T 2730/13) (Krzyaaniak et al
1975:60, No.7lA).

s9 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in central
Kujawy, sung by Katarzyna Jarmusz (born 1892), and recorded in 1956 (T 227211) (Krzyaaniak et aL.
1975:64, No. 82).
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Regardless of its topic, the poem is intended to prompt listeners to compose another

poem in reply, hence its improvisatory nature (KrzyàaniakinY,,rzy2aniak et aL l974

38).

The poem is usually one, sometimes two to four, stanzas in length. Each stanza

generally consists of two couplets, each couplet consisting of two successive, usually

rhymed, lines of poetry:

First couplet:

Second couplet

uOjca ni mam, matki ni mam,
do kogo sie przytulió mam.
Przytule sie do Jezusa,
tam jes tatui ji matusia.6o

Often, the first couplet is expressed as a metaphor or question, and the second couplet as

a factual description or answer (Czekanowska 1990: l3l). In the case of the above

poem, for instance, the first couplet, comprising the first two lines of the stanza, asks the

question, "uOjca ni mam, matki ni mam, do kogo sie przytulió mam?" [I don't have a

father or a mother, who can I hug?]. The second couplet, comprising the second two

lines of the stanza, then answers "Przytule sie do Jezuse, tam jes tatuS ji matusia" [I hug

Jesus, for mum and dad are there].

The two lines constituting a couplet are each four to twelve syllables in length.

Most frequently, they are each six, seven or eight syllables in length, with eighrsyllable

lines especially common (Pawlak 1981: 84, 88). In the following poem, for example, the

two lines constituting the first couplet contain eight syllables each, whilst the two lines

constituting the second couplet also contain eight syllables each:

First couplet: 8-syllable line
8-syllable line

Ku-mo ter-ko, bój siç Bo-ga,
od-pro-wadá me bo zla dro-ga.

ó0 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka From Slawsko Dolne, near Mogilno, in western
Kujawy, sung by El2bieta WiSniewska (born 1880), and recorded in 1952 (T 868/6) (Krzyaaniak et at
1975:6O, No.704).
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Sometimes, a line, especially one greater than eight syllables in length, may contain one

or more meaningless syllables, such as oj, da, a, da ji or o ii (Pawlak 1981: 82). Such

syllables are added to a line either to make it add up to a certain number of syllables or

to make it fit the melody to which it is sung.

Each line of a couplet is generally divided into two groups of syllables, these

groups constituting the smallest structural components of the poem. The division of a

line into two syllabic groups is determined, neither by syllabic stress as in many poems

in English nor by syllabic length as in much ancient classical poetry. Rather, it is

determined by syllabic count. This may be explained as follows.

Most frequently, a line is divided in such a way that at least one of its two syllabic

groups comprises four syllables. For instance, a six-syllable line, whilst sometimes

divided into two groups of three syllables each (3+3), is generally divided into a group

of four syllables plus a group of two syllables (4+2) or vice versa (2+4); a seven-syllable

line is generally divided into a group of four syllables plus a group of three syllables

(4+3) or vice versa (3+4); and a eight-syllable line is generally divided into two groups

of four syllables each (4+4) (Pawlak 1981: 84, 88), the latter illustrated by the following

poem:

Second couplet: 8-syllable line
8-syllable-line

First couplet: 8-syllable line (4+4)
8-syllable line (4+4)

Second couplet: 8-syllable line (4+4)
8-syllable-line (4+4)

Tam na dro-dze (w)il-cy sie-dzq
jak sam pój-de, to me zje-dzq.6l

Oj-2e, oj-ùe, / dziew-cze mo-je,
jak ja u-mrQ, / bu-ty tvvo-je.
Wy - chç-do -Zys z, / wy- s zw ar- c u-j e s z,
jak me wspom-nisz, / u-ca-lu-jesz.ez

6l This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Strzelno in western Kujawy, transcribed
during fieldwork in Kujawy in the mid-nineteenth century (Kolberg I 880: 157, No. 368).

ó2 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Kowal in south-eastern Kujawy, transcribed
during fieldwork in Kujawy in the mid-nineteenth century (Kolberg 1889:213, No.43 l).
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Additionally, a nine-syllable line is generally divided into a group of four syllables plus

a group of five syllables (4+5) or vice versa (5+4); and a ten-syllable line, whilst

sometimes divided into two groups of five syllables each (5+5), is generally divided into

a group of four syllables plus a group of six syllables (4+6) or vice versa (6+4):

First couplet:

Second couplet

lO-syllable line (6+4)
lO-syllable line (6+4)
9-syllable line (5+4)
8-syllable-line (4+4)

O ji, ty dziew-czy-no, / mo-je zda-nie,
o ji, wo-le cie-bie / jak Snia-da-nie,
a buo Snia-da-nie / to jym co dziyri,
cie-bie wí-dze / raz na t!-dziyn.6t

Spoj-rzyj i-no / raz chlo-pa-ku,
spoj-rzyj i-no / raz.
Nie spój-rzç ja / a-ni ra-zLt,

bo in-sze-go / masz.6a

Even a five-syllable line is generally divided in such a way that one syllabic group

comprises four syllables, the other syllabic group thus replaced by just one syllable

(4+t):

First couplet:

Second couplet

8-syllable line (4+4)
5-syllable line (4+1)
8-syllable line (4+4)
5-syllable-line (4+1)

The only lines which are not divided into four-syllable groups ale those of rare

occurrence, that is, those of four, eleven and twelve syllables in length. A four-syllable

line is generally divided into two groups of two syllables each (2+2), an eleven-syllable

line is generally divided into a group of five syllables plus a group of six syllables (5+6)

or vice versa (6+5), and a twelve-syllable line is generally divided into two groups of six

syllables each (6+6). Hence, as shown by the above examples, the syllabic group, that is,

the smallest structural component of the poem, whilst occasionally replaced by just one

syllable, generally comprises two to six syllables, most commonly four syllables.

ó3 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in central
Kujawy, sung by Zofia ìWojnicka (born I 886), and recorded in 1963 (T 2685127) (Krzylaniak et al.
1975:7O, No.98A).

6a This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from Inowroclaw in north-western Kujawy,
transcribed during fieldwork in Kujawy in the mid-nineteenth century (Kolberg 1869:249, No. 432)
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Although each stanza of a poem usually consists of the number of couplets, lines

and syllabic groups identified above, it is sometimes extended in length. Most

frequently, it is extended through the lepetition of a couplet, usually the second couplet

(Pawlak 1981: 81). Occasionally, it is extended through the repetition of a line, such as

the final line of the stanza (Pawlak I 98 I : 8 1), or through the repetition of a syllabic

group or word (Krzy?aniakinKrzyàaniak et al. I974:23).It may also be extended

through the addition of a series of nonsense syllables to the end of the stanza (Pawlak

1981: 82). These nonsense syllables, such as da, dana, oj, o ji, tili, dóm, tom, tady, rady,

ram, tam, might even be used to form a whole extra stanza, as illustrated by the poem

below:

Stanza I First couplet:

Second couplet:

6-syllable line (4+2)
6-syllable line (4+2)
8-syllable line (4+4)
6-syllable-line (4+2)

Ku-cha- re-czki / na- sze,

rzod-kóm ka-sze / wa-rzóm,
w s zy s -tkiech I u- d zi / p o - mo - rzy -ly,
sa-me le-dwie / la-2óm.

Oj, ti-li ti-li / ti-li dóm tam,
tam da da da da / da da da da,
oj, ti-li ti-li / ti-li dóm tom,
ti-Ii du-Ii du-li / dóm tom.6s

Stanza2 First couplet:

Second couplet

9-syllable line (5+4)
9-syllable line (5+4)
9-syllable line (5+4)
8-syllable-line (6+2)

Such prolific use of nonsense syllables may be explained by the fact that when a poem

was chosen at a social gathering to serve as the text for a vocal mazurka, it sometimes

turned out to be too short for the melody to which it was sung. Consequently, nonsense

syllables were added to the end of the poem, as in the poem above, so that its length

would correspond to that of the melody (Sobieski 1955: 3-4).

It was not always the poem, however, which was moulded to fit the melody during

the performance of Kujawy village mazurkas. Rather, the melody was often moulded to

fit the poem. Poetry's strong influence on melodic structure has been demonstrated in

65 This poem served as the text for the vocal mazurka from SluZewo, near Aleksandrów Kujawski, in
northern Kujawy, sung by Jan V/ypijewski (born I 879), and recorded in 1956 (T 225016) (Krzy2aniak et
a|.1975:125, No. 219).
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many studies of East European dance folklore, including studies of Polish dance folklore

(see Czekanowska 1990: 197). According to Czekanowska's study, poetry has shaped

not only the structure of vocal melodies for which it has served as texts, but also the

structure of the numerous instrumental melodies in Polish dance folklore which have

vocal prototypes (Czekanowska 1990: 197). Hence, a melody in Polish dance folklore

which is vocally founded, as is the melody of Kujawy village mazurkas, often

corresponds, in its structure, to poetry. This may be demonstrated through a study of the

melody in Kujawy village mazurkas and its structural relationship to the poetry we have

just discussed.

The melody of Kujawy village mazurkas generally consists of one or more eight-

bar sentences. In the vocal mazurka, one eigiit-bar sentence corresponds to one stanza of

poetry in the text. Thus, if the text of the vocal mazurka is a one-stanza poem, the

melody will comprise one eight-bar sentence. By the same principle, if the text of the

vocal mazurka is a two-, three- or four-stanza poem, the melody will comprise two,

three or four eight-bar sentences. Since the melody of the vocal mazurka is built from

eight-bar sentences, so too is the melody of the instrumental mazurka which follows.

Unlike the melody of the vocal mazurka, however, the melody of the instrumental

mazurka, whilst most commonly comprising one to four eight-bar sentences, is not

restricted in length. Through the use of repetition, it comprises as many eight-bar

sentences as desired by the couples dancing to it (Dahlig 1990: 41).

Each eight-bar sentence of the melody generally comprises two four-bar phrases.

In the vocal mazurka, the two phrases each correspond to one couplet of the text. Most

frequently, as in Transcription 2,fhe two phrases end with the same cadence, finishing

on the same note of the scale (Pawlak 1981:99).
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Transcription 2. Vocal Mazurka from Nieszawa in North-Eastern Kujawy, transcribed
during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Centuly (Kotberg
1869:231, No. 399).

0i noprj - ny sie, wujlu da zie-le -ni siq */llur.

0¡ na po- lu }u-o-sro, ¡ w¡todo- h i¡-¡llo-t..

It is also common for the two phrases to end with different cadences, finishing on

different notes of the scale (Pawlak 1981: 79-80, 99). In Transcription 3, for example,

the cadence at the end of the first phrase creates tension which is resolved by the

cadence at the end of the second phrase. Hence, even though the two phrases end with

different cadences, they are still a complementary pair.

Transcription 3. Vocal Mazurka from Babiak in Southern Kujawy, transcribed during
Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1869:
234-235, No.404).

lGrcrm .u.rlo lij piwe"ø - lro i pisz ne scra- nç !¡ sc¡&-D?,

zapleçi ci Marysieú-lc jakjqdosta - nç dorta- nç

This pairing together of four-bar phrases, since a characteristic of the vocal mazurka, is

also a characteristic of the instrumental mazurka in Kujawy. Its eighrbar sentences, like

those of the vocal mazurka, comprise two four-bar phrases which end, either with

identical cadences, or with different cadences which create a sense of tension and

resolution (Pawlak 1981: 134).
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The two four-bar phrases constituting the eighrbar sentences of the melody each

consist of two two-bar sub-phrases. In the vocal mazurka, each two-bar sub-phrase

corresponds to one line of the text. Since many vocal mazurkas feature just one note per

syllable (Stçszewski 2001 : l8), the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody often match, note

for syllable, the corresponding lines of text, the melody adjusting to fit the text, or the

text, through the addition of nonsense syllables, adjusting to fit the melody. As a result,

the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody, in accord with the corresponding lines of text,

generally contain four to twelve notes, with six to eight, especially eight notes most

common, the latter illustrated by Transcription 3.

In contrast to Transcription 3, some vocal mazurkas in Kujawy feature more than

one note per syllable, due to the elaboration of the melody through acciaccature,

mordents, triplets in place of two-note groupings, and other decorative notes of short

duration. Consequently, the number of notes constituting the two-bar sub-phrases of the

melody is greater than the number of syllables constituting the coriesponding lines of

text. Minus the elaboration, however, the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody still match,

note for syllable, the corresponding lines of text, each containing four to twelve notes.

For example, in Transcription 4,the vocal mazurka often features more than one note

per syllable, due to the elaboration of the melody through acciaccaturø. Consequently,

the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody, if we count the acciaccature, contain ten notes

each, compared with the corresponding lines of text which contain only eight syllables

each. Minus the acciaccature, however, the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody contain

only eight notes each, thus still matching, note for syllable, the corresponding lines of

text.

Transcription 4. Vocal Mazurka from Przedecz in Southern Kujawy, transcribed during
Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1889:
249, No. 554).

Klebyú Maryl
To-byílleryi ohlo-pa nlrh.

Tyó rlechclale
Kltme aJrgo¡

¡o

_L_l¿
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By comparison, the instrumental mazurka generally features a more richly

elaborated melody than the vocal mazurka, through more extensive use of acciaccature,

mordents, triplets in place of two-note groupings, and other decorative notes. As a

result, the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody contain a greater number of notes than

those of the vocal mazurka. If we do not count the elaboration, however, we find that the

two-bar sub-phrases, like those of the vocal mazurka, generally contain four to twelve

notes each, with eight notes most common. In Transcription 5, for example, the two-bar

sub-phrases, minus the decorative notes printed in small type, contain eight notes each,

just like those of the vocal mazurkas in Transcriptions 3 and 4.

Transcription 5 Instrumental Mazurka (bars 1-8) from Nieszawa in North-Eastern
Kujawy, transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-
Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1869:231, No. 399).

A significant difference between the instrumental and vocal mazurkas, however, is that,

in the instrumental mazurka, the two-bar sub-phrases containing nine, ten, eleven or

twelve notes are far more common than in the vocal mazurka, more common, in fact,

than those containing six or seven notes. In Transcription 6, for example, the first two-

bar sub-phrase contains eleven notes and the second two-bar sub-phrase contains ten

notes. By making greater use of the two-bar sub-phrases containing nine to twelve notes,

violinists can vary more extensively the melody sung to them in the preceding vocal

mazurka.

L.-
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Transcription 6 Instrumental Mazurka (bars 5-8) from Inowroclaw in North-Western
Kujawy, transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-
Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1869:257, No. 446).

Within each two-bar sub-phrase of the melody are two distinctive one-bar

rhythms, these one-bar rhythms constituting the smallest structural components of the

melody. In the vocal mazurka, each one-bar rhythm of the melody corresponds to one

syllabic group of the text (Bielawski 1959: I4l-142), the first one-bar rhythm in a sub-

phrase corresponding to the first syllabic group in a line of text, and the second one-bar

rhythm in a sub-phrase corresponding to the second syllabic group in a line of text. Due

to the close correspondence between melody and text, the melody's division of sub-

phrases into two one-bar rhythms is identical in principle to the text's division of lines

into two syllabic groups. Hence, the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody are most

frequently divided in such a way that their two constituent one-bar rhythms, minus

elaboration, each comprise between one and six notes, with at least one of the two one-

bar rhythms comprising four notes.

For example, a two-bar sub-phrase containing five notes is most frequently

divided into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of one note (4+1) (see

Transcription 7 (bars 7-8)).

Transcription 7. Vocal Mazurka from Inowroclaw in North-Western Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1869: 249, No. 432).

Spojrzyj ino raz chlopaku, sPoJuyJ r - n0

Ni. spójrzq ja a - ni ra -zu, bo ins".1,À?..

-6'7 -
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By the same principle, a two-bar sub-phrase containing six notes, whilst sometimes

divided into two one-bar rhythms of three notes each (3+3), is most frequently divided

into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of two notes (4+2) (see

Transcription 8) or vice versa (2+4).

Transcription 8 Vocal Mazurka from Piaski, near lnowroclaw, in North-Western
Kujawy, sung by Katarzyna Flanc (born 1872), and recorded in 1955
(T 214319) (Krzyaaniak et al. 1975: 103, No. 168).

J.= oo

Trze - r¡i - czel¡ s¡c lop"o - dor

koo - cho - li mnrc r:hlop - e ¡¡

¡:"o- de-szerl - ka cå

ma

ó

jak - ium hg lo

Additionally, a two-bar sub-phrase containing seven notes is most frequently divided

into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar lhythm of three notes (4+3) or vice

versa (3+4) (see Transcription 2); a two-bar sub-phrase containing eight notes is most

frequently divided into two one-bar rhythms of four notes each (4+4) (see Transcription

3); a two-bar sub-phrase containing nine notes is most frequently divided into a one-ba¡

rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of five notes (4+5) or vice versa (5+4) (see

Transcription 9 (bars 1-6)); and a two-bar sub-phrase containing ten notes, whilst

sometimes divided into two one-bar rhythms of five notes each (5+5), is most frequently

divided into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of six notes (4+6) or

vice versa (6+4) (see Transcription 9 (bars 7-8)).
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Transcription 9. Vocal Mazurka from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Zofia\ù/ojnicka (born 1886), and recorded in 1956
(T 227019) (Krzyíariak et al. 1975:91, No. 141).

J=lt¿

a
Ä ja-gpm Je-chol pncz Ku -jt -rDU to szcze-kol na ronlc pies ku lru

> 19"

a Kaó-ta rusla-la uo - kngmszcz¡{a uo ji Jcsz'czcmnielU¿ Pn¿U'szctu'ura -¡4.

The only two-bar sub-phrases which are not divided into one-bar rhythms of four notes

are those of rare occurrence in the vocal mazurka, that is, those containing four, eleven,

or twelve notes. A two-bar sub-phrase containing four notes is most frequently divided

into two one-bar rhythms of two notes each (.2+2); a two-bar sub-phrase containing

eleven notes is most frequently divided into a one-bar rhythm of five notes plus a one-

bar rhythm of six notes (5+6) or vice versa (6+5); and a two-bar sub-phrase containing

twelve notes is most frequently divided into two one-bar rhythms of six notes each

(6+6) (see Transcription l0 (bars 5-6)).

Transcription 10. Vocal Mazurka from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Zofia Wojnicka (born 1886), and recorded in 1956
(T 2270112) (lkzyzaniak et al. 1975:84-85, No. 124F).

b - ¡l io-¡a or-oo bUl' tu n¡i-aon ¡o - rl cbclalP¡o¿U-ctgé pp - tla'od no¡

oo - ji có- ru- lgn- ku da ji doó mu bg - lo uo - Ji p¡- tla by nom nlc u - by - lo,

As in the vocal mazurka, the two-bar sub-phrases of the melody in the

instrumental mazurka are divided in such a way that their two constituent one-bar

rhythms, minus elaboration, each comprise one to six notes. In the instrumental
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mazurka, however, they are not so commonly divided into one-bar rhythms of four

notes. For instance, whereas in the vocal mazurka a two-bar sub-phrase containing eight

notes is usually divided into two one-bar rhythms of four notes each (4+4), in the

instrumental mazurka it may be divided into a one-bar rhythm of three notes plus a one-

bar rhythm of five notes (3+5) (see Transcription 11 (bars ll-I2)).

Transcription 11. Instrumental Mazurka from Kwiatkowo, near Aleksandrów Kujawski,
in Northern Kujawy, performed on Violin by Wladyslaw Kwiatkowski
(born 1903), and recorded in 1956 (T 222715) (Krzyíaniak et al. 1975:
236, No. 523).

):

3l

Additionally, whereas in the vocal mazurka a two-bar sub-phrase containing nine notes

is usually divided into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of five

notes (4+5) or vice versa (5+4), in the instrumental mazurka it may be divided into a

one-bar rhythm of three notes plus a one-bar rhythm of six notes (3+6) (see

Transcription 11 (bars 9-10)). Hence, one-bar rhythms in the instrumental mazurka,

whilst still comprising, minus elaboration, one to six notes, are combined in a greater

variety of ways than those in the vocal mazurka, as violinists, free from the demands of

a text, explore their creativity.
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Whilst each sentence of a melody is usually eight bars long, with the structural

divisions identified above, it is sometimes extended in length. In the vocal mazurka,

these extensions generally correspond to those in the text. If, for instance, a stanza of

text is extended through repetition of the second couplet, shown earlier as occurring

most frequently, the corresponding eight-bar sentence of melody is extended through

repetition of the second four-bar phrase (Pawlak 1981: 8l), thus totalling twelve bars in

length. Similarly, if a stanza of text is extended through repetition of the final line or

syllabic group, shown earlier as occurring occasionally, the corresponding eight-bar

sentence of melody is extended through repetition of the final two-bar sub-phrase or

one-bar rhythm (Pawlak 1981: 81), thus totalling ten or nine bars in length. These

extensions may either emphasise a particular part of the text, the melody thus adjusted to

match it, or vice versa. In either case, melody and text must have interacted closely

during performance, for their structural components to have remained in such close

correspondence.

By comparison, in the instrumental mazurka, eight-bar sentences of the melody

are extended with much greater frequency. Not only are they extended through

repetition, as in the vocal mazurka, but also through the addition of new material

(Pawlak 1981: 134). For instance, as exemplified by Transcription 12, eight-bar

sentences are sometimes extended through the addition of an extra four-bar phrase.

Transcription l2.Instrumental Mazurka from BrzeSó Kujawski in Eastern Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1869:24'8, No. 429).

ffi
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In this transcription, the extra four-bar phrase (bars 9-12), whilst representing new

material, is melodically related to the preceding two four-bar phrases of the sentence

(bars l-8), thus maintaining the sentence's unity.

Additionally, in the instrumental mazurka, eight-bar sentences of the melody may

be extended by the addition of short introductions or conclusions. Introductions, which

appear at the beginning of the instrumental mazurka, are often four bars in length, and

are highly rhythmic in character (Pawlak 1981: 136-137) (see Transcription 13 (bars 1-

4)).

Transcription 13. Instrumental Mazurka from Smarglin, near Radziejów, in Central
Kujawy, performed on Violin by Leon Klos (born 1911), and recorded
in 1952 (T 103217) (Krzyíaniak et al. 19'75:220, No. 48lB).

.f = r,sz
5

tc"

By contrast, conclusions, which appear at the end of the instrumental mazurka, are often

just one or two bars in length, and are generally both melodic and rhythmic in character

(Pawlak 1981: 137). The conclusion seen in Transcription 13 (bar 13), however, is

exceptional, since it consists of just one note.

I

The extension of the melody's eight-bar sentences in the instrumental mazurka

may be associated with dance movements. As noted earlier, during the performance of

instrumental mazurkas in Kujawy, violinists were required to make the melody last for

as long as the dancers wished. In order to achieve this goal, they made full use of their

improvisatory skills. Amongst these skills was the ability to extend eight-bar sentences

through the use of lavish repetition or through the addition of new material, as described

above. Also amongst these skills was the ability to add short introductions or
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conclusions to eight-bar sentences, as described above, in order to confirm the leading

male dancer's decision to begin or end an instrumental mazurka. Hence, in the extension

of its eight-bar sentences, the melody of the instrumental mazurka was adjusted to

accord with dance movements, so that it began and ended in synchronisation with them.

Such close interaction between rnelody and dance movements affected not just the

structure of the melody but also the structure of dance movements in Kujawy village

mazurkas.66 Unlike the interaction of melody and text, however, the interaction of

melody and dance movements did not always result in exact structural convergence. On

the contrary, it sometimes resulted in structural divergence. In spite of, or perhaps

because of this structural divergence, melody and dance movements still complemented

each other. This may be demonstrated through a study of the dance movements in

Kujawy village mazurkas and their structural relationship to the melody we have just

discussed.

The dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas are built from a two-bar

sequence which is repeated over and over again (Lange 1988b:105). Basically, this two-

bar sequence, corresponding to one two-bar sub-phrase of the melody, consists of six

successive steps, a "step" meaning, in dance terms, a movement of the leg, with a

concurrent transference of weight onto it.óz When dance couples executed the six steps,

the men and women started with opposite legs from each other (Lange 1988b: 124).

They performed three steps in the first bar of the sequence, followed by three steps in

the second bar of the sequence (Lange 1988b: 105), each bar of the sequence

corresponding to one one-bar rhythm of the melody.

66 The strong effect which melody and dance movements have on each other's structures through their
interaction has been recognised by many scholars of music and dance, including, for example, Sachs
(1937), Kurath (1960), Lange (1988b) and Czekanowska (1990).

67 Movements which are combined with transference of body weight from one part to another, such as

stepping, are called "supports" in Laban's system of movement notation (Lange 1985: 3l ).



In the vocal mazurka, one dance couple performed the two-bar sequence on the

spot, whilst facing the music band, one of the man's arms around the woman's waist

(Lange 1988b: 122).By contrast, in the instrumental mazurka, many dance couples

performed the two-bar sequence, whilst travelling along the perimeter of a circle, the

men and women facing each other in an embrace (Kolberg 1869: 20l,Lange 1988b:

121;.oa At the same time as travelling along the perimeter of a circle, each dance couple

whirled three hundred and sixty degrees around their own common axis, completing the

first one hundred and eighty degrees in the first bar of the sequence, and the remaining

one hundred and eighty degrees in the second bar of the sequence (Lange 1988b: 105).

Throughout each bar of the sequence, dancers concentrated on maintaining strong

continuity of movement. This was achieved largely through the use of foot-slides and

gradual transferences of body weight (Lange 1996: 25). For example, after taking the

fir.st step of the bar in a sideways direction, dancers slid their free foot along the ground,

drawing the shape of an arc in the direction of the supporting leg. As the sliding foot

approached the end of itsjourney, dancers stepped onto it, transferring only a part of

their body weight onto it at first6e, and then gradually transferring the rcst of their body

weight. This was the second step of the bar. Dancers kept their full body weight on this

second step for only a short moment, before taking the third and final step of the bar.

Aftel taking this step on the spot, they slid the free foot sideways along the ground away

from the supporting leg, in preparation for taking the first step of the next bar, the

continuity of movement thus constantly maintained (Lange 1988b: 107-108).

The two-bar sequence, as noted above, was repeated over and over again during

performance. The number of times which it was repeated in the vocal mazurka

68 According to Kolberg, the man and woman rested their hands firmly on both sides of each other's
waists, their arms thus intersecting. The man's arms, however, were underneath the woman's arms, so

that he could lead the dancing (Kolberg 1869: 201).

69 Movements which are combined with transference of only a part of the body weight are called "partial
supports" in Laban's system of movement notation (Lange 1985: 34).
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depended largely on the length of the melody. For instance, if the melody, through its

interaction with the text, consisted of one eight-bar sentence, the two-bar sequence of

dance movements was usually performed four times, thus matching the length of the

melody. Similarly, if the melody, through its interaction with the text, was extended to

twelve-bars, the two-bar sequence of dance movements was usually performed six

times, thus, again, matching the length of the melody. Whilst there is a possibility that

the melody might have been adjusted in length to accord with the dance movements,

rather than the other way around, such adjustments could only have been made

occasionally, otherwise they would have disrupted the flow of the text.

By contrast, in the instrumental mazurka, the melody was constantly adjusted in

length to accord with the dance movements. In the absence of a text, violinists were free

to meet the needs of the dancers, thus making the melody last for as long as the dancers

wished to repeat their two-bar sequence. The dancers, however, in keeping with their

improvisatory nature, did not maintain the same direction of travel for every repetition

of the two-bar sequence. Instead, they sometimes changed the direction of travel, at the

call of the leading male dancer (Kolberg 1869: 200).

For example, at the beginning of an instrumental mazurka, the leading male

dancer might have cried out "oó" , "na odsib", "na odsibkç" ot "w prawo" [to the right],

directing dance couples to whirl "to the right", whilst travelling around the circle "to the

right", that is, in a clockwise direction (see Kinetogram 1 on page 76). At the whim of

the moment, he might then have cried out "k'seb", "na kseb", "na lcsóbkç" or "w lewo"

fto the left], directing dance couples to whirl "to the left", whilst travelling around the

circle "to the left", that is, in an anti-clockwise direction (see Kinetogram 2 on page 77)

(Kolberg 1869: 200, Lange 1988b: 121). He might then have continued to alternate his
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cries of "to the right" and "to the left"7O, directing dance couples to alternate their

direction of travel between clockwise and anticlockwise, until the conclusion of the

instrumental mazurka (Lange 1988b: 122).

Kinetogram I Mazurka Dance Movements (whirling to the Right whilst travelling
Clockwise around the Circle), transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy
between 1954 and 1965 (Lange 1988b: 161).
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70 The cries"na odsib" [to the right], "na kseb" [to the left] and their variants were originally used by
farm-workers, whilst ploughing with oxen. As soon as farm-workers gave one of these cries, oxen turned

round to the right or left accordingly (Kolberg in Lange 1988b: l2l).
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Kinetogram 2. Mazurka Dance Movements (whirling to the Left whilst travelling Anti-
Clockwise around the Circle), transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy
between 1954 and 1965 (Lange 1988b: 163).
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Interestingly, changes in the direction of travel, such as those described above, did

not occur at regular intervals in the instrumental mazurka. Kujawy village dancers,

unlike their counterparts on stage and in the ballroom, rarely changed direction at the

staft of every new sentence in the melody, that is, at eight-bar intervals. Instead, they

changed direction whenever the leading male dancer felt like it, that is, at any point in

the melody's sentences, and after any number of bars (Lange pers. com. 2217/97).

According to Lange, changing directions at such irregular intervals often confused the

dancers, causing them to bump into each other, trip or even fall to the floor. All of this

confusion, however, "was accapted in good mood with laughter", the dancers soon

rejoining their partners and resuming their travel along the perimeter of a circle (Lange

1988b:122).

As well as changing the direction of travel, the male dancers also used

ornamentation to vary repetitions of the two-bar sequence. This ornamentation, whilst

sometimes employed in vocal mazurkas, was most prominent in instrumentâl mazurkas,

especially in those of a lively, joyful character (Lange 1988b: I25).It included crouches

(knee-bends to the ground), heel-clicks (the beating of one heel or leg against the other)

and foot-stamps (Kolberg 1869: 2Ù2,Lange 1988b: 125-126), all of which were

executed by the male dancers, whilst maintaining a fluent whirl with their partners.Tl Of

these ornamental dance movements, foot-stamps recurred most regularly, often

coinciding with the ends of four-bar phrases in the melody (Lange 1988b: 126),

including the final four-bar phrase (Kolberg 1869:202).

Even in the most lively and joyful of instrumental mazurkas, however, ornamental

dance movements, such as the crouches, heel-clicks and foot-stamps identified above,

were performed with restraint, with no big jumps and no lifting of the feet high off the

7l A detailed description of crouches, heel-clicks and foot-stamps in Kujawy village mazurkas may be

found in Lange ( 1988b: 125-126). Additionally, there will be further discussion of them in the neÍt
chapter of this thesis, when the focus is shifted from the structure to the rhythm of Kujawy village
mazurkas.
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ground (Kolberg 1869:2O2). Indeed, no dance movements in the instrumental mazurka,

even in fast tempo, were executed with much springiness (Lange 1988b: 125). Instead,

they were executed smoothly, the dancers' shoulders and heads generally remaining "in

the vertical", their knees generally "kept sâS]", and their centre of gravity remaining "on

one level, only very slightly giving in to movement fluctuations" (Lange 1988b: 108).

As a result, the dancers whirled extremely fluently, so fluently, in fact, that, in the words

of the Kujawy people, "a glass of water put on top of the head had no liquid spilt"

(Lange 1988b: 124).

The longer the dancers whirled in such a fluent manner, the more likely they were

to lose awareness of what was going on around them, and fall into a trance-like state.

Whirling has been used to induce a trance-like state by dancers around the world (see

Lange 1975: 66), including, for instance, the whirling dervishes of Turkey. tn this

trance-like state, dancers' sensual perceptions are likely to be heightened and theit

reactions likely to be more instinctive (Dahlig l99O:43), resulting in performances of

greater refinement and spontaneity. Hence, it was when dancers of Kujawy village

mazurkas fell into a trance-like state that their sense of movement was likely to reach its

most acute and instinctive, enabling them to execute the two-bar sequence, add

ornamental dance movements such as foot-stamps, and change the direction of travel

with as much refinement and spontaneity as they were capable of achieving during

performance.

From the above study of dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas, it is

evident that their structure is characterised by a mixture of regularity and inegularity.

On the one hand, it is regular in that it is founded upon the continuous repetition of a

two-bar sequence. On the other hand, it is irregular in that, in the case of the

instrumental mazurka in Kujawy villages, the two-bar sequence may be executed any

number of times before changing the direction of travel, rather than four times, as often

occurs on the stage or in the ballroom. Whilst this irregularity may be tempered by the
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use of foot-stamps at four-bar intervals, it is tempered only intermittently, for the foot-

stamps may also be employed at irregular intervals or not at all during performance,

according to the whim of the improvising dancers.

Due to this mixture of regularity and irregularity, dance movements' structural

relationship with melody varies considerably. Sometimes, structural congruence occurs.

For instance, as shown above, one two-bar sequence of dance movements corresponds

to one two-bar sub-phrase of the melody, each bar of the sequence corresponding to half

a sub-phrase, that is, one one-bar rhythm of the melody. Additionally, ornamental dance

movements, specifically foot-stamps, often coincide with the ends of four-bar phrases in

the melody, emphasising the cadences there. At other times, by contrast, structural

divergence occurs between dance movements and melody. For instance, as shown

above, changes in the direction of travel rarely coincide with the start of eight-bar

sentences in the melody. Instead, they occur at any point in the eighfbar sentences, thus

diverging from the melody's sentence structllre.

By diverging from the melody's sentence structure, however, dance movements do

not work against the melody. Rather, they complement it, preventing it from becoming

overly sectionalised in structure. After all, eight-bar sentences are already clearly

defined structural components of the melody, due to the pairing together of

complementary four-bar phrases. If, in addition, they were to be marked off from each

other by a change in the direction of dance movements' travel, they might, in

performance, become disjointed, and thus disrupt the overall flow of the melody. Since,

however, many eighrbar sentences are not marked off from each other in this way, they

are prevented from such disjointedness. In fact, dancers, by maintaining the same

direction of travel during the transition from one eight-bar sentence to the next, impart a

sense of smooth, continuous motion to this transition, consequently strengthening the

connection between eight-bar sentences, and thus the overall flow of the melody.
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This chapter has demonstrated how text, melody and dance movements affected

each other's structure, and thus the structure of the whole, as they simultaneously moved

through time during the performance of Kujawy village mazurkas. It has shown, for

example, how closely melody and text interacted, their structural components

consequently corresponding to each other. Additionally, it has also shown how closely

melody and dance movements interacted, their structural components, whilst not always

corresponding, still complementing each other. The latter is exemplified by dancers'

maintenance of the same direction of travel at the entrance of new eight-bar sentences in

the melody, thereby bringing a greater sense of coherence to the melody's structure, as

well as a greater sense of continuity to the melody's motion. A sense of continuity, as

noted in the lntroduction, is integral to the motion, not only of the melody, but also of

the text and dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas, including during the

application of rubato within the time frame of a bar. This shall become evident in the

next chapter, which focuses on motion itself in Kujawy village mazurkas, specifically

the rhythm or patterned motion.
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CHAPTBR 2

THE RHYTHM OR PATTERNED MOTION OF KUJAWY VILLAGE MAZURKAS

The rhythm or patterned motion of Kujawy village mazurkas, prior to post-World

War II urbanisation, was distinguished by subtle freedom. Whilst bound to triple metre,

it frequently departed from its measure due to the application of rubato within the time

frame of a bar. This rhythmic device, as noted in the Introduction, featured in both the

vocal and instrumental mazurkas of Kujawy. In the vocal mazurka, it was applied to the

melody in accordance with rules for declaiming the text (Stçszewska and Stçszewski

1963: 625), whilst synchronously applied to the dance movements (Lange 1975:34-36).

In the instrumental mazurka which followed, it was applied to the melody in the same

mannel as had just been sung (Pawlak 1979: 138-139), that is, in accordance with rules

of text declamation, whilst, again, synchronously applied to the dance movements

(Lange 1988b: 100). Thus, as established in the Introduction, rubato within the time

frame of a bar in Kujawy village mazurkas was a characteristic of text, melody and

dance movements working in close interaction.

In order to gain a complete understanding of this rhythmic device, this chapter

examines the overall rhythm of Kujawy village mazurkas. It is divided into two sections.

The first section examines the rhythm, as it is written in the Western stave system of

music notation. It identifies the various patterns which constitute the rhythm when

represented by this system, that is, when represented as conforming to the measure of a

fixed beat. The second section examines the rhythm, as it was presented in improvised

performance. It identifies the various ways in which the rhythm departed from the

measure of a fixed beat during the application of rubato within the time frame of a bar.

Included in this examination are, of course, all three elements which constitute Kujawy

village mazurkas, namely text, melody, and dance movements. From this examination,

therefore, it may be possible to determine how the three elements affected each other's
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rhythm, and thus the rhythm, including the rubato, of the whole, as they simultaneously

moved through time during performance.

Section 1. Rhythm represented by the Western Stave System of Music Notation:

Patterned Motion which generally conforms to the Measure of a Fixed Beat

Let us now examine the rhythm of Kujawy village mazurkas, as represented by the

Western stave system of music notation. First, we look at the temporal unit called the

bar, identifying the various patterns which constitute the one-bar rhythms. Second, we

look at the bar in the context of the temporal whole, determining how the one-bar

rhythms, with their various patterns, are put together. This examination should reveal

the form which the rhythm would have takerr if it had been bound to the measure of a

fixed beat. After viewing the rhythm in this form it should then be easier in the second

section to identify how, in actual performance, the rhythm departed from the measure of

a fixed beat during the application of rubato within the time frame of a bar.

1. A Temporal Unit: The Bar

The one-bar rhythms of Kujawy village mazurkas consist of three layers, created

by text, melody and dance movements respectively. Each of the three layers of one-bar

rhythms, whilst featuring distinctive patterns of their own, interact to form the whole. In

order to understand the whole, we will now examine each of the three layers in turn, and

how they interact with each other. It may then be possible to identify in their entirety the

various patterns which, in notation, constitute the one-bar rhythms of Kujawy village

mazurkas.

First, the one-bar rhythms of the text. As noted in Chapter 1, the text consists of

one group of syllables or occasionally just one syllable per bar. The groups contain two

to six syllables, most commonly four syllables. When sung to a melody, these syllabic

groups and the single syllable form many different patterns, due to the widely varying
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placements of durational and dynamic emphases. Basically, however, that is, minus

emphasesT2, they may form any one of thirteen patterns. Bielawski, a distinguished

Polish music scholar, notated these patterns by means of the Western stave system of

music notation (Bielawski 1959: 14I,1970: 114). They are shown below, notated in 3/8

metre73, each rhythmic value representing the amount of time which passes from the

beginning of one syllable to the beginning of the next syllable:

Six-syllable pattern:

Five-syllable patterns:

Four-syllable patterns :

Three-syllable patterns

Two-syllable patterns :

One-syllable pattern:

Melody:

Text:

Rhythm of
the Text:

Especially common is the pattern ET (see Transcription l4).

Transcription 14. Vocal Mazurka from Kruszwica in Eastern Kujawy, transcribed
during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg
1880: 156, No. 364).

1. ßl+don r*crt t órlaolc ¡ly-nio'
ch¡ôb vt-dc - t¡y' drt+ ¡a-urt

knlr.lC,
ùr¡¡dI,

3,fl.J'l "H-l-J
r5--f--l
J J JJ

So common is the pattern nT, in fact, that it constitutes the basis of the majority of

one-bar rhythms of the text, not only in Kujawy village mazurkas, but in mazurkas

generally. Hence, the one-bar rhythm based on this pattern, on account of its popularity

72 Emphases are discussed later in this section.

73 Bielawski notated the thirteen basic patterns in 3/4 metre. Since, however, the majority of
transcriptions of Kujawy village mazurkas are notated in 3/8, Bielawski's examples are presented here in
3/8, for ease of reference.
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in mazurkas generally, has come to be known by scholars as the "mazurka rhythm"

(Stçszewska & Stçszewski 1963 : 624).

The thirteen patterns identified above may be divided, according to Bielawski, into

four categories (Bielawski 1959: I4I, l97O: 114) (see Table 1).2+ 1n"t are: patterns of

even density, the frequency of syllables remaining constant throughout the bar; patterns

of decreasing density, the frequency of syllables decreasing during the bar; patterns of

increasing density, the frequency of syllables increasing during the bar; and patterns of

reversing density, the frequency of syllables either decreasing and then increasing, or

increasing and then decreasing.

Table l. One-bar Rhythms of the Text in Kujawy Village Mazurkas (Bielawski 1970

t14).

The four patterns of decreasing density, including the pattern nT mentioned earlier,

and one of the two patterns of reversing density, specifically the pattern beginning with

7a Table I is an important reference point for discussion throughout this chapter

Number of
Syllables per Bat

Patterns of Even
Density

Patterns of
Decreasing
Density

Patterns of
Increasing
Density

Patterns of
Reversing
Density

6
E =F:E=ä)))))¿

5
e FrFl-8¿¿¿¿¿ ;l I l-l ì-l

8¿¿¿¿¿
;l t- I t-l
I ¿ ¿¿ ¿ ¿

4
3 Ft'-ñ
8,1 ¿¿¿

3 -r=8¿¿¿¿
;ltt-tt
8¿¿¿¿

J s J-f: 3=l
8 ¿¿¿

3lF-8¿ ¿¿

2
3ñl
8.1 / J

3l8J .Þ

I
3l8J.
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a decrease in density 1frTfr ), constitute the basis of one-bar rhythms which, since

usually more prominent in the mazurka than in other genres, may be classified as

distinctive to the mazurka (Bielawski 1970: 115). By contrast, the three patterns of even

density, the four patterns of increasing density and the other of the two patterns of

reversing density, specifically the pattern beginning with an increase in density

( In1), constitute the basis of one-bar rhythms which, since usually more prominent

in genres other than the mazurka, may be classified as non-distinctive, rather than

distinctive to the mazurka. Hence, according to the above classification, only if a pattern

either initially or continuously decreases in density, does it constitute the basis of a one-

bar rhythm distinctive to the mazurka. Otherwise, it constitutes the basis of a one-bar

rhythm non-distinctive to the mazurka'

All thifteen patterns constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the text in

Kujawy village mazurkas may be modified through the addition of emphases. In the

Polish language, emphases generally coincide with the penultimate syllable of words. In

the case of Kujawy village mazurkas, these emphasised syllables may fall almost

anywhere within the syllabic groups of the text, due to the varying number of words

there and the varying numbers of syllables in the words. Most commonly, however, an

emphasised syllable appears third in the four-syllable group forming the distinctive

mazurka pattern trT (Sobieski 1955: 3, Stçszewska & Stçszewski 1963: 625). This

syllable may be sung slightly louder than other syllables in the group through the singer

leaning into it, indicated in notation by >. Alternatively or simultaneously, it may be

lengthened by half its duration at the expense of the following syllable in the group, its

notated duration of a quaver thus altered to a dotted quaver, and the following syllable's

notated duration of a quaver thus altered to a semiquaver ( ) )l Hence, with an

emphasised third syllable, the four-syllable group's distinctive mazurka pattern FÏJ i,

modified to If! , Efr ot FfÏ (see Transcription 15 (bar 3)).
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Transcription 15. Vocal Mazurka from Golaszewo, near Wloclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,

sung by Antonina Kuczyírska (born 1895), and recorded in 1955

(T 215418) (Krzazaniak et al. 1975:89, No' 136)'

Rub¡¡o ¿\: lar lo"

¡a do Jó'¿¡
nå po- lusz - kach

ff

r&

Melody:

Text:

Rhythm oT

the Text:

zt
zl

3I

- zla
- zlÀ

dei nan bu - zi
Spi r:r poJusz' kach

JT].I
ó
ó

do
do

Ty
ja

na - szä Jó
a¡ - sza Jô

An emphasised syllable also commonly appears at the beginning of syllabic

groups forming patterns of increasing density, especially the two syllabic groups

forming rhe patrern, J .f and ÍTn respectively. Again, the emphasised syllable may

be sung slightly louder than other syllables in the group, indicated in notation by >,

and/or lengthened by half its duration at the expense of the following syllable in the

group, indicated in notation Uy ) .f, the dot representing the lengthening in duration.

Hence, with an emphasised first syllable, the above two syllabic groups' patterns are

modified to ] ) ano ffF o, frT or f.T¡ respectively (see Transcription 15

(bar 1)). From these examples, it is evident that emphases, whilst varied in their

placement, most commonly fall on the longest rhythmic values of patterns in the text.

This means that, during performance, singers had time to execute them subtly, without a

sharp attack.

One-bar rhythms of the text discussed above provide the foundation for one-bar

rhythms of the melody in Kujawy village mazurkas. This is true of both the vocal and

instrumental mazurka. In the vocal mazurka, one-bar rhythms of the melody are either

identical forms or subtly elaborated versions of one-bar rhythms of the text. If the vocal

mazurka contains just one note per syllable, which was noted in Chapter I to occur

frequently, one-bar rhythms of the melody are, of course, identical in patterning to those

of the text. This may be clearly seen in Transcription 16, bars 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7.
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Transcription 16. Vocal Mazurka from tr-abiszynin North-Western Kujawy, transcribed
during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg
1880: 101, No. 197).

Melody:

Text: po-snçllr; rrrtrst IrHD9 It po - ro9-ll,

Rhythm of
the Text:

r - bt r.rr ko - rù¡-uosiu ohod¡¡ ¡p !¡!

1. Wsry.o!¡ po-rDg -

åJil-rl .rTJ-l
¡J

J J J.J JT]-J

.lel-nl, po

.rTl::

If, on the other hand, the vocal mazurka contains more than one note per syllable, due to

the addition of ornamentsT-5, one-bar rhythms of the melody are more elaborate in

patterning than those of the text. Again, this may be clearly seen in Transcription 16

where, in bar 4, the text's distinctive mazurka pattern EJ1 is elaborated by means of

an acciaccaturato become 
fFliin 

the melody, whilst in bars 6 and 8, the r"*r'i.,_

distinctive mazurka pattern ET is elaborated by means of a triplet to become ffiJ)

in the melody. Whatever the elaboration, however, one-bar rhythms of the melody, since

founded upon those of the text, are based on the same patterns, that is, the thirteen

patterns shown in Table 1.

Compared with the melody of the vocal mazurka, the melody of the instrumental

mazurka is, as noted in Chapter 1, richer in elaboration, due to the violinist's prolific use

of acciaccature, mordents, triplets in place of two-note groupings, and other decorative

notes of short duration. Consequently, its one-bar rhythms, whilst still based upon the

75 The most common ornaments in the melody of the vocal mazurka are, as noted in Chapter l,
acciaccoture, mordents and triplets in place of two-note groupings.

.trJ-J. l
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thirteen patterns shown in Table l, may be more richly elaborated than those in the

vocal mazurka. In Transcription 17, for example, bar 2 shows how the distinctive

-ìmazurka pattern D ) ), when repeated, is elaborated by means of demisemiquaver

passing notes to become ffiD, whilst bar'7 shows how the pattern frTn, when

repeated, is elaborated by means of a triplet to become EEffi

Transcription 17. Instrumental Mazurka from BrzeSó in Eastern Kujawy, transcribed
during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg

1889: 215, No. 437).

Due to their foundation upon one-bar rhythms of the text, one-bar rhythms of the

melody, even when richly elaborated, follow the text's use of emphases. In the vocal

mazurka, for instance, one-bar lhythms of the melody, in order to accord with those of

the text, frequently featrlre emphases involving the performance of one note slightly

louder than those preceding or following it, indicated in notation by >, and/or the

lengthening of one rhythmic value by half its duration at the expense of the next,

indicated in notation Uy ) ), the dot representing the lengthening in duration. These

emphases, in order to coincide with those in the text, most often fall on the third

rhythmic value of the distinctive mazurka pattern trJ1, that is , on the second beat of

the bar çe.g. frn in Transcription 16 (bars 3, 5 and 7)¡.zo'¡n"t may also fall on the

7ó Other examples of this second-beat emphasis may be found in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869:234-
235 (No. 4O4),236 (No.406)), (1880: 157 (No.368), 164 (No.390)), (1889:227 (No.476),248 (No.

548)) and KrzyZaniaket at.(1975:61 (No.'74),67 (No.92),71 (No. lO3),92 (No. 144), 127 (No.224),

128 (No.2268)).

-$-g
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first rhythmic value of the patterns J ) un¿ fJT, that is, on the first beat of the bar
t-=t-E=

(".g. J. ) ) ) in Transcription 18 (bars 2, 4,6 and 8))r7, again, in order to coincide with

emphases in the text. Hence, like one-bar rhythms of the text, one-bar rhythms of the

melody most often feature an emphasis on the longest rhythmic values of their patterns,

in particular, those long rhythmic values occurring on the second or first beats of the

bar.

Transcription 18. Vocal Mazurka from Inowroclaw in North-Western Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1869:251, No. 445).

Na kapuície zwig-ÃI! lü.i0, ponrlut - ku do m¡ieliá.ie

Pomalutku, bo ja staro, ieþ ry sie, co nie stalo.

As in the vocal mazurka, one-bar rhythms of the melody in the instrumental

mazurka also follow the text's use of emphases, even though the text is no longer

present. Hence, they most often feature an emphasis on the longest rhythmic values of

their patterns, especially those long rhythmic values occurring on the second or first

beats of the bar.78 More commonly than in the vocal mazurka, however, they may also

feature an emphasis on long rhythmic values occurring on the third beat of the bar. This

77 Other examples of these first-beat emphases may be found in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869:249
(No.432),250 (No.433)), (1880: 157 (No. 368), 160 (No.377)), (1889: 215 (No.437)) and
Krzyaaniak et al. (1975:79 (No. I l4A), 90 (No. 138), l0l (No. l63B), 105 (No. l70F)).

78 Examples of second- and first-beat emphases in instrumental mazurkas may be found in transcriptions
by Kolberg (1869: 230 (No. 396),244 (No.422),253 (No.439)), (1880: 159 (No. 374), 164 (No. 390)),
( 1889: 227 (No. 476)) and Krzyaaniak et al. (1975: 222 (No. 486),227 (No. 500), 230 (No. 508)).
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emphasis, which involves the performance of one note slightly louder than those

preceding or following it, is indicated in notation by > . It may fall on the fourth

rhythmic value of the distinctive mazurka pattern EJl, this pattern thus modified to

il (see Transcription 19 (bars 4 and 8)).7e

Transcription 19. Instrumental Mazurka from SiniaÍzewo, near Aleksandrów Kujawski,
in Northern Kujawy, performed on Violin by V/ladyslaw
Kochanowski (born l9I2), and recorded in 1952 (T 1032/8)
(Krzy?aniak et al. 1975:226, No' 498).

30"

\
t':132 F

l_L

l&t9'

Additionally, it may fall on the fifth rhythmic value of the distinctive mazurka pattern

ñT1 and on the fourth rhythmic value of the pattern ftr), these two patterns

thus modifi"O to JÏJTI anO JE! respectively (see Transcription 20 (bars 1, 2,4

and 8)).

Transcription 20. Instrumental Mazurka from Baruchowo, near'Wloclawek, in Eastern

Kujawy, performed on Violin by Marcin Drapiúski (born 1890), and
recorded in 1955 (T 2l49ll8) (Krzyzaniak et al. 1975:226,No.499).

I -- t'tz
,ù

7e In Transcription 19, .ffJ-J , modified to JÏ! by means of a third-beat eglasis involving the

performance of one nore slightly louder than others, is further modihed to ÆJ J by means of a weaker

first-beat emphasis involving the lengthening of one semiquaver at the expense of the next. This is a

common occurrence in the instrumental mazurkas of Kujawy, and an even more comtnon occurrence in
the national mazur of Poland.

25l-r-

u

t-aÞ

Jt. I
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During performance, the third-beat emphasis just described, since not strongly

associated with the text, often differed in quality from the first- and second-beat

emphases. Generally, violinists did not ease into it as gently as they did for other

emphases, hence causing its entrance to be less delicate and, perhaps, more pointed in

quality. In this way, violinists brought to the instrumental mazurka greater variety of

articulation.

More uniform in patterning than one-bar rhythms of the melody are one-bar

rhythms of the dance movements. As noted in Chapter 1, the dance movelnents basically

consist of three steps per bar. These three steps articulate, that is, mark the entry of each

of the three beats of the bar. Since, in the Western stave system of music notation, the

three beats of the bar are generally represented as equal in duration, the three steps, if

recorded through this system, are likewise represented as equal in duration. Hence, one-

bar rhythms of the dance movements, according to the'Western stave system of music

notation, are based on the pattern fn, the three quavers representing the duration of

each ofthe three steps respectively

By articulating all three beats of the bar, the above pattern differs from many of

those constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the melody. In fact, if we look again at

the melody's one-bar rhythms, we find that, whilst eight of their thirteen basic patterns

articulate every beat of the bar, five of them articulate only one or two beats of the bar.

These patterns ur" ñJ an¿ ) J , which articulate just the first and second beats,

J fi an¿ J ), wfrich articulate just the first and third beats, an¿ J., which articulates

just the first beat. Additionally, other patterns constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms

of the melody, when modified through the addition of emphases involving the

lengthening of one rhythmic value at the expense of the next ( ) )1, also a¡ticulate only

one or two beats of the bar. For example, ET, when modified rc fifr, articulates

just the first and second beats, anO r7l , when modified ¡o J.-TI , articulates just

the first and third beats. The beats which are not articulated by the above patterns,
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however, are still clearly perceptible in Kujawy village mazurkas, since they are

articulated by the pattern constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the dance

movements (see Transcription2l (bars 2, 4,6 and 8)). Hence, it is the one-bar rhythms

of the dance movements which communicate most clearly and consistently the beat of

Kujawy village mazurkas.

Transcription2L Vocal Mazurka from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by ZofiaWojnicka (born 1886), and recorded in 1956
(T 2271/3) (Iszyzarrjrak et al. 1975: lO2, No. 165C).

J=t

Do - pi¡t - iom ru Pfzp szla do - piy- ro sla nu la

Rhythm of
Dance Mvts

3
8 J--t--J t-l-J

czu

l7"

uo Ji ,uz mi sie pU - lû cle cö¿ lo za dzi¡tu -

f-rJ J* J--l

The pattern constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the dance movements,

like those constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the melody, may be modified

through the addition of emphases. In perfoffnance, such modifications generally

occurred during the execution of ornamental dance movements.so As identified in

Chapter 1, the ornamental dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas, generally

executed at whim, include crouches (knee-bends to the ground), heel-clicks (the beating

of one heel or leg against the other) and foot-stamps. If executing crouches, male

dancers squatted down to the floor at the same time as taking their first step (Lange

80 Ornamental dance movements, as noted in Chapter l, were executed most frequently in instrumental
mazurkas, especially in those of a lively, joyful nature.
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1988b: 125-126), thus strongly emphasising the first beat of the bar. Alternatively, if

executing heel-clicks, male dancers took their first step, and then, instead of taking the

second step, hit the heel ofthe free foot against the heel ofthe foot on the ground

(Lange 1988b: 125), thus strongly emphasising the second beat of the bar. Finally, if

executing foot-stamps which, as noted in Chapter 1, most often coincided with cadences

in the melody, male dancers brought one foot heavily down to the ground, strongly

emphasising the first, second or third beats of the bar, or the second and third beats of

the bar, or all three beats of the bar (Lange pers. com. 22/7 /97). Hence, the pattern

constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the dance movements, when modified

through the addition of emphases, may be notated as {T , ry , ffi* ,

ry* o, {R, the emphases, because of their dynamic strength, indicated in

notation by sþrzandi.

The above emphases relate to those of the melody in various ways. For instance,

they may coincide with emphases in the melody, thus reinforcing them or vice versa.

Alternatively, they may serve as a substitute for emphases in the melody. Fot'example,

as noted earlier, the melody's one-bar rhythms often feature an emphasis on the longest

rhythmic values of their patterns. If, however, this emphasis is omitted by the melody, it

may instead be executed by the dance movements. Finally, and in contrast to the two

cases just described, emphases in the dance movements may diverge from those in the

melody. Only in this latter case, do the dance movements and melody operate with some

degree of independence from each other. In the other two cases, they interact closely, the

melody adjusting to the dance movements ol vice versa.

Thus concludes this examination of the three layers of one-bar rhythms in Kujawy

village mazurkas. In summary, these three layers, as represented by the Western stave

system of music notation, are: firstly, one-bar rhythms of the text, based on the thirteen

patterns shown in Table 1; secondly, one-bar rhythms of the melody, also based on the

thirteen patterns shown in Table 1, but often featuring elaboration of these patterns
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through the addition of ornaments; and thirdly, one-bar rhythms of the dance

movoments, based on the pattern fJ1 . Together, these three layers of one-bar

rhythms form the whole, text and melody following each other closely to create the

thirteen patterns shown in Table l, with an emphasis most often falling on the longest

rhythmic values of the patterns, whilst dance movements articulate the beat. Five of the

thirteen patterns, specifically those which either initially or continuously decrease in

density, constitute the basis of one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka, whilst the

other eight patterns constitute the basis of one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the

mazurka.

Let us now proceed to the second part of this section, in order to determine how

the one-bar rhythms of Kujawy village mazurkas are put together.

2. The Bar in the Context of the Temporal Whole

The one-bar rhythms of Kujawy village mazurkas, as shown in Chapter 1, are put

together to form sentences which are, most commonly, eight bars in length. Broadly

speaking, these sentences may be divided into three main categories according to the

particular kinds of one-bar rhythms from which they are constructed. These are: firstly,

sentences constructed from one-bar rhythms which are distinctive to the mazurka;

secondly, sentences constructed from one-bar rhythms which are non-distinctive to the

mazurka; and thirdly, sentences constructed from both of the above kinds of one-bar

rhythms. Since these three categories of sentences differ from each other in rhythmic

content, they each have their own individual character. This may be clearly seen by

examining each category in turn.

First, let us look at the sentences constructed from one-bar rhythms which are

distinctive to the mazurka. tü/hilst common to the instrumental mazurka, these sentences

are especially common to the vocal mazurka of Kujawy. They are constructed from one-

bar rhythms which, since distinctive to the mazurka, are based on either a pattern of
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decreasing density or the five-note pattern of reversing density, the latter decreasing then

increasing in density.sl These one-bar rhythms are paired together in various ways to

form sub-phrases of rhythmic diversity. Despite their rhythmic diversity, however, the

sub-phrases may be divided into two main types. These are: firstly, sub-phrases in which

the two constituent one-bar rhythms are based on patterns with the same kind of density;

and secondly, sub-phrases in which the two constituent one-bar rhythms are based on

patterns with different kinds of density.

In the first type of sub-phrase, the two constituent one-bar rhythms are most

commonly based on patterns of decreasing density. Particularly prominent is the one-bar

rhythm based on the pattern nT which, as noted earlier, is known by music scholars

as the "mazurka rhythm". It is most fi'equently paired either with an identical one-bar

rhyrhm to f'orm a sub-phrase of eight notes ( .EÏ I l5T) ¡,or, less frequently, with the

one-bar rhythm based on the pattern ) J to form a sub-phrase of six notes

ç ñT l)J ¡.tt Consequently, sentences in the first category may comprise either

continuous repetition of one of these sub-phrases (see Transcriptions 2283 and 23) or a

combination of them (see Transcription 2484).

st As identified earlier, rhepalerns of decreasingdensity a¡srfIÍ) ,EJ1 ,JT.l anO ).1, and the five-

note pattern of reversing density i5 J JJ J J (see Table I ).

82 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of first-category sentences may be found in
transcriptions by Kolberg (1869:236 (No.406),239 (No. 412),254 (No.440)), (1880: 150 (No.344),
I 54 (No. 359)), ( I 889: 242 (No. 527)) and Krzyaaniak et al. ( I 975: 56 (No. 64), 6l (No. 724), 72 (No.
l05A),86(No. 128),90(No. 137), 104(Nos. 169A&.169C), 123(No.2l4),128 (No.2264), 129(No.
227)).

83 Nore that, in Transcriprion 22,thesub-phrase ñTlfrT (bars 3-4,5-6 and 7-8) features the

modification of a second-beat emphasis in bars 3, 5 and I .

84 Note that, in Transcriprion 24,the sub-phrase EJI|E7| (bars l-2, 5-6 and 13-14) fearures rhe

modification of a second-beat emphasis in bars I , 5 and 13.
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Transcription22. Vocal Mazurka from Przedecz in Southern Kujawy, transcribed
during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg
1869:236, No. 406).

Coi mi nilui - lra mi-lui- Le,

À .y z r"n*, qr z wieco - ra,
coÉ mi ni--lui-
po-j.-.h"--li

- lla ni]ui -}¿. Trzr*i..k sie

¡'o do.htor*. À dla ko-go?

¡tvslu ie

dt lt*t.í.
ble - dziuÅ -

ii to?
semeE

A co

- l*,
Nor"L *l-ti.

Transcription23. Vocal Mazurka from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Zofia Wojnicka (born 1886), and recorded in 1956
(T 2271123) (Krzyzaniak et al. 1975: 104, No. 169C).

2t0

Va- niu - chna niu - chna giko-ra li-ku

gdzie cie b¡¡ - dziem szu - kaó ruktó-rgm po - ko ku.

Transcription24. Vocal Mazurka from Plawinek, near Inowroclaw, in North-Western
Kujawy, sung by Pelagia Tomczak (born 1885), and recorded in 1963
('I 2681 I I I) (Krzy1aniak er al. I9l 5: 128, No. 226A).

)=rs¡

7,a-chcr¡-hr ire il¡-rui l,û-l)re mlo-rlu-go ¡¡a - lan-tn rjr-dla ba - bo rrrus-to d¡a-hlórü tra-fi-la na fral-ra

lllo-d¡ qo-lant it.-.u h6-lric sld-.euu-gor - bu-ie bo-h¡ l¡ - t¡ irl rre-lo-nr stG-ro3-ct [¡c .zu-ic.
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By contrast, in the second type of sub-phrase, only one of the two constituent one-

bar rhythms is based on a pattern of decreasing density. The other is based on the five-

note pattern of reversing density. Again, the "mazurka rhythm" is prominent. It is paired

with the one-bar rhythm based on the five-note pattern of reversing density to form sub-

phrases of nine notes ( ÍTñl fJl o, l5rJl ÍTE ).8s Consequently, sentences in the

first category may comprise continuous repetition of one of these sub-phrases (see

Transcription 25). Alternatively, they may combine these sub-phrases with sub-phrases

of the firsr rype (e.g. fr]fll fTl o, JJJI lfrTE ) (see Transcriptions 2686 and27).tn

every case, sentences bear a strong mazurka character, due to the constant use of one-bar

rhythms based on patterns which either initially or continuously decrease in density.

Transcription21.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 1-4) from Babiak in Southern Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1869:235, No. 404).

Transcription26.Vocal Mazurka from KoScielna Wieé, near Radziejów, in Central
Kujawy, sung by Józefa Janowska (born 1900), and recorded in 1964

(T 273512) (lfuzyzar.iak et aI. 1915;94, No. 149).

Rub¡to
j= ts

f,lo - jr ìfr - r¡ú nic wic-r:c ci Lu- plc zoó - nål PzP-uü¡'ic cl

jal re Lgo don cblop-cp gó - nié to ci b¡l - dric zuró'ncl ztuó ' oió.

85 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context. of first-category sentences may be found in
transcriptions by Kolberg ( 1869: 229-230 (No. 396), 231 (No. 398),235 (No. 404), 239 (No. 412),241
(No. 414)), (1880: 151 (No, 348)), (l 889:223 (No. 461), 234 (No. 500)) and KrryZaniak et al. (1975:

57 (No.66A),58-59 (No.67D),93 (No. 146),94 (No' 149),220 (No. 480),234 (No.5l9)).

86 Note rhar, in Transcription 26, the sub-phrase rjnl EI @ars 5-6 and 7-8) features the modification
of a second-beat emphasis in bars 5 and 7.

10"

-a-
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Transcription2T. Vocal Mazurka from Osiçciny in Central Kujawy, transcribed during
Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1889:
223,No.461).

t. Ho-l!, hec-k¡
po-vroúnlcr-la

J¡ r Kono - OJ c lec dr-üsr n¡tk¡ dy - B¡,

,¡ có-ro-crl¡. ¡ có-re-czka kÍe-by gli-na,

The second category of sentences is by far the smallest of the three categories. Its

sentences, which generally occur only in the instrumental mazurka of Kujawy, are

constructed from one-bar rhythms which are non-distinctive to the mazurka, that is, one-

bar rhythms based on patterns of even density, patterns of increasing density or the four-

note pattern of reversing density, the latter increasing then decreasing in density.az ¡i¡"

one-bar rhythms in the first category, they are paired together in various ways to form

sub-phrases of rhyhmic diversity. Again, however, these sub-phrases may be divided

into two main types, one in which the two constituent one-bar rhythms are based on

patterns with the same kind of density, and the other in which the two constituent one-

bar rhythms are based on patterns with different kinds of density.

In the first type of sub-phrase, the two constituent one-bar rhythms are most

commonly based on patterns of even density. Particularly prominent is the one-bar

rhythm based on the pattern ETfr. It is most frequently paired with an identical

one-bar rhythm to form a sub-phrase of twelve notes (ETnlETn ). It may also be

paired with the one-bar rhythm based on the pattern fn to form a sub-phrase of nine

notes (frTn llÏ! l, this sub-phrase generally occurring in the last two bars of

87 As identihed earlier, theæ æ
density v¡s ) ))) ¿, ¿ ) ¿ ),
Table 1).

patterns of even density ur. ETfr, Jl'J and J , the patterns of increasing

J JT and J ), an¿ the four-note pattern of reversing density ¡s JÏfl lsee
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sentences.s8 Consequently, sentences in the second category may comprise continuous

repetition of the sub-phrase ETnlETn either throughout the entire sentence (see

Transcription 28) or until the last two bars of the sentence, when it may be substituted

by the sub-phrase ETn IJJ! 1r"" Transcription 298e)

Transcription 28. Instrumental Mazurka from Kruszwica in Central Kujawy, transcribed
during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg
1880: 156, No. 364).

Transcription29.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 1-8) from Kruszwica in Central Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1880: 160, No. 375).

Like the first type of sub-phrase, the second type also favours one-bar rhythms

based on patterns of even density. In the case of the second type, however, only one of

the two constituent one-bar rhythms is based on such a pattern. The other is based on

either the four-note pattern of reversing density or, more commonly, a pattern of

increasing density, thus forming sub-phrases such u, FJTI I I¡: , lnfrl ).,

88 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of second-category sentences may be found in
transcriptions by Kolberg (1869: 259 (No. 449)), (1880: 156 (No. 364), 160 (No. 375), 162 (No. 383)),
(1889: 229 (No. 485)) and l(rzy2aúak et al. (1975:219 (No. 4788), 220 (No. 48lC), 231 (No. 510)).

89 Note that, in Transcription 29, the sub-phrase ñTnlETi (bars 5-6) features elaboration by means

of passing demisemiquavers in bars 5 and 6, and the sub-phrase EEnlm @ars 7-8) features
elaboration by means of passing demisemiquavers in bar 7, as well as the modification of a hrst-beat
emphasis in bar 8.
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Ifn IJJ] und Ífil frFn.so usually, sentences in the second category use the

above sub-phrases in combination with sub-phrases of the first type (e.g.

frTilfEn ) (see Transcription 30er). Only exceptionally do they use the above

sub-phrases on their own, the sentence printed in large notes in Transcription 31, for

example, using two of the above sub-phrases on their own, specifically [Enl il1

un¿ JTT I J.1r"" Transcription 31, sentence printed in large notes). No matter which

sub-phrases are in use, however, sentences in the second category, in contrast to those in

the first category, bear a weak mazurka character, due to the absence of one-bar rhythms

based on patterns which either initially or continuously decrease in density. In fact, due

to the prominence of one-bar rhythms based on patterns of either even or increasing

density, these sentences tend towards the character of a waltz, thus representing a

temporary divergence from the mazurka'

Transcription 30. Instrumental Mazurka from Inowroclaw in North-\ù/estern Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1880: 162, No. 383).

Transcription 31.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 9-16) from PakoSó in Eastem Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1869: 259, No' 449).

e0 Other sub-phrases of rhe same variety include ñnlfrfn an¿ J )l J77 . g¡¿¡¡ples of these sub-

phrases and ofthose listed in the text in the context ofsecond-category sentences may be found in

lranscriptions by Kolberg (1869: 259 (No. 4a9)), (1880: 160 (No. 375), 162 (No. 383)) and lkryZaniak
et at. (197 5 : 2 I 9 (Nos. 47 8 A 8. 41 8B), 232 (No. 5 I 2)).

e1 Note rhar, in Transcriprion 30, the sub-phrase ñfrnlEEn (bars l-2) features the modification of a
weak first-beat emphasis in bar 1.

-I
J
I
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The third and final category of sentences is the largest of the categories. Its

sentences, which are equally common to the vocal and instrumental mazurkas of

Kujawy, are constructed from both one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka and one-

bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka, that is, both the one-bar rhythms used to

construct sentences in the first category and the one-bar rhythms used to construct

sentences in the second category. These one-bar rhythms are paired together to form

sub-phrases which are more rhythmically diverse than those in the first two categories,

due, not only to the greater variety of one-bar rhythms in use, but also to the more

frequent use of one-bar rhythms which, in the first two categories, occur only

occasionally, such as the one-bar rhythms based on the patterns ET1 and JJT-] . In

spite of their greater rhythmic diversity, however, sub-phrases in the third category of

sentences, like those in the first two categories, conform to two main types.

The first type of sub-phrase contains two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with

the same kind of density, as in the first two categories of sentences. The two one-bar

rhythms may be both distinctive to the mazurka, as in the first category, but more often

varied in combination, thus frequently forming not only sub-phrases identified in the

first categorye2 but also other sub-phrases, such u. F]J I frT) an¿ FãJ lÍffi .n,

Alternatively, the two one-bar rhythms may be both non-distinctive to the mazurka, as

in the second category, but again, more often varied in combination, thus frequently

forming not only sub-phrases identified in the second categoryea but also other sub-

e2 These sub-phrases, as identified earlier, include EnlñTi , fi771)J an¿ ETnlETn. Examples of
them in the context of third-category sentences may be found in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869 242
(No. 416)), (1880: 157 (No. 368), (1889: 214 (No. 433)) andlkryZaniak et aI. (1975i 57 (No. 668),
129 (No. 229),224 (No.49lC)).

93 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of third-category sentences may be found in
transcriptions by Kolberg (1869: 243 (No. 419)), (1880: 126 (No. 268)) and Krry2aniak et al. (1915
125 (No. 218), 126 (No. 220)).

94 These sub-phrases, as identified earlier, include EÏJnlfrTn. Examples of it in the context of third-
category sentencas may be found in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869: 234 (No.403)), (1889: 245 (No.
539)) and Krzy2aniak et al. (1975:218 (No. 475),231(No. 509), 236 (No. 523)).
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phrases, such as fn I IT ,J ) lJ ) and lfr)l ftr).e5 consequently, sentences in

the third category may comprise a combination of these sub-phrases, specifically of

those containing one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka and those containing one-

bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka. This may be seen in Transcriptions 32e6 and

33 (sentence printed in large notes), the former combining EJT l)J with J-f] I In ,

and the latter combining F7! l)J *ittt J ) I J )

Transcription32. Vocal Mazurka from Strzelno in Western Kujawy, transcribed during
Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1880:
155, No. 362).

Jc-clralJéå, tt Dis wió¡a iìo bo- czyry po ilrrr

Transcription 33. Vocal Mazurka from Olganowo, near Wloclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,
sung by Stanislawa Rosiúska (born 1910), and recorded in 1955

(T 215816) (Krzyäaniak et al. 1975: IO4, No. 1698).

ßoltuloçe

kai de

ruiríri - ci ja ka - ura - le - rdruDzie nria - Iam

Jr mu puo - d6 - ro - nek da - lam.

e5 othe. sub-phrases of rhe same variety include IEnl IEn , Ifñl ÍIn ¿¡¿ Jfïl I J ) . p*¿¡1p¡e5 q¡

these sub-phrases and ofthose listed in the text in the context ofthird-category sentences may be found
in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869: 238-239 (No. 4lO), 243 (No. a l9)), ( I 880: I 55 (No. 362), I 64 (No.
389), (1889: 212 (No. 426)) andKrry2aniak et al. (1975: 104 (No. l69E), 236 (No. 523)),

96 Note that, in Transcription 32, the sub-phrase Ín I m þars 1-2) features elaboration by means of
an acciaccatura inbar 2.
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Far more common in the third category of sentences, however, is the second type

of sub-phrase. It contains two one-bar rh¡hms based on patterns with different kinds of

density, as in the first two categories of sentences. The two one-bar rhythms may be

both distinctive to the mazurka, as in the first category, but more often varied in

combination, thus frequently forming not only sub-phrases identified in the first

categorysl but also other sub-phrases, such as .FTñl.t¡: aøEJT I I j 
.nt

Alternatively, the two one-bar rhythms may be both non-distinctive to the mazurka as in

the second category, but, again, more often varied in combination, thus frequently

forming not only sub-phrases identified in the second categoryee but also other sub-

ffir|.rt i=r iFil i'T=r i'=iì
phrases, such as ¿)¿¿)¿l¿¿¿) , ,)¿¿¿¿l¿¿¿,) and JJ ¿¿l¿¿.lJ.r00The sub-phrases

identified thus far, however, do not usually serve as the sole constituents of sentences in

the third category. Rather, they are used in combination with, usually, other sub-phrases

of this type, that is, sub-phrases which are exclusive to the third category.

Sub-phrases which are exclusive to the third category contain one one-bar rhythm

which is distinctive to the mazurka and one one-bar rhythm which is non-distinctive to

the mazurka. The one-bar rhythm which is distinctive to the mazurka is based, of course,

on either a pattern of decreasing density or, less commonly, the five-note pattern of

e7 These sub-phrases, as identified earlier, include frTnl fn and JÏlJ I ETn . Examples of them in the

context of third-category sentences may be found in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869: 235 (No. 405),

239 (No. 411), (1880: 164 (No. 389)), (1889: 231 (No. 491)) and Krzyaaniak et al. (19'75:65 (No. 84),

99 (No. 16l),226 (No.497)).

98 Examples ofthese sub-phrases in the context of third-category sentences may be found in

transcriptions by Kolberg (1869: 248 (No. 429)), (1889 227 (No. 476)) andl*zyíaniak et al. (1975:

232 (No.5l3)).

ee These sub-phrases, as identified eartier, inctude frfrnl IÍ) , Il',nlETn , [fn I IIJ an¿

finlIjEn . Examples of them in the context of third-category sentences may be found in
transcriptions by Kolberg (1869:236 (No.406),243 (No. 419),246 (No.426)), (1880: 167 (No.400))
and Krzy2aniak et al. (1975:221 (No. 4828),222 (No. a86)).

100 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of third-category sentences may be found in

transcriptions by Kolberg (1880: 159 CNo. 37a)) andKrzyianiak et al. (1975: l2l (No. 208), 232 (No.

s l3)).
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reversing density. It is most frequently paired with a one-bar rhythm based on a pattern

of even density, thus forming sub-phrases such u, ãIT lJ., .ãT 
'J 

I )., frTnlET)
und fEn lllfJ .tot Almost as frequently, it is paired with a one-bar rhythm based on a

pattern of increasing density, thus forming sub-phrases such u. FJE I IIn ,

frTl lln , ÍÍnl frT ana ITTI fn .r0z l¡ is also paired, although far less

frequently, with the one-bar rhythm based on the four-note pattern of reversing density,

thus forming sub-phrases such u, JF] I ÍT .r03 Consequently, sentences in the third

category may comprise either continuous repetition of one of these sub-phrases (see

Transcriptions 3410a, 3510s and 36106) or a combination of them (see Transcription

371o7). Alternatively, they may combine them with sub-phrases of the first type (e.g.

tor g1¡", sub-phrases of rhe same variery include ñTnlETn , ñTnlm , ñTlñTn ,

EJí|In , frTnlETñ , ETnlil , nlfrTn and JÏl lãIJ . examples of these sub-phrases and of
those listed in the text may be found in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869: 230 (No. 396),235 (No.405),
239 (No. 411),257 (No.446)), (1880: 156 (No.365), 159 (No.375)), (1889: 220 (No.45l)) and

Krzyaaniak et aI. (1975:88 (No. l33B), 107 (No. 175), 107-108 (No. l76D), 122 (No. 210A), 125

(No. 2l8), 231 (No. 509), 232 (No. 514)).

r02 Other sub-phrases of rhe same variery include ñTnlJEn ,nnlJ), ltr¡lflm , EnlñTn ,

J ) l.ãI¡ an¿ J ) lãlJ . Examples of these sub-phrases and of those listed in the text may be found in

transcriptions by Kolberg (1869:229 (No. 395), 235 (No. 4OS),238-239 (No. 410), 239 (No. 4ll),254
(No.441)), (1880: I l3 (No. 232),166 (No. 397)), (1889:220 (No.45l)) and Krzyaaniaket al. (19'15:

79 (No. I I4A), I0l (No. 1638), 106 (No. 171),122 (No. 2l0A), 222(No.486),224 (No.49lB), 232
(No.5l4)).

r03 6¡¡-,". sub-phrases of rhe same variety include ñTnlIF) , Enltm and ÆlJ lETfr . Examples of
these sub-phrases and of those listed in the text may be found in transcriptions by Kolberg (1869:239
(No. 4 I l), 259 (No. 449)), ( I 880: 167 (No. 399)) and KrryZaniak et al. (197 5: 65-ó6 (No. 878), 224
(No. 49lB), 232 (No. 514)).

I 04 ¡s1s that Transcription 34 is notated in 314, rather than the more common 3/8 metre. Therefore, the

consriruenr sub-phrase, which is commonly norated as IIIFJ: I.EDJ , is notated here as f IIfn llIJl.l . rt
features elaboration by means of a mordent in bars 2 and 4 and by means of a triplet in bars 3, 5 and 7.

105 ¡o¡" that, in Transcription 35, the constituent sub-phrase ITÐIET features elaboration by means

of an acciaccatura in bars 6 and 7, as well as the modification of a second-beat emphasis in bars 4 and

8.

106 ¡o1" that, in Transcription 36, the constituent sub-phrase [InlEn features elaboration by means of
an acciaccatura inbar 2, as well as the modification of a second-beat emphasis in the same bar.

107 ¡o¡" rhar, in Transcriprion 3j, the sub-phrase ETnlÏn (bars l-2) fearures the modification of a

first-beat emphasis in bar 2, and the sub-phrase Enl Ïfn þars 5-6) features the modification of a first-
beat emphasis in bar 6.
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frî)\frn, see Transcription 38r08) and/or other sub-phrases of the second type (e.g.

ñTnl frT, see Transcription 39roe). All of these sentences, like those in the first

category, bear the character of a mazurka, due to their prominent use of one-bar rhythms

based on patterns which either initially or continuously decrease in density. Since,

however, they also use one-bar rhythms based on patterns with other kinds of density,

they intermittently soften their mazurka character, in contrast to sentences in the first

category, which communicate it strongly all the time.

Transcription 34.Instrumental Mazurka (bars l-8) from Wloclawek in Eastern Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1869:240, No. 413).

108 ¡e1s that, in Transcription 38, the sub-phrase EmlEî) @ars 3-4 and 5-6) features elaboration by
means of an acciaccatura in bar 4 and by means of a triplet in bars 4 and 6.

l0e ¡o1" that, in Transcription 39, the sub-phrase InlEn (bars l-2) features elaboration by means of
acciaccature in bars I and 2, as well as the modification of a weak first-beat emphasis inbar 2, and the

sub-phrase ñTnlfrn @ars 3-4) features elaboration by means of passing demisemiquavers in bar 3, as

well as the modihcation of a second-beat emphasis in bar 4.
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Transcription 35. Vocal Mazurka from Przedeczin Southern Kujawy, transcribed during
Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1869:
232, No. 400).

deciebieDo

Íu¿
K¡åt 1y ocwoqyú

do sjebi¡ þ-d¿- da i. - d€,
wrótln ¿å;.¡n.,.tiuichne.
ulbo s¡ur wstoú, iai wrtori,

¡ltrte ùnó.ti.ho uyll,o n. ralg,ra ." - - dç.

nie otworzysx wy-wa- lg ícione de rícia - nç.

ni. pot rrl¡¡, ,Jrr^rl, ludrki.h¡,ionJ" t icion.
B:iù T
n¡ech-ze J¡

Ìry
¡ic

Transcription 36. Vocal Mazurka (bars 1-4) from Piotrków Kujawski in Southern
Kujawy, transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-
Nineteenth Century (Kolberg 1889:227, No. 476).

Obortrs ns Lsob.

córhg, matho o-àel, vy-dal cór-h9, vy tlrJ to-nu,
bo t¡ two-rr có-ru-loú-ka d¡ I Dlo tr - ¡lerlrl w do-mu.

Transcription 37. Vocal Mazurka from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by ZoftaV/ojnicka (born 1886), and recorded in 1956
(T 227015) (Krzyzaniaket al.1975; 122, No. 2104).

J: lzo

Czy -mu nie Eo - r¿esr chlo - pa - lek czg - rnu tie uo

dzié r¡ie chcom
chlo - po - lek czlt rH ni

¡zcsz

J

czy cr uol - ki
czrl lll nr muo

choo
zesz
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Transcription 33.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 9-14) from Kruszwica in Central Kujawy,
transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century (Kolberg 1880: 126, No. 268).

Transcription 39. Instrumental Mazurka (bars 5-8) from Kwiatkowo, near Aleksandrów
Kujawski, in Northern Kujawy, performed on Violin by Wladyslaw
Kwiatkowski (born 1903), and recorded in 1955 (T 216l/14)
(Krzyíaniak et al. 1975:235, No. 521).

¿l: 135

As shown by the above examination, there are three main categories of sentences

in Kujawy village mazurkas, each distinct in rhythmic content and hence in character. At

one extreme are sentences belonging to the first category. They are constructed from

one-bar rhythms based on patterns which either initially or continuously decrease in

density, hence possessing a strong mazurka character'. At the other extreme are

sentences belonging to the second category. They are constructed from one-bar rhythms

based on patterns of predominantly even and increasing density, rather than decreasing

density, hence tending towards the character of a waltz, rather than a mazurka. Between

these two extremes are sentences belonging to the third category. They are constructed,

not only from one-bar rhythms based on patterns which either initially or continuously

decrease in density, but also from one-bar rhythms based on patterns of other kinds of

density, hence possessing the character of a mazurka, but less strongly than sentences in

the first category.
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From the above examination, however, we have gained only partial insight into

the rhythm of Kujawy village mazurkas, since we have looked at it only as represented

by the Western stave system of music notation, that is, with the measure of a fixed beat.

Therefore, Iet us now proceed to the next section in order to look at the rhythm as

presented in improvised performance, that is, with the application of rubato within the

time frame of a bar.

Section 2. Rhythm in Improvised Performance: Patterned Motion which
frequently departs from the Measure of a Fixed Beat, due to the Application of
Rubato within the Time Frame of a Bar

This section corresponds in its presentation to the first section. First, it looks at the

temporal unit called the bar, identifying the various ways in which rubato, prior to the

effects of post-World War II urbanisation, was applied to the one-bar rhythms of

Kujawy village mazurkas. Second, it looks at the bar in the context of the temporal

whole, determining how the various ways of applying rubato were put into practice

during the course of improvisation. Throughout this examination, it refers to the wide

range of transcriptions identified in the Introduction as showing most clearly, by

notational means other than those of the Western stave system, the application of rubato

to Kujawy village mazurkas (transcriptions in Krzy1aniak et aI. 1975 and Lange 1988b).

Only from such a wide range of transcriptions can we fully determine how rubato was

spontaneously applied by Kujawy performers, and thus identify guidelines for its

improvisation.

1. A Temporal Unit: The Bar

Rubato was applied to the one-bar rhythms of Kujawy village mazurkas in two

main ways. These may be termed "Linger-Hasten" and "Hasten-Linger" respectiVely.

Only one way was applied at a time. It was usually chosen for its ability to aid the

expression of at least two, but ideally, all three constituent elements of Kujawy village
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mazurkas, namely text, melody and dance movements. During its application, the three

elements interacted closely, so that they were always synchronised. This may be seen by

examining the two ways of applying rubato in turn.

By far the most cornmon way of applying rubato to the one-bar rhythms of

Kujawy village mazurkas was Linger-Hasten. It was especially conìmon to the vocal

mazurka. During its application, performers lingered over one or more rhythmic values

at the beginning of the bar, and then hastened through one or more later in the ba¡ to

make up for lost time. Consequently, the first beat of the bar was slightly lengthened in

duration at the expense of the second and/or third beats, usually the second beat of the

bar, thus communicating a subtle slackening and compensatory quickening of tempo.

Linger-Hasten was most often applied to the one-bar rhythms classified as

distinctive to the mazurka. These one-bar rhythms, as noted earlier, feature, basically,

either patterns of decreasing density or the five-note pattern of reversing density in the

text and melodyll0, accompanied by dance movements' constant articulation of the beat.

In particular, Linger-Hasten was applied to the so-called "mazurka rhythm" which, as

noted earlier, features, basically, the pattern EJl in the text and melody. When Linger-

Hasten was applied to this one-bar rhythm, the lingering occurred over the densest part

of the text's and melody's pattern. In other words, the lingering occurred over the

rhythmic values in their pattern which were of shortest duration and thus most closely

=¡-
grouped together, that is, over the first two semiquavers ( J J J ! t tt¡ (Pawlak 1981: 86)

(see Transcription 40). Consequently, the first beat of the bar was slightly lengthened in

duration, thus communicating a subtle slackening of tempo. By slackening the tempo

here, perforrners had extra time to enunciate syllables of the text, and hence articulate

I l0 As identified earlier, the patterns of decreasing density are nm , ET ,JT J un¿ ) J , and the five-
note pattern of reversing density is IlfJ? (see Table l).

I ll ô, as explained in the Introduction, signifies a subtle lingering over, that is, a slight lengthening in
duration of the rhythmic value(s) above which it is placed.
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notes of the melody, which might otherwise have run into one another and thus have

been unintelligible to listeners. In this way, the lingering in Linger-Hasten brought

greater clarity of expression to both the text and the melody.

Transcription 40. Vocal Mazurka from Szatki, near Wloclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,
sung by Stanislawa Szulczewska (born 1907), and recorded in 1955
(T 2147140) (Krzyzaniak et aI. 1975:76-77, No. 112S).

) -ls{ r

Ka- ila za p¡ec crek ¿a r¡lóm

g

up-rua- li - li

lr-

"o - cca zba - nióE

Rhythm of
Dance Mvts.

3I

LEnic puo-daic - all a gdz¡c go¿ tlE dl¡ - bll DDIC -
ñ

I{"

ru¡¡- ua - li

,I\/J.I J

Conversely, the hastening in Linger-Hasten occurred through the sparsest part of

the text's and melody's pattern. In other words, the hastening occurred through the

rhythmic values in their pattern which were of longest duration and thus most widely

spaced apart from others, that is, through either one or both of the two quavers, usually

=t-Ftthe quaver falling on the second beat of the bar ( ) ) ) J 112) (Pawlak 1981: 86) (see

Transcription 40). Consequently, the second beat was slightly shortened in duration,

thus communicating a subtle quickening of tempo. By quickening the tempo here,

performers were able to make up for lost time without causing syllables or notes to run

into each other and thus become unintelligible to listeners. Hence, the hastening in

Linger-Hasten ensured that there was continuity in the text's and melody's motion,

without disturbing the clarity of their expression.

112 \J, as explained in the Introduction, signifies a subtle hastening through, that is, a slight shortening in
duration of the rhythmic value(s) above which it is placed.

.¡
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At the same time as aiding the expression of the text and melody, the application

of Linger-Hasten also aided the expression of the dance movements. As shown earlier,

the dance movements basically consist of three steps per bar which, rhythmically, are

based on the pattern fn, the three quavers representing the duration of each of the

three steps respectively. During the application of Linger-Hasten, the lingering occurred

over the rhythmic value in the above pattem representing the duration of the first step of

the bar, that is, over the first of the three quavers ( IJl ) (Lange 1988b: 105) (see

Transcription 40 cited previously). Consequently, just as in the text and melody, the first

beat of the bar was slightly lengthened in duration, thus communicating a subtle

slackening of tempo. By slackening the tempo here, performers had extra time to

execute clearly the arc-shaped foot-slide which, as shown in Chapter 1, immediately

followed the first step of the bar. Hence, the lingering in Linger-Hasten brought to the

dance movements, as to the text and melody, greater clarity of expression.

Subsequent to the lingering, the hastening in Linger-Hasten usually occurred

through the rhythmic value in the above pattern representing the duration of the seoond

step of the bar, that is, through the second of the three quavers 1 JT! ) (Lange 1988b:

106) (see Transcription 40 cited previously). Consequently, just as in the text and

melody, the second beat of the bar was slightly shortened in duration, thus

communicating a subtle quickening of tempo. The third beat of the bar then arrived on

time, thus marking the end of the subtle quickening of tempo. Interestingly, it was the

dance movements, rather than the text or melody, which most consistently

communicated the third beat arriving on time. This was due to their more frequent

articulation of this beat. As demonstrated earlier, the text and melody sometimes did not

articulate the third beat of the bar. If, for instance, their pattern in the "mazurka rhythm"

was modified by means of a second-beat emphasis to ñn, they articulated just the
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first and second beats.ll3 Hence, when Linger-Hasten was applied, they were unable to
E¡-I-

communicate the third beat arriving on time ( ¿ ¿ ¿. J ), thus leaving listeners unclear as

to whether the subtle quickening of tempo ended on this beat or continued through it.

The dance movements, however, since articulating the third beat in their pattern JTJ ,

were able to communicate it aruiving on time ( IT ) (see Transcription 40 cited

previously (bar 6)), the subtle quickening of tempo thus clearly ending there.

Kinetogram 3. Three Rhythmic Variations of the Mazurka Dance Movements (One
Bar), transcribed during Fieldwork in Kujawy between 1954 and 1965
(Lange 1988b: 106).

ï]I
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In keeping with the improvisatory nature of Kujawy village mazurkas, the

application of Linger-Hasten varied from performance to performance. Most noticeable

were the varying degrees to which the first beat of the bar was lengthened in duration at

the expense of the second beat. These variations were transcribed and analysed by Lange

during research of the dance movements (see Kinetogram 3 (I, II, ru)). He found that,

due to the lingering in Linger-Hasten, the first beat of the bar, instead of remaining fixed

at ) in duration, was subtly lengthened to any duration between ) 1r"" Kinetogram 3

N
(I)) and J '' (see Kinetogram 3 (m)), *itn ) .I. the average duration (see Kinetogram 3

I l3 4¿¿i¡¡onully, as noted earlier, the text's and melody's patterns of Jl J and ) J also articulated.just

- il3-
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(tr)). Subsequently, due to the hastening in Linger-Hasten, the second beat of the bar,

instead of remaining fixed ut ) in duration, was subtly shortened to any duration

between ) 1r"" Kinetogram 3 (I)) and ) 1.." Kinetogram 3 ([)), *itfr ) the average

duration (see Kinetogram 3 (tr)) (Lange 1988b: 105-106). Since both the first and

second beats varied so significantly in duration, the text, melody and dance movements

were constantly adjusted in relation to each other, so that that they were always

synchronised. Only then could a subtle slackening and compensatory quickening of

tempo be communicated clearly and convincingly.

By contrast, the least common way of applying rubato to the one-bar rhythms of

Kujawy village mazurkas was Hasten-Linger. Like Linger-Hasten, it was more common

to the vocal than the instrumental mazurka, but only slightly. During its application,

performers hastened through one or more rhythmic values at or near the beginning of the

bar, and then used the time gained here to linger over one or more rhythmic values later

in the bar. Consequently, the first and/or second beats of the bar were slightly shortened

in duration to the gain of the second or third beats, thus communicating a subtle

quickening and compensatory slackening of tempo.

Hasten-Linger, in contrast to Linger-Hasten, was most often applied to the one-bar

rhythms classified as non-distinctive to the mazurka. These one-bar rhythms, as noted

earlier, feature, basically, patterns of even density, patterns of increasing density or the

four-note pattern of reversing density in the text and melodyl 14, accompanied by dance

movements' constant articulation of the beat. In particular, Hasten-Linger was applied to

two of these one-bal rhythms, specifically those featuring, basically, the pattern. JJE

and J J ) ) ¿ ) in the text and melody. In both cases, its application was intended to aid

the expression of the text and melody, but in different ways.

I la As identified earlier, the patterns of even density s¡s nTn , JJI and J. , the patterns of increasing

density a¡s Iffi , ÍTn , J JT and J ), an¿ the four-note pattern of reversing density is

JFJ lsee Table I ).
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When Hasten-Linger was applied to the first of the two one-bar rhythms identified

above, specifically that based on the pattern fln in the text and melody, the hastening

occurred through the sparsest part and the lingering over the densest part ofthe text's

and melody's pattern, as was the rule during the application of Linger-Hasten. In other

words, the hastening occurred through the rhythmic values in their pattern which were

of longest dulation and thus most widely spaced apart from others, that is, through the
t-t-:

first and/or second quavers, most commonly both of them ( ) ) ) J ;, and the lingering

occurred over the rhythmic values in their pattern which were of shortest duration and

thus most closely grouped together, that is, over the last two semiquavers 1 JIT- ) (see

Transcription 41 (bar 1)). Consequently, the first and/or second beats of the bar, most

commonly both of them, were slightly shortened in duration to the gain of the third beat,

thus communicating a subtle quickening and compensatory slackening of tempo. By

slackening the tempo here, performers were able to spend more time over syllables or

notes which, due to their close proximity to each other, might otherwise have been

difficult to articulate clearly. Hence, Hasten-Linger, when applied to the first of the two

one-bar rhythms identified above, aided the expression of the text and melody by

clarifying their articulation.

Transcription 41. Vocal Mazurka from Wieniec, near Wloclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,
sung by Stanislaw Cymalczewski (born 1904), and recorded in 1956

(T 2242122) (Krzyzaniak et aI. 1975:90, No' 1394).

Ilubalo .lt 60

Je - dzieu do
lt,l

dó
lisr

jc-dziem do
trrG rD¡u-mauo sla

Rhythm of
Dance Mvts

By contrast, when Hasten-Linger was applied to the second of the two one-bar

rhythms identified above, specifically that based on the pattern ETfr in the text and

melody, the placement of the lingering and hastening was unrelated to rhythmic density

After all, this one-bar rhythm, unlike the first one, is based on a pattern of even density.

9

mu Ce-s¡u
kò-mó-re

mU
mu

r:hna
cz ke

do dômu
tnój Bo-ic.

rl
3
I J-III
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It therefore contains neither a sparsest part through which to hasten, nor a densest part

over which to linger. Nevertheless, Hasten-Linger was still applied to this one-bar

rhythm, the hastening usually occurring through the first and second semiquavers of the

text's and melody's pattern, and the lingering over either the third and fourth
4

semiquavers ( Jl Ð J7 )l I5 or, more cofirmonly, the fifth and sixth semiquavers of this

parrern ( m) (see Transcripri on42(bars 1 and 3)). Consequently, the first beat of

the bar was slightly shortened in duration to the gain of the second or third beats, thus

communicating a subtle quickening and compensatory slackening of tempo.

Significantly, as exemplified by bars 1 and 3 of Transcription 42, the quickening of

tempo often occurred through nonsense syllables in the text such as o ji, the slackening

of tempo then highlighting the return of the meaningful part of the text, and thus of the

melody. Hence, Hasten-Linger, when applied to the second of the two one-bar rhythms

identified above, aided the expression of the text and melody, not by clarifying their

articulation as it did when applied to the first one-bar rhythm, but by emphasising their

focal points to listeners.

Transcripti on 42. Vocal Mazurka from Brzeóó, near Wloclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,
sung by Stanislawa Romecka (born 1887), and recorded in 1956

(T 2239120) (Ktzyzaniak et al. I9l5:84-85, No. l24E).

.l=t{4 A

rO - ji jal my bgú-dzlc rol my b¡ó - dzlc 'o-Jl lo sicoo- lU

^ ^ tJ fì

Dle ¡o - I'g - ¡¡6

Rhythm of
Dance Mvts. J-lJ-l3

I

oo - ji r¡ez-mc áó - nc
to -ji n! nö nô na

za pa- zu'che
DA na nô na oo _

uo - ns ry-mic
ni na n8.

lemci nû rU

nô na n&
d,a¿

nô

r-l-J J-]-J .rT-1

I ls 1¡¡s placement of lingering may be found, for example, in a transcription by Krzylaniak et al
(1975:91 (No. 141)).
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Throughout the application of Hasten-Linger, the dance movements, basically

consisting of three steps per bar, were synchronised with the text and melody. For

example, when Hasten-Linger was applied to the first one-bar rhythm identified above,

the dance movements' pattern of three quavers was synchronised with the text's and

i-
melody's pattern ) ) ) ) . Hence, the hastening occurred through the first and/or second

quavers of their pattern, most commonly both of them, and the lingering over the third

quaver of their pattern 1 fTJ ) (see Transcription 41 cited earlier (bar l)), Similarly,

when Hasten-Linger was applied to the second one-bar rhythm identified above, the

dance movements' pattern of three quavers was synchronised with the text's and

=t-E-:melody's pattern )))) JJ . Hence, the hastening occurredthrough the first quaverof
t-l-t

their pattern, and the lingering over either theseco¡d quaver ( ¿ ¿ ¿ ) or, more

commonly, the third quaver of their pattern 1 fÏJ ) (see Transcription 42 cited

previously (bars I and 3)). Consequently, just as in the text and melody, the first and/or

second beats of the bar were slightly shortened in duration to the gain of the second or

third beats, thus communicating a subtle quickening and compensatory slackening of

tempo. The quickening of tempo here, however, if started on the first beat of the bar,

was often detrimental to the expression of the dance movements, for it hurried the

execution of the arc-shaped foot-slide immediately following the first step. Hence,

Hasten-Linger, even if beneficial to the text's and melody's expression, as in bar 8 of

Transcription 43, was often avoided during performance, due to its threat to the clear

execution of the dancers' arc-shaped foot-slide.
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Transcription 43. Vocal Mazurka from Golaszewo, near Woclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,
sung by Antonina Kuczyúska (born 1895), and recorded in 1955
(T 215518) (Krzyzaniak et al. 1975: 74-75, No. 1 t2M).

.¡

.a It lu - te¡ uIe-czo - ra jai ma-mu - la zpo - le

Jì .l n
Rhythm of
Dance Mvts.

przu<ric - óie ci Ji la-czusz - ke png - nie- ßic ci jl krczo -ra

^

r¡
3
I Jlrl J--T-l

I r"

From the above examination, it is clear that the two main ways of applying rubato

within the time frame of a bar in Kujawy village mazurkas were each strongly

associated with particular one-bar rhythms, Linger-Hasten with one-bar rhythms

distinctive to the mazurka, and Hasten-Linger with one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to

the mazurka. Both ways, when applied to the one-bar rhythms with which they were

strongly associated, were able to aid the expression of at least two of the three

constituent elements of Kujawy village mazurkas, namely text, melody and dance

movements. Most effective in this respect was Linger-Hasten. It was able to aid the

expression of all three elements equally, thus allowing synchronisation between them

without one of them having to sacrifice its expression for the sake of the others. For this

reason, Linger-Hasten was the dominant way of applying rubato to the one-bar rhythms

of Kujawy village mazurkas.

Of course, during the performance of Kujawy village mazurkas, rubato within the

time frame of a bar was not always applied as identified above, nor was it applied

constantly. After all, as explained in the Introduction, rubato was improvised by the

Kujawy people, its application varying according to the mood of the moment. Hence, it
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was only natural that Linger-Hasten and Hasten-Linger might sometimes be applied to

one-bar rhythms with which they were not strongly associated, and that their application

might be started and stopped at whim.

Let us now proceed to the second part of this section, in order to determine how

the two ways of applying rubato within the time frame of a bar were put into practice

during the course of improvisation.

2. The Bar in the Context of the Temporal Whole

The improvisation of rubato within the time frame of a bar in Kujawy village

mazurkas varied according to the category of sentences in which it was practised. As

established earlier in this chapter, there are three main categories of sentences in Kujawy

village mazurkas. To repeat here for convenience, they are: firstly, sentences constructed

entirely from one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka, hence of strong mazurka

character; secondly, sentences constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms non-distinctive

to the mazurka, hence of weak mazurka character; and thirdly, sentences constructed

from a mixture of one-bar rhythms distinctive and non-distinctive to the mazurka, hence

of moderate mazurka character. Due to their differences in rhythmic content and hence

character, the three categories of sentences also differed from each other in their use of

rubato, including its improvisation. Common to all three categories, however, was that

the improvisation of rubato, whilst spontaneous, was governed by certain guidelines.

These guidelines may be identified by examining the improvisation of rubato in each

category in turn.

First, let us look at the improvisation of rubato in the first category of sentences,

that is, in sentences constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms distinctive to the

mazurka, and hence of strong mazurka character. These sentences, as noted earlier, were

more common to the vocal than the instrumental mazurka of Kujawy. They featured

rubato frequently, especially when slow in tempo (Pawlak 1981: 140, Lange 1988b:
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124-125) or when constituting or containing repetition (Sobieska and Sobieski 1963:

252). Since they were constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms distinctive to the

mazurka, rubato was most often applied in the way strongly associated with these one-

bar rhythms, namely Linger-Hasten. Occasionally, however, rubato was applied in the

way not strongly associated with these one-bar rhythms, namely Hasten-Linger.

Significantly, such unusual rubato application, whilst spontaneous, occurred only in the

context of particular two-bar sub-phrases. This may be clearly seen, if we now focus on

the improvisation of rubato in the context of two-bar sub-phrases.

As identified earlier in this chapter, there are two main types of sub-phrases in the

first category of sentences. The first type, as established earlier, consists of two one-bar

rhythms based on patterns with the same kind of density, specifically either the five-note

pattern of reversing density or patterns of decreasing density, most commonty FTJ e¡

rhe .,mazurka rhythm" (e.g. fÐl trn an¿ IfJ] I )J ¡ During performance of these

sub-phrase s, rubato was frequently applied at whim to either one or both of the two

constituent one-bar rhythms, especially the "mazurka rhythm" (see Transcriptions 44

(CD Example 1) and 45¡.rrø Significantly, however, it was applied only in the way

strongly associated with the two constituent one-bar rhythms, namely Linger-Hasten.

Hence, there was no unusual rubato application in this context.

Transcription 44. Vocal Mazurka from Bytori, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Marianna Daniel (born 1888), and recorded in 1954

(T 155414) (Krzyhaniak et al.1975:90, No. 137)'

Ilubato .f= roo

sla.4, jak b¡¡ - dziesz tuol - Pa ü9 - go - nrej s8 madasa-ma
q

r¡o lo Jo cie ta p¡o - cze - kóm pùod luu¡korn sia no b"o-de¡ - cie

I 16 5"", also, other transcriptionsby Krzy2aniak et aI. (197 5: 72 (No. l05A), 86 (No. 128), 92-93 (No
l45A), 104 (No. l69C), 128 (Nos.226B &'226C),129 (No' 227é^)).
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Transcription 45. Vocal Mazurka from Popowiczki, near Wloclawek, in Eastern
Kujawy, sung by Marcjanna Zychniewicz (born l89l), and recorded in
1956 (T 2254136) (Krzyzariak et al. 1975: 104, No. 1694).

Ruha¡o .h ::lf
.il .l

{ na - sze dzia - ng so kig - go czo -

rula - zl¡r chlo - pu na udz

I

uo - sra - lU rnu ko - la.

By contrast, in the context of the second type of sub-phrase, unusual rubato

application did occur. As established earlier, the second type of sub-phrase consists of

two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with different kinds of density, specifically a

pattern of decreasing density, most commonty ffJ-J of the "mazurka rhythm", and the

five-note partern of reversing density (e.g. ETn I 'EÏ and EDI Í.Tfr ). During

performance of these sub-phrases, rubato was frequently applied at whim to either one

or both of the two constituent one-bar rhythms, just as it was during performance of the

first type of sub-phrase (see Transcriptions 46 (bars 3-4) and 47 (bars 5-6) (CD

Example 2)).trt In addition to Linger-Hasten, however, Hasten-Linger was also applied

here. Even though it was not strongly associated with either of the two constituent one-

bar rhythms, it was still occasionally applied to one of them (see Transcriptions 48 (bars

5-6) and 49 (bars 3-4) (CD Example 3)). Hence, in the first category of sentences,

unusual rubato application occurred exclusively in the context of the second type of

sub-phrase, Hasten-Linger then applied to one of the two constituent one-bar rhythms at

whim.

ll7 See, also, othertranscriptions by KrzyZaniaket al. (1975:60 (No. 7OB),64 (Nos. 8lB &82),16-:7i
(No. l12R), 94 (No. 149),220 (No.480)).
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Transcription 46. Vocal Mazurka from Swiercryn,near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Aniela Wasilewska (born I89l), and recorded in 1956
(T 2248/5) (Krzyzaniak et al. 1975: 58-59, No. 67D).

.ì.1so

"O - j¡ cie - I'e mo - je cie tte 'o - i¡ cze - go po mnre dep - cæz

I0"

na-pot- l¡ - Iqi lrynplc

Ciy - iq ci us¡q -
cze - pe - cr,el ci

Mo-¡¡iu - chr¡o
za- clpr- áy

cig - iq ci
tu - lel c¡U -

zcjtz - czesz

88

d¡ ustq -

rro - rDU "o - ji pc - urnie mi

Transcription 4J . Vocal Mazurka from Sçdzin, near Aleksandrów Kujawski, in Northem
Kujawy, sung by Maria Kwiatkowska (born 1896), and recorded in
1952 (T 1030/33) (Krryzaniak et al. 1975:93, No. 146).

Rub¡¡o ) = 132

Xu-oo-ter - ku bój sie Bo - ga ood -pro-uodl me bo zlo
It"

Transcription 43.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 5-8) from Slu2ewo, near Aleksandrów
Kujawski, in Northern Kujawy, performed on Violin by Józef
Wypijewski (born 1910), and recorded in 1952 (T 1036/13)
(Krzyàariak et aL 1975:234, No. 519).

l: lsl

na ty drq- i¿¿ uil -cA sic - dzóm ku-mo-têr - hu bo me zjc-dz<im.

Transcriptioî 49. Vocal Mazurka from Brzeéó, near Wloclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,
sung by Aurelia Kalinowska (born 1908), and recorded in 1956 (T
2238116) (Krzyaaniak et aL 1975: 57, No. 664).

Rub¡to .h= fSO f'.

iI¡
nlc

usrq - ¿L i

niu - óli
11
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Next, let us look at the improvisation of rubato in the second category of

sentences, that is, in sentences constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms non-distinctive

to the mazurka, and hence of weak mazurka character. These sentences, as noted earlier,

occurred only in the instrumental mazurka of Kujawy. In contrast to sentences in the

first category, they featured rubato extremely rarely. In fact, so rarely was rubato used in

these sentences, that it was applied to just one particular one-bar rhythm, specifically

that based on the pattern ñTn, and only in the way strongly associated with this

one-bar rhythm, namely Hasten-Linger. Furthernore, the application of rubato here,

whilst spontaneous, occurred only in the context of particular two-bar sub-phrases. This

may be clearly seen, if we again focus on the improvisation of rubato in the context of

two-bar sub-phrases.

As identified earlier in this chapter, sub-phrases in the second category of

sentences, like those in the first category, may be divided into two main types. The first

type, as established earlier, consists of two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with the

same kind of density, specifically patterns of even density, patterns of increasing density

or the four-note pattern of reversing density, the first of which is the most common (e.g.

frTnlÍTn und ETE llI l. During performance of these sub-phrase s, rubato

was hardly ever applied.r t8 Qnly during performance of one particular sub-phrase,

specifically ÍTilETn, was Hasten-Linger occasionally applied to either one or'

both of the two constituent one-bar rhythms (see Transcription 50 (bars 1-2, 5-6) (CD

Example 4) and Transcription 51 (bars 9-10) (CD Example 5)). Otherwise, rubato did

not feature in this context.

ll81n ¡¿ç¡, these sub-phrases were usually performed in time, as may be seen in transcriptions by
Krzyaaniak et aI. (197 5: 221 (No. 482A), 232 (No. 5 I 2)).
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Transcription 50.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 1-8) from Lubraniec, near Woclawek,
in Eastern Kujawy, performed on Violin by Tadeusz Latecki (born
I92O), and recorded in 1955 (T 2165/8) (Krzylaniak et al. 1975:231,
No.510).

. +L t- aà¿^

Transcription 51. Instrumental Mazurka (bars 9-14) from Osiçciny, near Radziejów, in
Central Kujawy, performed on Violin by Józef Zieliúski (born 1927),
and recorded in 1956 (T 226915) (Krzyãaniak et aI. 1975: 219, No.
4788).

j= ls¡

2t"

tzl

In the context of the second type of sub-phrase , rubato featured equally rarely. As

established earlier, the second type of sub-phrase consists of two one-bar rhythms based

on patterns with different kinds of density, usually a pattern of even density and either

the four-note pattern of reversing density or, more commonly, a pattern of increasing

density ç".g. ffTnl tffi una IãT I lI I. Again, during performance of these sub-

phrases, rubato was hardly ever applied. t tr Qnly during performance of one particular

sub-phrase, specifical ry frTnl Iffi, was Hasten-Linger occasionally applied to the

first of the two constituent one-bar rhythms (see Transcription 51 (bars 11-12) (CD

Example 5)). Hence, in the second category of sentences, the application of rubato,

I 19 ¡¡¡" sub-phrases of the first type, these sub-phrases were usually performed in time, as may be seen
in transcriptionsby Krzy2aniak et al. (1915:221 (No. 482A),224 (No. 493A),232 (No. 512), 234 (No.
s2o)).
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specifically Hasten-Linger, was limited to the context of two particular sub-phrases, one
,---

of the first type (¿¿¿¿¿¿l¿¿,)¿¿¿ ) and one of the second type ( ¿¿.)¿¿JlJ))) ¡.

Finally, let us look at the improvisation of rubato in the third category of

sentences, that is, in sentences constructed from a mixture of one-bar rhythms

distinctive and non-distinctive to the mazurka, and hence of moderate mazurka

character. These sentences, as noted earlier, were equally common to the vocal and

instrumental mazurkas of Kujawy. In contrast to sentences in the second category, they

featured rubato frequently, almost as frequently as sentences in the first category,

especially when slow in tempo (Pawlak 1981: 140, Lange 1988b: 124-125) or when

constituting or containing repetition (Sobieska and Sobieski 1963:252). Since they were

constructed from both one-bar rhythms distinctive and non-distinctive to the mazurka,

they featured both ways of applying rubato, namely Linger-Hasten and Hasten-Linger.

Significantly, these two ways of applying rubato, whilst most often applied to the one-

rhythms with which they were strongly associated, were also applied unusually. As in

the first category of sentences, however, unusual rubato application occurred only in the

context of particular two-bar sub-phrases. This may be clearly seen, if we focus, once

again, on the improvisation of rubato in the context of two-bar sub-phrases.

As identified earlier, sub-phrases in the third category of sentences, like those in

the first and second categories, may be divided into two main types. The first type, as

established earlier, consists of two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with the same

kind of density. The two one-bar rhythms may be either both distinctive to the mazurka,

as in the first category (e.g. fr7fil J5J) ¡,but more often varied in combination (e.g.

.EJl I Effi aø EffilEffi ), or both non-distinctive to the mazurka, as in the

second category çe.g. EFnlETi ), but, again, more often varied in combination

ie.g. JII IJI¡ an¿ J ) lJ );
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If presented with two one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka, performers

frequently applied rubato at whim to either one or both of them, especially the "mazurka

rhythr¡"120, just as they did in the first category of sentences.l2l However, instead of

always applying rubato in the way strongly associated with the two one-bar rhythms, as

they did in the first category, they sometimes applied Hasten-Linger to one of them (see

Transcription 52 (bars l-2)), unusual rubato application thus occurring here.

Transcription 52.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 1-4) from Kukawy, near Wloclawek,
in Eastern Kujawy, performed on Violin by Jan Ambro2ewicz (born
1910), and recorded in 1971 (T 3196139) (Krzy?aniak et aI. 1975:228,
No.502B).

)= lr{
+ I

By contrast, if presented with two one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka,

performers applied rubato almost as rarely as they did in the second category of

sentences, and, as in the second category, never unusually.l22 In fact, only if presented

with two one-bar rhythms based on either the pattern ñEn, as in the second

category, or a pattern of increasing density did they occasionally apply rubato to either

one or both of them, and even then, only in the way strongly associated with them,

namely Hasten-Linger (see Transcription 53 (bars 7-8) (CD Example 6) and

Transcription 54 (bars 9-10, 13-14)). Hence, in the context of the first type of sub-

phrase, unusual rubato application occurred only when both constituent one-bar rhythms

120 1¡" "mazurka rhythm", as readers may recall, is based on the pattern IIÏJ

r2r 1¡¡t may be seen in transcriptions by l3ryZaniak et al. (1975:61 (No. 728), 65 (No. 85), 65-66
(No. 878), 72 (No. l05B), 89 (Nos. 135 & 136), 127 (No. 224),129 (No. 229), 224 (No.49lC),228
(No. 5028), 231 (No. 51 1)).

I 22 a¡¡t may be seen in transcriptions by Krz¡,2aniak et al. (197 5: 66 (No. 89), 68 (No. 944), 95 (No.
l5lB), 107-108 (No. 1764), 129 (No.229),218 (No.475),231 (No. 509),232 (No.5l3)).
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were distinctive to the mazurka. Hasten-Linger was then applied to one of them at

whim.

Transcription 53. Vocal Mazurka from Falborek, near Woclawek, in Eastern Kujawy,
sung by Mieczyslaw Kasprowicz (born 1897), and recorded in 1956
(T 2240136) (Krzyzaniaket aI.1975;95, No. 1518).

.l: l¡o

Po- szþ pen - Dg na ro - to - tU za- blóú-dzi - lp mierrdzy plo - lU

tÌ 12"

mo-dli - þ sic Pa - nu Bo - gu aà sie .i"-no I rrzu - u sto.gu

Transcription 54. Instrumental Mazurka (bars 9-14) from Kwiatkowo, near Aleksandrów
Kujawski, in Northern Kujawy, performed on Violin by Wadyslaw
Kwiatkowski (born 1903), and recorded in 1955 (T 2162/IO)
(Krzy2aniak et al. 1975:231, No. 509).

.\t= l¡l

35"
l-r .

lot-

Greater variety of unusual rubato application occurred in the context of the second

type of sub-phrase. As established earlier, the second type of sub-phrase consists of two

one-bar rhythms based on patterns with different, rather than the same kind of density.

The two one-bar rhythms may be both distinctive to the mazurka, as in the first category

of sentences (e.g. ETnl frn ), but more often varied in combination (e.g.

ETñlEffi an¿EJT l.FJ ¡, both non-distinctive to the mazurka, as in the second

category of sentences (e.g. l5frnl Iffi ), but, again, more often varied in

combination (e.g. ffln llfl un¿ IIn lJ.F'J ), or, exclusive to the third category of
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sentences, one distinctive and one non-distinctive to the mazurka 1e.g. FI¡ I EÏiT ,

J ) I .Ell and fiDl Iî) ¡.

If presented with two one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka, performers

frequently applied rubato at whim to either one or both of them, just as they did in the

first category of sentences.l23 Most often, as in the first category, they applied rubato in

the way strongly associated with the two one-bar rhythms, namely Linger-Hasten (see

Transcription 55 (bars 1-2) (CD Example 7)). Additionally, as in the first category, they

occasionally applied Hasten-Linger to one of them (see Transcription 56 (bars 3-4) (CD

Example 8)), unusual rubato application thus occurring here.

Transcription 55. Vocal Mazurka from Pocierzyn, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Maria WoZniak (born 1894), and recorded in 1956 ('12267/4)
(Krzyzan\ak et aI. 1975: 65, No. 84).

Rubr¡o )- l6t)

Me-tu-lln - ku bFf lu u da po-la-zp - urol rú -lnc cu - da

9

a miol ku-¡¡¡¡la dâ ii zlô-m -n¡¡ -go peuró-rel - llpm zul\- r-BU - go.

Transcription 56. Vocal Mazurka from Latkowo, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Emma tr-awniczak (born 1915), and recorded in 1956
(T 226211) (Krzyzariak et aI. 1975:88, No. 1338).

.lì = tzo Tr. 12"

nada-na
- dzie rl dro - ge

By contrast, if presented with two one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka,

performers applied rubato to them almost as rarely as they did in the second category of

123 1¡ir may be seen in transcriptions by KrryZaniak et al. (1975:65 (No. 84),'14-15 (No. 1 l2M), 90
(No. l39C),99 (No. t6l),226 (No.497),232 (No. 513),234 (No.5l9)).

foc¡-ma - na
nle mo - gc.

ZE

spaé
,a
ma

nie up¡ - de
¡jasa

da
je

da-na
focz - man

ol
bo
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sentences, and, as in the second category, only in the way strongly associated with them,

namely Hasten-Lin ger.124 For example, if the first one-bar rhythm was based on the

pattern ñTT and the second one-bar rhythm was based on the pattern lm ,

performers occasionally applied Hasten-Linger to the first one-bar rhythm, just as they

did in the second category ofsentences (see Transcription 57 (bars 1 I-I2)).

Additionally, if one of the two one-bar rhythms was based on a pattern of increasing

density, such as the pattern fTn, and the other one-bar rhythm was based on the

pattern fn1, performers occasionally applied Hasten-Linger to the former one-bar

rhythm (see Transcription 58 (bars 3-4) (CD Example 9)). Thus, no unusual rubato

application occurred here.

Transcription 57. Vocal Mazurka from Bytoú, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Marianna Daniel (born 1888), and recorded in 1954
(T 1555/l l) (Krzyzaniak et aI. 197 5: 82, No. I 194).

Rub¡to .þ. lO¡

Ni mom soj - cr ¡- nl mð tli d! jo puój-dc na qo - str -tli.

¡-5

a p'ó¡ - de cl Jo do brs- ¡o - uU
.f =l !o^

no ji "o ji uo .¡t "oi ria-da

do mU oo- z czor - np lrueug.
12,5"

Da uo jt oo ji uo ii roj bùo-dej - cie

r2a 11r1r may be seen in transcriptions by Krzy2aniak et al. (1975:74-75 (No. I l2C), 82 (No. I l9A),
84-85 (No. l24E),91 (No. l4l),l2t (No.208),220 (No. 48o),223 (No.492),226 (No.497), 228 (No.
sO2B), 230 (No. s0i), 232 (No. 5 13)).
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Transcription 58. Vocal Mazurka from Klonówek, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Maria Balcerak (born 1907), and recorded in 1956
(T 2252/30) (Krzyzaniak et al. 1975:74-75, No. 112C).

Miælam mgo- ia uiel - kje stra-szu - dlo srra-szy-dlo

¡0"

b" - þ - lU sie ru do- mu dzie - cl nr po-lu bg dlo de by-dlo.

Unusual rubato application did occur, however, when, exclusive to the third

category of sentences, performers were presented with one one-bar rhythm distinctive to

the mazurka and one one-bar rhythm non-distinctive to the mazurka. In fact, it was when

presented with such pairs of one-bar rhythms that performers produced the greatest

variety of unusual rubato application. Although they often applied Linger-Hasten to the

one-bar rhythm distinctive to the mazurka and/or Hasten-Linger to the one-bar rhythm

non-distinctive to the mazurka (see Transcription 59 (CD Example 10), Transcription 60

(bars 1-2) (CD Example 11) and Transcription 61 (bars 1-2) (CD Example l2)¡tzs, 1h.t

also made unusual use of rubato. Either they applied Hasten-Linger to the one-bar

rhythm distinctive to the mazurka (see Transcription 62 (bars 1-2) (CD Example l3)

and rranscription 63 (bars 3-4) (cD Example 14)) or, uniquely here, rhey applied

Linger-Hasten to the one-bar rhythm non-distinctive to the mazurka (see Transcription

56 cited earlier (bars 1-2) (CD Example 8)). Hence, in the third category of sentences,

unusual rubato application occurred in the contexts of both types of sub-phrases, so long

as at least one of the two constituent one-bar rhythms was distinctive to the mazurka,

performers then applying at whim either Hasten-Linger to a one-bar rhythm distinctive

to the mazurka or Linger-Hasten to a one-bar rhythm non-distinctive to the mazurka, the

latter unique to this category.

r25 see, also, other transcriptions by l3zy2aniak et al. (1975:64 (No. B3), jg (No. I l4A), 90 (No.
l39A), 100 (No. l62D),101 (No. l63A), 102 (No. 165C), 226(No.497)).
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Transcription 59. Vocal Mazurka from Seroczki, near Aleksandrów Kujawski, in
Northern Kujawy, sung by Maria V/awrzyniak (born 1910), and
recorded in 1964 (T 2732/6) (Krzyäaniak et aL l975: 101, No. 1638)

¡\ = t3z 1t"

Dro
do

bnu gro - szek dro - bnq bom go
bri, mój Ja - siu - lek bom (a

dro - bno sia - la
kie go chcia - la,

Transcription 60.Instrumental Mazurka (bars 7-10) from Kwiatkowo, near
Aleksandrów Kujawski, in Northern Kujawy, performed on Violin by
Wladyslaw Kwiatkowski (born 1903), and recorded in 1955
(T 2162/19) (Krzyzaniak et al. 1975:218, No. 475).

): t¿4

-* tî

Transcription 61. Vocal Mazurka from Ruszki, near Radziejów, in Central Kujawy,
sung by Helena CzyZnikiewicz (bom t902), and recorded in 1955
(T 215914) (Krzyzaniak et al. 1975: 127,No.224).

,\- 
"u

r!.

\ id rô lúr¡ g",r - rr,, i - l¡r'¡¡rt u"o - rlc lryrrr r'¡r( - (llo
25"

nic pi - l0 - l,U¡tr

Po-ma-l uo - trroE

hiu - l¡ - szc - r:z\i¡rrr r¡¡l'- Io lÐi - l¡o¡n iu - rllo,

Transcription 62. Vocal Mazurka from Radziejów in Central Kujawy, sung by Rozalia
Libigocka (born 1904), and recorded in 1954 (T 1550/3) (Krzyaaniak
et al. 19'15:95, No. I52A).

Rubato .¡=

1o nie tak jal z dzieru<zp nolDI g5-

g{o - spuo - dU-ni za-cho-ru - je
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Transcription 63. Instrumental Mazurka (bars 1-4) from Kwiatkowo, near Aleksandrów
Kujawski, in Northern Kujawy, performed on Violin by Wladyslaw
Kwiatkowski (born 1903), and recorded in 1955 ("1 2162/22)
(Krzyíaniak et aL I975:22O, No. 480).

J= 126

From the above examination, it is evident that the improvisation of rubato within

the time frame of a bar in Kujawy village mazurkas, whilst spontaneous, was governed

by certain guidelines. These guidelines directed performers how to vary the

improvisation of rubato according to the category of sentences in which it was practised.

They may be summarised as follows.

In the first category of sentences, that is, in sentences constructed entirely from

one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka, and hence of strong mazurka character,

rubato could be applied extremely frequently. Indeed, it could be applied at whim to any

of the one-bar rhythms there, especially the "mazurka rhythm", within the context of any

sub-phrase, particularly in sentences which were slow in tempo or which constituted or

contained repetition. No matter how frequently it was applied to these one-bar rhythms,

however, it almost always had to be applied in the way strongly associated with them,

namely Linger-Hasten. Only in the context of the second type of sub-phrase was unusual

rubato application acceptable, allowing performers to apply Hasten-Linger to one of the

two constituent one-bar rhythms at whim.

By contrast, in the second category of sentences, that is, in sentences constructed

entirely from one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka, and hence of weak

mazurka character, rubato could be applied only rarely. In fact, it could be applied only

to the one-bar rhythm based on the pattern ñTn in the context of the sub-phrases
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frTnlfrTn und flfrl ffr). Furthermore, whenever it was applied to this one-

bar rhythm, it always had to be applied in the way strongly associated with it, namely

Hasten-Linger. Hence, no unusual rubato application was acceptable here.

In the third category of sentences, however, that is, in sentences constructed from

a mixture of one-bar rhythms distinctive and non-distinctive to the mazurka, and hence

of moderate mazurka character, rubato could be applied almost as frequently as in the

first category, particularly in sentences which were slow in tempo or which constituted

or contained repetition. The slightly lower frequency of its application may be

attributed to the presence of one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka which,

when paired together to form sub-phrases, could feature rubato only when one of the

pair was based on either the pattern nTn or a pattern of increasing density, and the

other was based on either an identical pattern or the pattern ,J|tr), and even then,

only occasionally. In spite of the slightly lower frequency of its application, however,

rubato in this category could be applied with greater variety than in the first category.

This was due to the acceptance of unusual rubato application, not only in the context of

the second type of sub-phrase as in the first category, but also in the context of the first

type, provided that at least one of the two constituent one-bar rhythms was distinctive

to the mazurka. Performers could then apply at whim either Hasten-Linger to a one-bar

rhythm distinctive to the mazurka, as in the first category, or Linger-Hasten to a one-

bar rhythm non-distinctive to the mazurka, the latter unique to this category.

The establishment of the above guidelines concludes this chapter and thus Part I.

This part, in addressing the first question arising from the hypothesis, has given us

detailed knowledge of the Kujawy village mazurkas' three constituent elements, namely

text, melody and dance movements, and of their interaction whilst moving through time

together. The first chapter detailed the structure of Kujawy village mazurkas, showing

us how text, melody and dance movements interacted with each other, in order to

correspond with or at least complement each other structurally. The second chapter
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detailed the rhythm or patterned motion of Kujawy village mazurkas, showing us how

text, melody and dance movements interacted with each other in order to create the one-

bar rhythms of the whole. It also showed us that the application of rubato to these one-

bar rhythms, which was intended to aid the expression of text, melody and dance

movements, was improvised in accordance with certain guidelines, guidelines which, as

suggested in the Introduction, possibly served as the foundation upon which Chopin

based the application of his own rubato within the time frame of a bar.

Let us now proceed to Part II, in order to address the second question arising from

the hypothesis, "How might knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas help us understand

rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas?"
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PART II

CHOPIN'S MAZURKAS: THE EVOCATION OF KUJAWY VILLAGE
MAZURKAS AS A STUDY OF MOTION THROUGH TIME
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Chopin's mazurkas, we found earlier, feature explicitly only one of the three

elements required by performers to apply rubato within the time frame of a bar in the

style of Kujawy village mazurkas. This element is melody. The other two requisite

elements, namely text and dance movements, we did not find, at first glance, to feature

there. After examining Chopin's mazurkas more closely, however, we discovered that

text and dance movements, whilst not explicit, are suggested there. Chopin's melody,

by hinting at text declamation, suggests text, whilst the accompaniment to his melody,

by articulating dance rhythm, suggests dance movements. Hence, since text, melody and

dance movements all feature in Chopin's mazurkas, it may be possible for performers to

apply rubato within the time frame of a bar in the style of Kujawy village mazurkas.

In order to explore this possibility, this part of the thesis studies motion through

time in the forty-three of Chopin's fifty-five mazurkas published during his lifetime.

Corresponding in the presentation to Part I, it examines, firstly, structure in relation to

motion, and then motion itself in Chopin's mazurkas. It determines how the motion

might have been influenced by the three constituent elements of Kujawy village

mazurkas, namely text, melody and dance movements. In particular, it concentrates on

how the motion might have been influenced by the three elements' interaction with each

other, since, as shown in Part I, this interaction was integral to the performance of

Kujawy village mazurkas, including the application of rubato.It then considels how

pianists might use knowledge of this interaction to apply rubato within the time frame

of a bar to Chopin's mazurkas in the style of Kujawy village mazurkas. Considering the

strong likelihood that Kujawy village mazurkas inspired this type of Chopin's rubato,

new insights may emerge into how he intended it to be applied during performance.
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CHAPTER 3

THE STRUCTURE OF CHOPIN'S MAZURKAS

The forty-three of Chopin's fifty-five mazurkas published during his lifetime vary

considerably in length. At one extreme is Mazurka Op. 6 No. 4 which, including

repetitions, is only forty bars in length. At the other extreme is Mazurka Op. 56 No. 3

which is two hundred and twenty bars in length. With the exception of Mazurkas Op. 6

Nos. 4 and 5, however, all forty-three of these mazurkas are greater in length than

Kujawy village mazurkas. Consequently, they are also more expansive in structure, so

much more expansive, in fact, that their largest structural components have ni¡

equivalents in Kujawy village mazurkas. Yet, their smallest structural components

correspond closely to the structural components of Kujawy village mazurkas, showing

signs of having been influenced by the interaction there between text, melody and dance

movements. This mây be seen by examining the structure of the forty-three of Chopin's

mazurkas under discussion, starting with the largest structural units, and then gradually

working down to those smallest structural components which refer so strongly to

Kujawy village mazurkas.

The structure of each of these mazurkas is outlined in Appendix C, Columns 1-

4.126 The vast majority comprise three parts, the third part being an exact, abbreviated or

modified repetition of the first, following a second part of contrasting material and,

usually, different key (see Appendix C, Column 2).rzt Bttnt mazurkas contain a third

part which is an exact or nearly exact repetition of the first part. These are Op. 6 No. 4,

Op. I7 Nos. 1 and 3, Op. 30 No. 1, Op. 33 Nos. I and2, Dbop. 428 and Op. 63 No. 2.

126 For a more detailed analysis of the structure of Chopin's mazurkas, see Miketta ( I 949)

127 Only two of the forty-three mazurkas do not conform to this three-part structure. These are Mazurkas
Op. 6 No. 5 and Op. 56 No. I (Paschalow 195 l: 66). The former mazurka begins with a four-bar
introduction, followed by just one subject or theme, and the latter mazurka begins with two subjects
which alternate with each other to form the pattern of ABABA, followed by three new subjects which
form the pattern of CDED to complete the mazurka (see Appendix C).
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Fourteen mazurkas contain a third part which is an abbreviated repetition of the first

part. These are Op. 6 Nos. I and2, Op.7 Nos. 1, 2 and 4, Op. 17 No. 2, Op.24 No. 1,

Op. 30 Nos. 2 and 3, Op. 41 Nos. 2 and 3, Op. 50 No. 2, Op. 56 No. 2 and Op. 63 No. 3.

The greatest number of mazurkas, nineteen, in fact, contain a third part which. is a

modified repetition of the first, the modifications often including not only the variation

of old material but the addition of new material as well. These are Mazurkas Op. ó No.

3, Op. 7 No. 3, Op. 17 No. 4, Op. 24 Nos. 2,3 and 4, Qp.30 No. 4, Op.33 Nos. 3 and 4,

Op. 41 Nos. I and 4, Dbop. 42A, Op.50 Nos. 1 and 3, Op. 56 No. 3, Op. 59 Nos. 1, 2

and 3 and Op. 63 ¡o. 1.tza

V/ithin each part of Chopin's mazurkas there are generally one to four subjects or

themes (see Appendix C, Column 3). Each subject, as noted by Paschalow, may be

considered to represent one complete maztrka at a dance gathering (Paschalow 1951 :

66). Some subjects resemble the vocal mazurkas of Kujawy, in that they feature a

melody which is either unelaborated or simply elaborated by acciaccature, mordents,

triplets in place of two-note groupings, and other decorative notes of short duration. An

example is Subject B (bars 45-60) in Mazurka Op. 59 No. 2 (see Score Excerpt 1).r2e

128 ¡"* material is particularly extensive in the third parts of Mazurkas Op. 24 No.4, Op.4l No.4,
Op. 50 No. I and Op. 56 No. 3.

129 Other examples include Subjects A (bars l-16) and B (bars l'7-32) in Mazurka Op. 33 No. 2, and
Subjects C (bars 33-48, 65-80) and D (bars 49-56) in Mazurka Dbop. 42B.
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Score Excerpt 1. Mazurka in A flat major Op. 59 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 45-60).
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Other subjects resemble more the instrumental mazurkas of Kujawy, in that they feature

a melody which is more richly elaborated by the above ornaments. An example is

Subject A (bars I-20,97-116) in Mazurka Op. 30 No. 4 (see Score Excerpt 2).130

130 96". examples include Subject B (bars 17-32,89-102) in Mazurka Op. 4l No. 4, and Subject C
(bars 45-64) in Mazurka Op. 59 No. 3.
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Score Excerpt 2. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 30 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-20).
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Unlike Kujawy village mazurkas, however, which were usually presented in the order of

vocal mazurka followed by instrumental mazurka, Chopin's subjects are presented in

any order. Even if a subject resembling a vocal mazurka is followed by one lesembling

an instrumental mazurka (e.g. Subjects A (bars 1-16) and B (bars 17-32) in Mazurka

Op.24 No. 1) (see Score Excerpt 3)), the latter, rather than elaborating upon the former

as would have occurred in Kujawy, features a new melody. Hence, Chopin's mazurkas

refer only vaguely to the sequence of vocal mazurka followed by instrumental mazurka

in Kujawy.
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Score Excerpt 3. Mazurka in G minor Op.24 No. I by Chopin, Subjects A (bars 1-16)
and B (bars 17-32).
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Similarly, Chopin's mazurkas make only vague reference to the sequence of

kujawiak followed by obertas found in Kujawy.r3l $e¡¡e mazurkas by Chopin, due to

their metronome marks of 126-152 beats per minute and/or tempo indications such as

Lento ma non troppo, Andantino, Moderato and Allegretto, resemble the kujawiak in

tempo.l32 Others, due to their metronome marks of 180-228 beats per minute and/or

tempo indications such as Presto ma non troppo, resemble the obertas in tempo.t33

Further examples, due to their metronome marks of 16O-162 beats per minute and/or

tempo indications such as Vivace and Allegro non troppo, fall between the kujawiak and

obertas in tempo.l3a Significantly, the subjects constituting all of these mazurkas, due to

contrasting characters or moods, often lend themselves to subtly different tempi during

performance. As a result, in the mazurkas which fall between the kujawiak and obertas

in tempo, one subject may resemble more the kujawiak and the next subject more the

obertas in tempo, thus referring to the sequence of kujawiak followed by obertas in

Kujawy.t:s Since, however, the tempo change between subjects is executed subtly, if at

all, the reference to Kujawy here is only vague. Thus far, therefore, we have found only

a weak resemblance between the structure of Chopin's mazurkas and that of Kujawy

village mazurkas.

From now on, however, the further we break down the structure of Chopin's

mazurkas, the more strongly it resembles the structure of Kujawy village mazurkas.

l3l As identified in Part I, there were two main types of Kujawy village mazurkas in the nineteenth
century, namely the kujawiak, which was performed at 120-160 beats per minute, and the faster and

springier but otherwise identical obertas, which was usually performed after the kujawiak at 160-180
beats per minute, or even faster.

r32 Examples include Mazurkas Op. 6 No. l, Op. 17 No. 2, Op. 24 No. 3, Op. 4l No. 1, Dbop. 42r. and
Op. 56 No. 3.

133 Examples include Mazurkas Op. 6 No. 4,Op.6 No.5 and Op.7 No.4.

134 Examples include Mazurkas Op. 7 No. 3, Op. 30 No. 3, Op. 50 No. I and Op. 63 No. I

135 Paschalow was one of the frrst scholars to suggest that Chopin's mazurkas might refer to the

sequence of kujawiak followed by obertas in Kujawy (see Paschalow 1951:77).
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Each subject in Chopin's mazurkas, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, features a melody

which usually comprises one to four sentences (see Appendix C, Column 4), each

sentence most commonly eight bars long (Marks 1970: 18).t36 For example, a subject in

which the melody comprises one eight-bar sentence is shown in Score Excerpt 4.

Score Excerpt 4. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 41 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 33-40).
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An example of a subject in which the melody comprises four eight-bar sentences is

shown in Score Excerpt 5.

136 Extensions to eight-bar sentences of the melody shall be discussed later in this chapter
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Score Excerpt 5. Mazurka in A minor Op. 17 No.4 by Chopin, Subject A (bars 5-36)
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The only subject in which the melody comprises more than four sentences is one

resembling a Kujawy instrumental mazurka, specifically Subject A (bars 148,73-120)

in Mazurka Op. 33 No. 3. This subject acquires extra melodic sentences through the use

of repetition, just as found earlier in Kujawy instrumental mazurkas themselves.

Therefore, in both length and number, melodic sentences in Chopin's subjects closely

resemble those in Kujawy village mazurkas.

Earlier in this thesis we learned that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, one melodic

sentence, most commonly eighl bars long, corresponded to one stanza of text. Since one

melodic sentence in Chopin's subjects is also most commonly eight bars long, it may

have been designed to correspond to one stanza of text. Additionally, we also learned

earlier that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, the number of sentences in the melody, usually

totalling one to four, matched the number of stanzas in the text. Since the number of

sentences in the melody of Chopin's subjects also usually totals one to four, it may have

been selected to match the number of stanzas in a text. The only Kujawy village

mazurkas which employed more than four melodic sentences, as learned earlier, were

some instrumental ones, their extra melodic sentences allowing extra time for dancing.

Since Subject A of Chopin's Mazurka Op. 33 No. 3, mentioned above, resembles a

Kujawy instrumental mazurka, its extra melodic sentences may have been inspired by

extra dancing time. Hence, based on the above evidence, it is possible that melodic

sentences in Chopin's mazurkas have been influenced by, and thus suggest to listeners,

the interaction in Kujawy village mazurkas between text, melody and dance movements.

Each eight-bar sentence of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas generally comprises

two four-bar phrases, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, both of which end with a cadence

(Swartz 1973: 68).137 For example, the two four-bar phrases may end with the same

137 Although Chopin employs four-bar phrases in his mazurkas, he often obscures the division between
them by, for example, overlapping them or slurring against them (see Rothstein 1988 and Swartz 1973:
7l-l l0).
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cadence, indeed, the same note, just as in Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt

6).

Score Excerpt 6. Mazurka in C major Op.24 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject C, Sentence C
(bars 2l-28).
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Alternatively, the two four-bar phrases may end with different cadences, the first

cadence creating a sense of tension and the second a sense of resolution, again, just as in

Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 7).
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Score Excerpt 7. Mazurka in B flat minor Op.24 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 53-60).
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Additionally, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, either one or both of the two four-bar

phrases, particularly if instrumental in nature, may end with one or more strong dynamic

stresses, indicated in Chopins' scores by sþrzandr (/z) (see Score Excerpt 8).

Score Excerpt 8. Mazulka in E flat minor Op. 6 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-8).
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Therefore, as shown by the above examples, melodic phrases in Chopin's mazurkas

closely resemble those in Kujawy village mazurkas, not only in length and number, but

also in cadential endings.

We learned earlier that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, one melodic phrase, four

bars long and ending with a cadence, corresponded to one couplet of text. Since one

melodic phrase in Chopin's mazurkas is also four bars long and ends with a cadence, it

may have been designed to correspond to one couplet of text. Additionally, we also

learned earlier that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, the strong dynamic stresses which

sometimes coincided with the ends of melodic phrases, particularly in instrumental

mazurkas, were produced by dancers' foot-stamps. Since sþrzandi in Chopin's

mazurkas sometimes coincide with the ends of melodic phrases, particularly in subjects

resembling Kujawy instrumental mazurkas, they may have been inspired by dancers'

foot-stamps.l38 Hence, based on the above evidence, it is possible that melodic phrases

in Chopin's mazurkas, like melodic sentences there, have been influenced by, and thus

suggest to listeners, the interaction in Kujawy village mazurkas between text, melody

and dance movements.

Each four-bar phrase of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas, as in Kujawy village

mazurkas, generally consists of two two-bar sub-phrases (Marks l97O:. 18, Swartz 1973:

72). Minus elaboration, that is, minus acciaccature,mordents, one note of each triplet,

and other decorative notes of short duration, these two-bar sub-phrases generally contain

four to twelve notes each, just as in Kujawy village mazurkas. The most common two-

bar sub-phrases in Chopin's mazurkas, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, are those

containing eight notes (see Score Excerpt 9).

138 1¡"." will be further discussion of Chopin's use of sþrzandi in the next chapter of this thesis, when
the focus is shifted from the structure to the rhythm of his mazurkas.
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Score Excerpt 9. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 50 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject E
(bars 41-60).
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In subjects resembling Kujawy vocal mazurkas, as in Kujawy vocal mazurkas

themselves, the second most common two-bar sub-phrases are those containing six or

seven notes (see Score Excerpts 10 and l1 (bars 3340,43-50)).

Score Excerpt 10. Mazurka in D flat major Op. 3O No. 3 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 41-56).
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Score Excerpt 11. Mazurka in B major Op. 63 No. I by Chopin, Subject D
(bars 33-52).
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By contrast, in subjects resembling Kujawy instrumental mazurkas, as in Kujawy

instrumental mazurkas themselves, the second most common two-bar sub-phrases are

those containing nine to twelve notes (see Score Excerpts 12 and 13).

Score Excerpt 12. Mazurka in B major Op. 63 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 69-94).
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score Excerpt 13. Mazurka in c sharp minor op. 63 No. 3 by chopin, subject B
(bars 17-32).
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The least common two-bar sub-phrases in Chopin's mazurkas, again, as in Kujawy

village mazurkas, are those containing four or five notes, the former the least common

ofall (see Score Excerpts 14 (bars 2l-22) and 15 (bars 19-20)).

Score Excerpt 14. Mazurka in A minor op.7 No. 2 by Chopin, Subjecr B (bars li-24).
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Score Excerpt 15. Mazurka in B flat minor Op.24 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-20).
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Therefore, as shown by the above examples, melodic sub-phrases in Chopin's mazurkas

closely resemble those in Kujawy village mazurkas, so closely, in fact, that, minus

elaboration, they contain the same number of notes.
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Earlier in this thesis we learned that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, one melodic

sub-phrase, two bars long, corresponded to one line of text. Since one melodic sub-

phrase in Chopin's mazurkas is also two bars long, it may have been designed to

correspond to one line of text. Additionally, we learned earlier that, in Kujawy village

mazurkas, the number of notes constituting a melodic sub-phrase, generally totalling,

minus elaboration, four to twelve, matched the number of syllables constituting a line of

text. Since the number of notes constituting a melodic sub-phrase in Chopin's mazurkas

also generally totals, minus elaboration, four to twelve, it may have been selected to

match the number of syllables constituting a line of text. Even in subjects of an

instrumental nature, the number of notes constituting a melodic sub-phrase, whilst more

frequently totalling nine, ten, eleven or twelve, is identical in range to the number of

syllables constituting a line of text, just as we found earlier in Kujawy instrumental

mazurkas. Hence, based on the above evidence, it is possible that melodic sub-phrases

in Chopin's mazurkas have been influenced by the interaction in Kujawy village

mazurkas between text and melody, to the extent that they might even give listeners a

sense of a text moving through time with the melody, one syllable per main melodic

note.

Thus far, however, we have found no evidence to suggest that melodic sub-

phrases in Chopin's mazurkas have been influenced by the dance movements in Kujawy

village mazurkas. As discovered earlier, the dance movements in Kujawy village

mazurkas were based on a two-bar sequence, repeated over and over again. Basically,

this two-bar sequence, corresponding to one two-bar sub-phrase of the melody,

consisted of six successive steps, three steps in the first bar followed by three steps in

the second bar.l3e Interestingly, in Chopin's mazurkas, melodic sub-phrases themselves,

apart from their two-bar length, show no signs of having been influenced by the two-bar

139 1n ¡¡t" vocal mazurka, this two-bar sequence was performed on the spot, whilst facing a music band,
whereas in the instrumental mazurka, it was performed with a three hundred and sixty degree whirl,
whilst travelling along the perimeter of a circle.
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sequence of dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas. Their accompaniment,

however, does show signs of this influence. Whilst considerably varied in form, it often

consists of six successive notes or chords, with three notes or chords per bar, just as the

two-bar sequence of dance movements consisted of six successive steps, with three

steps per bar (see Score Excerpts 5, 6,9, 10 and 15 cited earlier). Hence, there is

evidence to suggest that the accompaniment to melodic sub-phrases in Chopin's

mazurkas has been influenced by the dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas, to

the extent that it might even give listeners a sense of dance movements moving through

time with the melody, one step per note or chord.

Each two-bar sub-phrase of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas, as in Kujawy

village mazurkas, generally consists of two distinctive one-bar rhythms, these one-bar

rhythms constituting the smallest structural components of the melody

(V/indakiewiczowa 1926 5-7).140 The majority of two-bar sub-phrases, specifically

those containing five to ten notes, are most frequently divided in such a way that their

two constituent one-bar rhythms, minus elaborationl4l, each comprise between one and

six notes, with at least one of the two one-bar rhythms comprising four notes, just as in

Kujawy village mazurkas. For example, a two-bar sub-phrase containing five notes is

most frequently divided into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of

one note (4+1) (see Score Excerpt 16¡.t+z

la0 gnl¡L" Kujawy village mazurkas, however, Chopin's mazurkas sometimes feature anacruses, their
one-bar rhythms hence sometimes preceded by an up-beat (see, for example, the first bar of Score

Excerpts l8 and 20).

l4l "¡4inur elaboration", as noted earlier, means withoutacciaccature, mordents, one note of each

triplet, and other decorative notes of short duration.

142 ¡o6 that in all the score excerpts cited here, acciaccature, mordents, trills and one note ofeach
triplet constitute elaboration, and therefore do not count towards the number of notes constituting two-
bar sub-phrases or one-bar rhythms.
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Score Excerpt 16. Mazurka in E major Op. 6 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject A (bars 17-2O)

>

By the same principle, a two-bar sub-phrase containing six notes is most frequently

divided into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of two notes (4+2) or

vice versa (2+4) (see Score Excerpts 10 (cited earlier) and 17 (bars 17-22,25-26,29-

30)).

Score Excerpt 17. Mazurka in F minor Op. 63 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 17-32).
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Similarly, a two-bar sub-phrase containing seven notes is most frequently divided into a

one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of three notes (4+3) or vice versa

(3+4) (see Score Excerpt 18).

Score Excerpt 18. Mazurka in C major op. 33 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A (bars l-16).
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By the same principle, a two-bar sub-phrase containing eight notes, whilst often divided

into a one-bar rhythm of three notes plus a one-bar rhythm of five notes (3+5) or vice

versa (5+3) (see Score Excerpt l9 (bars 33-34,37-38¡¡t+:, is most frequently divided

into two one-bar rhythms of four notes each (4+4) (see Score Excerpt 19 (bars 35-36,

3e-40)).

Score Excerpt 19. Mazurka in E major Op. 6 No. 3 by Chopin, Subjecr C (bars 33-40)
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Likewise, a two-bar sub-phrase containing nine notes, whilst often divided into a one-

bar rhythm of three notes plus a one-bar rhythm of six notes (3+6) or vice versa (6+3)

(see Score Excerpt 20 (bars 25-28¡¡t++, is most frequently divided into a one-bar rhythm

of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of five notes (4+5) or vice versa (5+4) (see Score

Excerpt 20 (bars Il-12,15-20)).

Score Excerpt 20. Mazurka in A flat major Op. 50 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 9-28).
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Additionally, a two-bar sub-phrase containing ten notes, whilst often divided into two

one-bar rhythms of five notes each (5+5) (see Score Excerpt 2 1 (bars 17 -18, 2l-22¡¡r+s ,

is most frequently divided into a one-bar rhythm of four notes plus a one-bar rhythm of

six notes Ø+6) or vice versa (6+4) (see Score Excerpt 22 (bars 89-94,91-102)).

Score Excerpt 2I. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 6 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 17-24).
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Score Excerpt 22. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 4l No. 4 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 89-102).
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The only two-bar sub-phrases which are not clivided into one-bar rhythms of four notes

are those containing four, eleven, or twelve notes. As in Kujawy village mazurkas, a

two-bar sub-phrase containing four notes is most frequently divided into two one-bar

rhythms of two notes each (2+2) (see Score Excerpt 23 (bars 73-:14,77-78,81-82, 85-

88)); a two-bar sub-phrase containing eleven notes is most frequently divided into a one-

bar rhythm of five notes plus a one-bar rhythm of six notes (5+6) or vice versa (6+5)

(see Score Excerpt 24 (barc aIaO} and a t,,¡'o-bar sub-phrase containing twelve notes

is most frequently divided into two one-bar rhythms of six notes each (6+6) (see Score

Excerpt 24 (bars 4748)).

Score Excerpt 23. Mazurka in C major Op.24 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject E
(bars 73-88).
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Score Excerpt 24. Mazurka in E major op. 6 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject D (bars 4l-48)

Therefore, as shown by the above examples, the division of melodic sub-phrases into

two one-bar rhythms in Chopin's mazurkas is identical in principle to that in Kujawy

village mazurkas, their one-bar rhythms consequently comprising, minus elaboration,

the same number of notes.

Earlier in this thesis we learned that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, one distinctive

rhythm of the melody, one bar long, corresponded to one syllabic group of the text.

Since one distinctive rhythm of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas is also one bar long, it

may have been designed to correspond to one syllabic group. Additionally, we learned

earlier that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, the number of notes constituting a one-bar

rhythm of the melody, generally totalling, minus elaboration, one to six, matched the

number of syllables constituting a syllabic group.l46 since the number of notes

constituting a one-bar rhythm of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas also generally totals,

146 As explained earlier, each line in the text of the Kujawy village mazurkas consisted of two syllabic
groups, each group, whilst occasionally replaced by just one syllable, generally comprising two to six
syllables, with four syllables most common. Hence, in order to correspond to a line of text, each two-
bar sub-phrase of the melody was divided into two one-bar rhythms, each rhythm generally comprising
between one and six notes, with four notes most comrnon.
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minus elaboration, one to six, it may have been selected to match the number of

syllables constituting a syllabic group. Furthermore, we learned earlier that in Kujawy

village mazurkas, each one-bar rhythm of the melody occurred simultaneously with

three successive steps performed by dancers. Since the accompaniment to each one-bar

rhythm of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas often consists of three successive notes or

chords, it may have been inspired by dancers' three successive steps. Hence, one-bar

rhythms of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas, like the sub-phrases there, show strong

signs of having been influenced by the interaction in Kujawy village mazurkas between

text, melody and dance movements, and therefore may suggest it to listeners, one

syllable per main melodic note and one step per note or chord in the accompaniment.

I-et us now proceed to another area for comparison, namely extensions to eight-

bar melodic sentences. Although each melodic sentence in Chopin's mazurkas is most

commonly eight bars long, with the structural divisions identified above, it is sometimes

extended in length, usually by two, four or eight bars. As shown in studies by Marks

(1970: 18), Rothstein (1988: 130) and Swartz (1973:71-110), it may be extended in a

wide variety of ways, too numerous to mention here. Commonly, however, it is

extended in ways found earlier in Kujawy village mazurkas. For example, it may be

extended through the repetition of either the second four-bar phrase (see Score Excerpt

25 (bars 9-12)) or the final two-bar sub-phrase (see Score Excerpt 26 (bars 53-54)).
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score Excerpt 25. Mazurka in G sharp minor op. 33 No. 1 by chopin, subject A
(bars l-12).
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Score Excerpt 26. Mazurka in F sharp minor Op. 59 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject C,
Sentence C (bars 45-54).
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Alternatively, it may be extended through the addition of new material, such as a new

four-bar phrase (see Score Excerpt 27 (bars9-12)).

score Excerpt 27. Mazurka in B minor op. 33 No. 4 by Chopin, subject A, Sentence A
(bars 1-12).
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Additionally, as in the instrumental mazurkas of Kujawy, the first melqdic sentence of a

subject may be preceded by a four-bar introduction of highly rhythmic character (see

Score Excerpt 28 (bars 25-28)), whilst the final melodic sentence of a subject may be

followed by a one- or two-bar conclusion, the latter occasionally consisting of just one

note (see Score Excerpt 29 (bar 95)).

Score Excerpt 28. Mazurka in B flat major Op. 17 No. I by Chopin, Subject C
(bars2544).
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Score Excerpt 29. Mazurka in D flat major Op. 30 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 79-95).
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It may be concluded, therefore, that, whilst extensions to eight-bar melodic sentences in

Chopin's mazurkas are more varied than those in Kujawy village mazurkas, some of the

most common ones, exemplified above, resemble them closely.

'We learned earlier in this thesis that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, extensions to

eight-bar melodic sentences, when achieved through repetition of the second four-bar

phrase or final two-bar sub-phrase, matched extensions to stanzas of text. Perhaps,
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achieved through repetition of the second four-bar phlase or final two-bar sub-phrase,
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in Kujawy village mazurkas, extensions to eight-bar melodic sentences, when achieved

through the addition of either a new four-bar phrase or a short introduction or

conclusion, served the leading dancer's wish either to extend the duration of dancing or

to signal the start or end of a dance. Perhaps, therefore, extensions to eight-bar melodic

sentences in Chopin's mazurkas, when achieved through the addition of either a new

four-bar phrase or a shorl introduction or conclusion, have been inspired by extensions

to the duration of dancing or signals for starting or ending a dance. Hence, based on the

above evidence, it is possible that even extensions to eight-bar melodic sentences in

Chopin's mazurkas have been influenced by, and thus suggest to listeners, the

interaction in Kujawy village mazurkas between text, melody and dance movements.

Before concluding this examination, one final aspect of structure is relevant here,

namely the strong connection between melodic sentences in Chopin's mazurkas. It is

achieved by means of a variety of devices (see Rothstein 1988: 128-129), one of the

most common of which, especially in his later mazurkas, is slurring against the

melody's sentence structure.l4T When Chopin uses this device, instead of beginning a

melodic sentence with a new slur, he continues the slur from the previous melodic

sentence (see Score Excerpt 30 (bar 41)). In this way, he gives instructions to play

Iegato during the transition from one melodic sentence to the next, thereby

strengthening the connection between them, and thus the overall flow of the melody.

Interestingly, a similar device was found earlier in Kujawy village mazurkas, except that

it involved dancing, rather than slurring against the melody's sentence structure. As

explained earlier, when Kujawy dancers used this device, instead of beginning a melodic

sentence with a change in the direction of travel, they continued to travel in the same

direction as they had been travelling in the previous melodic sentence. As a result, like

Chopin's slurs, their dance movements imparted a sense of smooth, continuous motion

147 po. more information on slurring against the melody's sentence structure in Chopin's music, see
Higgins (1966: 49-50).
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to the transition between one melodic sentence and the next, thereby strengthening the

connection between them, and thus the overall flow of the melody. Hence, it may be

concluded that slurs, when continuing from the end of one melodic sentence through to

the next, play the same role in Chopin's mazurkas as did dance movements in Kujawy

village mazurkas, that is, to strengthen the connection between melodic sentences. It is

possible, therefore, that the strong connection between melodic sentences in Chopin's

mazurkas has been influenced by, and thus suggests to listeners, the interaction in

Kujawy village mazurkas between dance movements and melody.

Score Excerpt 30. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 41 No. 4 by Chopin, Subjects C
(bars 33-40) and D (bars 41-48).
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From the above examination, the follov,ring conclusions may be drawn about the

structure of the forty-three of Chopin's mazurkas published during his lifetime. Clearly,

there are four structural components in Chopin's mazurkas which have equivalents in

Kujawy village mazurkas. These are the eight-bar sentences, four-bar phrases, two-bar

sub-phrases and one-bar rhythms of the melody. All four of these structural components

show signs of having been influenced by the interaction in Kujawy village mazurkas

between text, melody and dance movements, and therefore may suggest it to listeners

during performance. The one to four eight-bar sentences constituting a melody may each

suggest to listeners one stanza of text, with additional eight-bar sentences suggesting

extra dancing time; the two four-bar phrases constituting an eight-bar sentence may each

suggest to listeners one couplet of text, with the sþrzandi at the ends of phrases

suggesting dancers' foot-stamps; the two two-bar sub-phrases constituting a four-bar

phrase may each suggest to listeners one line of text, with the accompaniment

suggesting dancers' two-bar sequence; and the two one-bar rhythms constituting a two-

bar sub-phrase may each suggest to listeners one syllabic group of text, one syllable per

main melodic note, with the three successive; notes or chords in the accompaniment

suggesting dancers' three successive steps, one step per note or chord.

Additionally, there are two other aspects of structure in Chopin's mazurkas which

have equivalents in Kujawy village mazurkas. These are the extensions to eight-bar

sentences of the melody and the strong connection between melodic sentences. Like the

four structural components just summarised, both aspects of structure show signs of

having been influenced by the interaction in Kujawy village mazurkas between text,

melody and dance movements, and therefore may suggest it to listeners during

performance. Extensions to eight-bar sentences of the melody may suggest to listeners

extensions to stanzas of text, extensions to the duration of dancing or signals for starting

or ending a dance; and strong connections between melodic sentences may suggest to

listeners smoothly flowing dance movements which help link two melodic sentences

together, and thus bring a greater sense of continuity to the melody's motion. A sense of
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continuity, as noted in the Introduction, is integral to the motion of melody, including

during the application of rubato within the time frame of a bar. This shall become

evident in the next chapter which focuses on the motion in Chopin's mazurkas,

specifically the rhythm or patterned motion.
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CHAPTER 4

THB RHYTHM OR PATTERNED MOTION OF CHOPIN'S MAZURKAS

The rhythm or patterned motion of Chopin's mazurkas, as shown by reports of

Chopin's mazurka-playing cited earlier, is distinguished by subtle freedom. Whilst

bound to tliple metre, it frequently departs from its measure, due to the application of

rubato within the time frame of a bar. In order to gain a complete understanding of this

rhythmic device, this chapter examines the overall rhythm of the forty-three of Chopin's

mazurkas published during his lifetime. It is divided into two sections.

The first section examines the rhythm of Chopin's mazurkas, as written in his

scores, that is, as written by means of the Western stave system of music notation. It

identifies the various patterns which constitute the rhythm when represented by this

system, that is, when represented as conforming to the measure of a fixed beat. From

this examination, it determines how the various patterns might resemble those

constituting the rhythm of Kujawy village mazurkas, and thus how they might have been

influenced by the interaction there between text, melody and dance movements.

The second section examines the rhythm of Chopin's mazurkas, as he intended it

to be presented in improvised performance, that is, with the application of rubato within

the time frame of a bar. It identifies the various ways in which the rhythm might depart

from the measure of a fixed beat during the application of rubalo. Throughout this

examination, it considers how rubato might be applied in the style of Kujawy village

mazurkas, and thus suggest to listeners the interaction there between text, melody and

dance movements. Considering the strong likelihood that Kujawy village mazurkas

inspired Chopin's rubato within the time frame of a bar, such a study may provide new

insights into a rhythmic device which has long been regarded as something of a mystery.
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Section 1. Rhythm represented by the Western Stave System of Music Notation:
Patterned Motion which generally conforms to the Measure of a Fixed Beat

Let us now examine the rhythm of Chopin's mazurkas as written in his scores.

First, we look at the temporal unit called the bar, identifying the various patterns which

constitute the one-bar rhythms. Second, we look at the bar in the context of the temporal

whole, determining how the one-bar rhythms, with their various patterns, are put

together. This examination should reveal the form which the rhythm would take if it

were bound to the measure of a fixed beat. After viewing the rhythm in this form, it

should then be easier in the second section to identify how, in actual performance, the

rhythm might depart from the measure of a fixed beat during the application of rubato

within the time frame of a bar.

1. A Temporal Unit: The Bar

The one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas may be divided into three layers.

These are: firstly, the layer of one-bar rhythms created by the melody in its unelaborated

form; secondly, the layer of one-bar rhythms created by the melody in its elaborated

form; and thirdly, the layer of one-bar rhythms created by the accompaniment.

Significantly, these three layers of one-bar rhythms resemble in patterning those in

Kujawy village mazurkas created by text, melody and dance movements respectively.

Hence, in forming the whole, they might have been influenced by the interaction in

Kujawy village mazurkas between text, melody and dance movements. This possibility

will now be investigated by looking at each of the three layers of one-bar rhythms in

turn, identifying their respective patterns, as notated through the'Western stave system,

and how these patterns interact with each other.

First, the one-bar rhythms of the melody in its unelaborated form. These one-bar

rhythms, as established in Chapter 3, comprise between one and six notes, most

commonly four notes. They feature a wide variety of patterns, due to Chopin's fondness
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for placing dotted rhythms, such as Jl and J. ), or accent markings, such as > and

> , on any beat of the bar (see Score Excerpt 3 1).

Score Excerpt 31. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 50 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 17-24).

€lc. rù *

rlÊ îò *

Minus the above-mentioned dotted rhythms and accent markingst+8, however, the one-

bar rhythms feature thirteen patterns, notated by Chopin in3/4 metre as followsl4e.

îò

Six-note pattern:

Five-note patterns:

Four-note patterns:

Three-note patterns:

Two-note patterns:

One-note pattern:

ffïn
JTN ) ,J ITN ,N) J1

D)),))n,) n)
) ) l,n),) J1

) ),) )

)

148 Chopin's use of dotted rhythms and accent markings is discussed later in this section.

149 pu" to the fact that Chopin sometimes makes use of anacruses in his mazurkas, the end of the final
one-bar rhythm of a melodic sentence or subject, and hence the end of its constituent pattern, may
sometimes appear at the beginning of that melodic sentence or subject as an anacrusis (see, for example,
Subject A of Mazurka Op. 6 No. 1, shown in Score Excerpt 44).
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Examples of one-bar rhythms based on these thirteen patterns may be found in Score

Excerpts 32 to 35. One-bar rhythms based on the six-note pattern may be found in Score

Excerpt 32 (bars IO2 and 103), one-bar rhythms based on the five-note patterns may be

found in Score Excerpts 32 (bars 98 and 99) and 35 (bar 1), one-bar rhythms based on

the four-note patterns may be found in Score Excerpts 32 (bar 9l),33 (bar 37) and 34

(bar 1), one-bar rhythms based on the three-note patterns may be found in Score

Excerpts 32 (bar 100) and 33 (bars 38 and 40), one-bar rhythms based on the two-note

patterns may be found in Score Excerpts 33 (bar 44) and 35 (bar 4), and one bar rhythms

based on the one-note pattern may be found in Score Excerpts 33 (bar 48) and 34 (bar

16).

score Excerpt 32. Mazurka in c major op.24 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 97-104).
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Score Excerpt 33. Mazurka in G sharp minor Op. 33 No. I by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 37-48).
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Score Excerpt 34. Mazurka in E minor Op. 41 No. I by Chopin, Subject A (bars 1-16)

Andantino op. 41 nr 1
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Score Excerpt 35. Mazurka in G major Op. 50 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject A (bars 1-16).

op. 50 nr 1

Vivace

.* fò ':i('

+

fò *

lnn€ lukowsnls - pskz Komenlatz ¿.ódlowy
Ollf€renl slúrlng - v¡de Soulcø Coññonlary

.i
.r¡afò

+

4

4

Interestingly, the above thirteen patterns are identical to those identified earlier as

constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the text in Kujawy village ¡¡¿2u¡k¿s.ls0

Therefore, they may be divided into the same four categories. These four categories, as

identified in Part I, are: patterns of even density, the frequency of notes remaining

constant throughout the bar; patterns of decreasing density, the frequency of notes

decreasing during the bar; patterns of increasing density, the frequency of notes

increasing during the bar; and pattems of reversing density, the frequency of notes either

decreasing and then increasing, or increasing and then decreasing (see Table 2).lst

l-s0 16e only difference between them is that, whereas in many transcriptions of Kujawy village
mazurkas, they are notated in 3/8 metre, in the scores of Chopin's mazurkas, they are notated in 3/4
metre, as is standard notational practice in nineteenth-century piano mazurkas (see Kossakowski 1995
74-122).

lsl 1u61" 2 is an important reference point for discussion throughout this chapter
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Number of Note¡
per Bar

Patterns of Even
Density

Patterns of
Decreasing
Density

Patterns of
Increasing
Density

Patterns of
Reversing
Density

6 r, ÍrffD

5 "^ Ifn ) "^ ) f[n "^ J1) n

4 7, n) ) "^))n ?.)n)

3 "^) ) ) '^ ñ) 3l
4¿ J7

2 r,) ) 3t I4¿ ¿

1

3l4¿.

Table 2. One-bar Rhythms of the Melody in its Unelaborated Form in Chopin's Mazurkas.

As in mazurkas generally, the most common of the above thirteen patterns in Chopin's

mazurkas are the four patterns of decreasing density and the one pattern which initially

decreases before increasing in density, specifically the five-note pattern of reversing

density. These five patterns, as noted in Part I, constitute the basis of one-bar rhythms

distinctive to the mazurka, in contrast to the other eight of the above thirteen patterns

which constitute the basis of one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka.l52

Particularly common in Chopin's mazurkas, again as in mazurkas generally, is the

pattern n ) ), which, as noted in Part I, constitutes the basis of the so-called "mazurka

rhythm".ls3 So common is this pattern, in fact, that it sometimes features throughout

152 As explained in Part I, one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka are usually more prominent in the

mazurka than in other genres, in contrast to one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka which are

usually more prominent in genres other than the mazurka'

ls3 1¡," one-bar rhythm based on the pattern D ) ) , as noted earlier, has come to be known by scholars

as the "mazurka rhythm", on accounl of its consistently high popularity in mazurkas generally.
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entire sections (see Score Excerpt 361s4),just as found earlier in Kujawy village

mazurkas.

Score Excerpt 36. Mazurka in A flat major Op. 50 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 60-67).

2ø tsolta:

fò rF

P alîz Komonlaa 2 tódl o wy,
Vldo Sovrco Commønldry

" Pa¡z Komenlatz wykonewczy.
Vidê Pedo tñancê C omnø nlary

All of the patterns shown in Table 2 are frequently modified in Chopin's

mazurkas through the addition of emphases. These emphases, whilst wide-ranging in

variety, often involve performing one note slightly louder than those preceding or

following it, and/or lengthening one rhythmic value by half its duration at the expense

of the next, just like the emphases used to modify the thirteen patterns constituting the

basis of one-bar rhythms of the text in Kujawy village mazurkas. The performance of

one note slightly louder than others, achieved through the performer leaning into this

note, is generally indicated in Chopin's scores by either a short accentual wedge ( > )

(see Score Excerpt 37 (bars I34 and 146)), as in the transcriptions of Kujawy village

mazurkas cited in Part I, or a long accentual wedge ( > ) (see Score Excerpt 37 (bars

I3l, 133, 137, t39,I42 and 146)), the latter used by Chopin when he wished for a

greater and more expressive leaning into the note than indicated by > (Agosti 1955:

ls4 ¡o¡" that, in Score Excerpt 36, the pattern JJ J J ¡s¿¡u¡çs some modifications which are about to be
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Preface, Ekier I974: 149-150). By contrast, the lengthening of one rhythmic value by

half its duration at the expense of the next is generally indicated in Chopin's scores by a

dotted rhythm, again, as in the transcriptions of Kujawy village mazurkas cited in Part L

This dotted rhythm, as notated in Chopin's scores, that is, in3l4metre, i. J' ), the dot

representing the lengthening in duration which creates the emphasis (see Score Excerpt

37 (bars I3I,I32,I33,135,136,l3l and 145)).

Score Excerpt 37 . Mazurka in B flat minor Op.24 No. 4 by Chopin, Coda
(bars 131-146).

caIønd,o

îò .ssù *
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îò
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||Ê îù

/1

||Êrù * Îò *

The above emphases in Chopin's mazurkas, like those used to modify the thirteen

patterns constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the text in Kujawy village

mazurkas, are extremely varied in placement. Most commonly, however, they fall on

the longest rhythmic values of patterns, in particular, those long rhythmic values

occurring on the second or first beats of the bar, just as found earlier in Kujawy village

mazurkas. For instance, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, an emphasis often falls on the

third rhythmic value of the pattern Ð ) ), that is, on the long rhythmic value occurring

on the second beat of the bar. With this emphasis, this pattern is notated by Chopin as
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n ) ), D L) or, more often, tl J' ),J1 ). ) o, J-: |) (see Score Excerprs 37

(bars 131, I32,133,135,136, I37 and 145) and 38 (bar 28)).

Score Excerpt 38. Mazurka in B flat major Op. 7 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 25-32).

stîetto b-

legat

Additionally, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, an emphasis often falls on the first

rhythmic value of the patterns ) ) una ) ) n, that is, on long rhythmic values

occurring on the first beat of the bar. With this emphasis, the pattern J J ir notated by

Clropin ut J .l (see Score Excerpt 39 (bars 108, 1 12,Iz4and 128)), whilst the pattern

) ) n is notated by chopin ur J )J] or l.)J! (see Score Excerpts 39 (bars rr7 and

133) and 40 (bars 81, 83, 87 and 95)).
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Score Excerpt 39. Mazurka in B minor Op. 33 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 105-136).
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Score Excerpt 40. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 30 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject D,
Sentence D' (bars 81-96).

fò äê rÐ |iÈ îD dÊ rò liÊ rò * sò å&.

fò dÊ îù *. frò *.

rù *. rù {('

Since emphases most commonly fall on the longest rhythmic values of patterns, pianists

have time to execute them subtly, without a sharp attack, just as did singers of the text

in Kujawy village mazurkas. By thus executing the emphases, pianists avoid the

"exaggerated accentuation which, in [Chopin's] opinion, took away the poetry from

playing and gave it a sort of dry pedantry" (Karasowskil55 in Eigeldinger 1986: 54).

Hence, in both basic patterning and the modifications to this patterning just described,

one-bar rhythms of the melody in its unelaborated form in Chopin's mazurkas resemble

one-bar rhythms of the text in Kujawy village mazurkas.

155 Maurycy Karasowski (1823-1892), a contemporary of Chopin, was one of the first published Chopin
authors to base his research on first-hand documentation (see Eigeldinger 1986: 92).
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Next, let us look at one-bar rhythms of the melody in its elaborated form in

Chopin's mazurkas. These one-bar rhythms are, of course, identical to those of the

melody in its unelaborated form, except that they may feature elaboration of the basic

patterning, that is, of the thirteen patterns identified in Table 2, through the addition of

ornaments. Whilst Chopin uses a wide variety of ornaments, he favours those used to

elaborate the basic patterning constituting one-bar rhythms of the melody in Kujawy

village mazurkas. These ornaments, as identified in Pan I, are acciaccature, mordents

and triplets in place of two-note groupings. They may all be clearly seen in Score

Excerpt 41, bars 86, 87, 90,94,95,98, 99 and 100'

Score Excerpt 4I. }i4az:urka in A flat major Op. 50 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 84-103).
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In some subjects of Chopin's mazurkas, elaboration of the basic patterning is

infrequent, if present at all. For example, in the subject shown in Score Excerpt 42, only

one pattern is elaborated by ornaments, specifically J! J J in bar 87. Such infrequent

elaboration of the basic patterning, as shown in Part I, is characteristic of the vocal

mazurka of Kujawy.

Score Excerpt 42. Mazurka in C minor Op. 56 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject E
(bars 73-88).
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By contrast, in other subjects of Chopin's mazurkas, elaboration of the basic patterning

is frequent. For example, in the subject shown in Score Excerpt 43, three patterns are

elaborated by ornaments, specifically Jl J J i" bars 10, 12, 14, 18,20 and22, Ifffn

in bars 15 and 23, and ) ) n in bar 16. Such frequent elaboration of the basic

patterning, as shown in Part I, is characteristic of the instrumental mazurka of Kujawy.

Score Excerpt 43. Manxka in F minor Op. 7 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject A (bars 9-24).
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No matter how frequently the basic patterning is elaborated, however, it remains

composed of the thirteen patterns identified in Table 2, just like the basic patterning

constituting one-bar rhythms of the melody in Kujawy village mazurkas. Hence, in both

basic patterning and the elaboration of this patterning just described, one-bar rhythms of
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the melody in its elaborated form in Chopin's mazurkas resemble one-bar rhythms of

the melody in Kujawy village mazurkas.

Since the above resemblance is evident in both basic patterning and elaboration

of that patterning, perhaps it is also evident in modifications to the patterning. In

Chopin's mazurkas, the basic patterning constituting one-bar rhythms of the melody in

its elaborated form is frequently modified through the addition of emphases. These

emphases are, of course, the same as those used to modify the basic patterning

constituting one-bar rhythms of the melody in its unelaborated form. They therefore

often involve, as identified earlier, performing one note slightly louder than those

preceding or following it, indicated in Chopin's scores by > or Þ , and/or

lengthening one rhythmic value by half its duration at the expense of the next, indicated

in Chopin's scores by J' ). Both these kinds of emphases, as noted earlier, most

commonly fall on the longest rhythmic values of patterns, in particular, those long

rhythmic values occurring on the second or first beats of the bar (See Score Excerpts

37 ,38 and 39 cited earlier). In highly elaborated and/or rhythmically dense melodies,

however, emphases which involve performing one note slightly louder than others also

commonly fall on long rhythmic values occurring on the third beat of the bar, just as

found earlier in the instrumental mazurkas of Kujawy. For example, in Score Excerpts

44 and45 which, due to their frequent elaboration and high rhlthmic density, resemble

Kujawy instrumental mazurkas, emphases of this kind often fall on the fourth rhythmic

value of the pattern J1 ) ) 156 and on the fifth rhythmic value of the pattern ITn ) ,

that is, on long rhythmic values occurring on the third beat of the bar, just as in Kujawy

instrumental mazurkas (see Score Excerpts 44 (bars 2,4,5,6,J and 10) and 45 (bars

49, 50, 51, 52, 5'7, 58, 59 and 60)).

156 1¡"pauern ñ)),aswellasfrequentlymodifiedbyathird-beatemphasisto JIJ l,isalso
frequent!¿modified by a weaker first-beat emphasis to J. I J ] 1see, for example, Score Excerpt 45 (bar

49)) or ) 11 ) ) (see, for example, Score Excerpt 45 (bar 5 I )). Since this was found earlier to be a

corilnon occurrence in Kujawy instrumental mazurkas, and an even more cortmon occurrence in the

national mazur of Poland, its cornmon occurrence in Chopin's mazurkas could have been inspired by
either one or both of these dances.
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Score Excerpt 44. Mazurka in F sharp minor Op. 6 No. I by Chopin, Subject A
(bars l-16).
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Score Excerpt 45. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 41 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject E
(bars 49-64).
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Furthermore, the emphases here, since indicated in Chopin's scores by short accentual

wedges ( > ), rather than long ones ( > ), may be slightly pointed, rather than delicate

in their entrance, just like those executed by violinists in Kujawy instrumental

mazurkas. Hence, not only in basic patteming and elaboration of this patterning, but

also in the modifications to this patterning just described, one-bar rhythms of the

melody in its elaborated form in Chopin's mazurkas resemble one-bar rhythms of the

melody in Kujawy village mazurkas.
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Finally, let us look at one-bar rhythms of the accompaniment in Chopin's

mazurkas. As noted in the Introduction, the accompaniment in Chopin's mazurkas

takes a variety of different forms, including, for example, repeated chords (see Score

Excerpt 46), repeated chords with the fundamental note of the chord falling on the first

beat and other notes of the chord falling on the second and third beats of the bar (see

Score Excerpt 47), open fifths imitative of bagpipe drones (see Score Excerpt 48) or a

mixture of the above (see Score Excerpt 49).

Score Excerpt 46. Mazurka in C major Op.24 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A (bars 5-I2)
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Score Excerpt 47. iNf.az:urka in C sharp minor Op. 63 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-16).

op.63 nr 3

Allegretto
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fò * fù rFfò rò # Sò Èi(.

Score Excerpt 48. Mazurka in E major Op. 6 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject A (bars 1-8).
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Score Excerpt 49. Mazurka in A minor Op. 59 No. 1 by Chopin, Coda (bars 115-130)

* rò .*.

îò *. fò '$(.

*.
fù

No matter what form the accompaniment takes, however, its one-bar rhythms, as shown

in Score Excerpts 46 to 49, are most commonly based on the pattern notated by Chopin
ttl

as J J J . Significantly, this pattern was found earlier to constitute the basis of one-bar

rhythms of the dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas, each crotchet

representing the duration of one step. Hence, in their basic pattetn J J J , one-bar

rhythms of the accompaniment in Chopin's mazurkas resemble one-bar rhythms of the

dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas.

The pattern ) ) ) identified above articulates, that is, marks the entry of all three

beats of the bar in Chopin's mazurkas. In this respect, it differs from five of the thirteen

patterns constituting the basis of one-bar rhythms of the melody, specifically the same

five patterns from which it was found to differ in Kujawy village mazurkas, that is,

!) ), ) ), ) n, ) J an¿ J. . n. foundin Kujawyvillage mazurkas, these five
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patterns articulate only one or two beats of the bar, rather than all three of them. Jl J

an¿ J J articulate just the first and second beats, ) l) andJ J ¡ust the first and third

beats, up¿ J'¡ust the first beat. Additionally, other patterns constituting the basis of one-

bar rhythms of the melody in Chopin's mazurkas, when modified through the addition

of emphases involving the lengthening of one rhythmic value at the expense of the next

t J ò, also articulate only one or two beats of the bar. For example, as found in

Kujawy village mazurkas, D ) ), when modified to J] J. ) , articulates just the first

and second bears, u.r¿ J J Jl , when modified to J )Jl , articulates just the first and

third beats. The beats which are not articulated by the above patterns, however, are

clearly perceptible in the accompaniment of Chopin's mazurkas, just as they were in

the dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas, due to their articulation by the

pattern ) ) ) (see Score Excerpt 50 (bars 1,3,4,5, 8, 9, II,Izand 16)). Therefore, as

we concluded of one-bar rhythms of the dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas,

it is the one-bar rhythms of the accompaniment in Chopin's mazurkas which

communicate the beat most clearly and consistently.
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Score Excerpt 50. Mazurka in F minor Op. 63 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A (bars 1-16).

op. 63 nr 2
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The beat is still clearly communicated by one-ba.r rhythms of the accompaniment,

even when their basic pattern is modified through the addition of emphases. This is

because the emphases, rather than comprising a lengthening of one rhythmic value at

the expense of the next ( J )1, which would disrupt the articulation of the beat, most

often comprise strong dynamic stresses which can only make the articulation of the

beat clearer. Interestingly, these strong dynamic stresses, indicated in Chopin's scores

by fz or ff2, generally resemble in placement those used to modify the basic pattern

constituting the one-bar rhythms of the dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas.

For example, in Score Excerpt 51, the basic patte* J J J irr,ft" accompaniment is

modified in bars 62 and 6+ to | ) ) , ustrong dynamic stress falling on the first beat of
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the bar, just as occurred in the dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas during

the execution of crouches and foot-stamps (see Score Excerpt 51 (bars 62 and 64)).

Score Excerpt 51. Mazurka in A flat major Op. 59 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 60-68).
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Additionally, in Score Excerpt 52, thebasic pattern J J J in tt 
" 

accompaniment is

modified in bar 40 to J ) )* , 
"strong 

dynamic stress falling on the third beat of the bar

and marking the cadence there, just as occurred in the dance movements of Kujawy

village mazurkas during the execution of foot-stamps (see Score Excerpt 52 (bar 40)).
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Score Excerpt 52. Mazurka in F minor Op. 7 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject B (bars 2540)
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Only rarely, however, are strong dynamic stresses marked underneath the

accompaniment, as in Score Excerpts 51 and 52, and thus directed to be applied to the

accompaniment alone. Usually, they are marked in between the accompaniment and

melody, as in Score Excerpt 53, and thus directed to be applied, not only to the

accompaniment, but to the melody as well.l57 Yet, even when applied to the melody as

well, strong dynamic stresses applied to the accompaniment still generally resemble in

157 Perhaps, Chopin directed strong dynamic emphases to be applied to the melody and accompaniment
simultaneously, rather than to the accompaniment alone, in order either to increase the strength of
emphases or to ensure that the melody would not be drowned out by the accompaniment during the
execution of emphases.
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placement those used to modify the basic pattern constituting one-bar rhythms of the

dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas. This is exemplified by Score Excerpt

53 in which the basic pattern ) ) ) in the accompaniment is modified in bars 32 and

36 to ) / j , i,, strong dynamic stresses, although shared with the melody, falling on

the second and third beats of the bar and marking the cadence there, just as occurred in

the dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas during the execution of foot-stamps

(see Score Excerpt 53 (bars 32 and36)).

Score Excerpt 53. Mazurka in C major Op. 56 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 29-36).

3

fò .*. Sù '*.fò .#

" W l€dnym zs tródol tuk lest w tych mlolscEch przeMony
ln ons ol lho 6ourcas lho Êlür ls broken hor6.

Hence, not only in their basic patte- J J J , b,r, in the strong dynamic stresses which

modify this pattern, one-bar rhythms of the accompaniment in Chopin's mazurkas

resemble one-bar rhythms of the dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas.

Strong dynamic stresses in Chopin's mazurkas, indicated in his scores by fz or ff2,

relate in various ways to the emphases in the melody identified earlier, specifically the

emphases indicated in his scores by > , 
...-- 

and J. ) For instance, they may coincide

with these emphases, thus reinforcing them or vice versa, just like strong dynamic

fr fr î, f,
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stresses in the dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 54

(bars 12 and 16)).

Score Excerpt 54. Mazurka in E flat minor Op. 6 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 9-16).
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Alternatively, they may serve as a substitute for these emphases and thus take their

place in highlighting the longest notes of the melody, again, just like strong dynamic

stresses in the dance movements of Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 55

(bar 11)).

Score Excerpt 55. Mazurka in A minor Dbop. 42{by Chopin, Subject B (bars 9-16)
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Finally, and by contrast, they may diverge from these emphases, thus drawing attention

away from them, again, just like strong dynamic stresses in the dance movements of

Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 56 (bars 5,9,I7 and 21)).

Score Excerpt 56. Mazurka in E minor Op. 17 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A (bars l-24)
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Therefore, as shown by the above examples, strong dynamic stresses in Chopin's

mazurkas, in their relationship to the melody's emphases indicated by > , - and

J' ), resemble strong dynamic stresses in the dance movements of Kujawy village

mazurkas.

Thus concludes this examination of the three layers of one-bar rhythms in

Chopin's mazurkas. In summary, the th¡ee layers, as written in Chopin's scores, that is,

as written by means of the'Western stave system of music notation, are: firstly, one-bar

rhythms of the melody in its unelaborated form, based on the thirteen patterns shown in

Table 2; secondly, one-bar rhythms of the melody in its elaborated form, identical to

the above, except featuring elaboration of the thirteen patterns through the addition of

ornaments; and thirdly, one-bar rhythms of the accompaniment, based on the pattern

) ) ). These three layers of one-bar rhythms, as shown by the above examination,

resemble in patterning those in Kujawy village mazurkas, the first layer resembling

one-bar rhythms of the text, the second layer one-bar rhythms of the melody, and the

third layer one-bar rhythms of the dance movements. There is also evidence to suggest

that, in forming the whole, the three layers of one-bar rhythms have been influenced by

the interaction in Kujawy village mazurkas between text, melody and dance

movements. For example, we learned earlier that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, the first

and second layer of one-bar rhythms, created by text and melody respectively, were

based on the same thirteen patterns as each other, due to text's close interaction with

melody. Since the first and second layer of one-bar rhythms in Chopin's mazurkas are

also based on the same thirteen patterns as each other, they may have been influenced

by text's close interaction with melody, and therefore may suggest it to listeners during

performance. Additionally, we learned earlier that, in Kujawy village mazurkas, the

third layer of one-bar rhythms, created by dance movements, often articulated the beat

on behalf of the other two layers of one-bar rhythms, achievable only through dance

movements' close interaction with text and melody. Since the third layer of one-bar

rhythms in Chopin's mazurkas also often articulates the beat on behalf of the other two
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layers of one-bar rhythms, it may have been influenced by dance movements' close

interaction with text and melody, and therefore may suggest it to listeners during

performance. By suggesting this interaction to listeners, the three layers of one-bar

rhythms in Chopin's mazurkas are perceived as a unified whole, distinguished,

basically, by thirteen patterns in the melody, whilst the accompaniment articulates the

beat.

Let us norù/ proceed to the second part of this section, in order to determine how

the one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas are put together.

2.The Bar in the Context of the Temporal Whole

The one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas, as shown in Chapter 3, are put

together to form sentences which are most commonly eight bars in length. Broadly

speaking, these sentences may be divided into three main categories, according to the

particular kinds of one-bar rhythms from which they are constrùcted. These three

categories are, significantly, the same as those identified earlier in Kujawy village

mazurkas. To repeat here for convenience, they are: firstly, sentences constructed from

one-bar rhythms which are distinctive to the mazurka; secondly, sentences constructed

from one-bar rhythms which are non-distinctive to the mazurka; and thirdly, sentences

constructed from both of the above kinds of one-bar rhythms.ts8 As found earlier in

Kujawy village mazurkas, each of the three categories of sentences in Chopin's

mazurkas, since unique in rhythmic content, has its own individual character. This may

be clearly seen by examining each category of sentences in Chopin's mazurkas in turn.

158 1¡l" categorisation of each sentence in the forty-three of Chopin's mazurkas published during his
lifetime is shown in Appendix C, Column 5, sentences belonging to the first category indicated by "1",
sentences belonging to the second category indicated by "2", and sentences belonging to the third
category indicated by "3".
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First, let us look at sentences constructed from one-bar rhythms which are

distinctive to the mazurka. These sentences are especially common to the subjects in

Chopin's mazurkas which resemble Kujawy vocal mazurkas, as, indeed, we found in

Kujawy vocal mazurkas themselves. They are constructed from one-bar rhythms which,

since distinctive to the mazurka, are based on either a pattem of decreasing density or

the five-note pattern of reversing density, the latter decreasing then increasing in

density.tse These one-bar rhythms are paired together in various ways to form sub-

phrases of rhythmic diversity, indeed, of even greater rhythmic diversity than in

Kujawy village mazurkas. Despite their greater rhythmic diversity, however, these sub-

phrases, like those in Kujawy village mazurkas, may be divided into two main types:

firstly, sub-phrases in which the two constituent one-bar rhythms are based on patterns

with the same kind of density; and secondly, sub-phrases in which the two constituent

one-bar rhythms are based on patterns with different kinds of density.t0o

In the first type of sub-phrase, the two constituent one-bar rhythms are most

commonly based on patterns of decreasing density. Particularly prominent is the one-

bar rhythm based on the pattern D ) ) which, as noted earlier, is known by music

scholars as the "mazurka rhythm". It is most frequently paired with an identical one-bar

rhythm to fbrm a sub-phrase of eight notes ( D ll D ) ) ¡,just as in Kujawy village

mazurkas.16l Additionally, it is also frequently paired either with the one-bar rhythm

based on the pattern D ) toform sub-phrases of seven notes ( n) )l D) o,

n ) I D ) ) ) or, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, with the one-bar rhythm based on the

r59 As identified earlier, rhe patrerns of decreasing density ure IJT) ) , D ) ) , Ð ) an¿ ) ), and the five-

note pattern ofreversing density is llJ ll (see Table 2).

160 1¡" type(s) ofsub-phrases used by Chopin in each ofhis firsrcategory sentençes are shown in
Appendix C, Column 6, the first type indicated by "1" and the second type indicated by "2" .

l6l g*u-01". of this sub-phrase in the context of Chopin's first-category sentences may be found in his
Mazurkas Op. 7 No. 2 (Subjects C (bars 3340,49-56) and D (bars 4l-48)), Op.24 No. I (Subject C
(bars 33-48)), Op. 33 No. I (Subject B (bars 13-20)), Op. 33 No. 4 (Subject D (bars 137-168)), Op. 4l
No. 4 (Subject A (bars 119-126)), Op. 50 No. 2 (Subjects C (bars 60-67 ,76-83) and D (bars 68-75)),
Op. 50 No. 3 (Subject E (bars 4l-60)) and Op. 63 No. 3 (Subject C (bars 33-48)).
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pattern J J to forma sub-phrase of six notes ( n))l ))¡.tu'Consequently, first-

category sentences in Chopin's mazurkas may comprise continuous repetition of one of

these sub-phrases (see Score Excerpts 57, 58 and 59)163, including the continuous

repetition or IJJ J I t JJ o. Jl J J I J J found in Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score

Excerpts 57 and 58). Alternatively, they may comprise a combination of these sub-

phrases (see Score Excerpts 60 and 61), including the combination of J] J J I J: J J un¿

n ) ) I J J roun¿ in Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 60).

Score Excerpt 57. };4.az:urka in C sharp minor Op.4l No. 4 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 119-126).

1ó2 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of Chopin's hrst-category sentences may be found in
his Mazurkas Op.6 No. 1 (SubjectC (bars 4l-56)), Op.7 No.2 (SubjectD (bars 4l-48)), Op.7 No.3
(Subject C (bars 4l-56)), Op.24 No.4 (Subject E (bars 115-130)), Op. 30 No. 2 (Subjects A (bars l-
l6) and C (bars 33-48)), Op. 59 No. 3 (Coda (bars 147-154)) and Op. 63 No. I (Subject D (bars 33-
s2)).

163 ¡o¡" that, in all Score Excerpts cited in this section, sub-phrases may feature elaboration by means

of the ornaments discussed earlier (e.g. acciaccature, mordents and triplets in place of two-note

groupings), as well as modifications by means of the emphases discussed earlier (e.g. > , - , J. .b, fi
and JÐ ).
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Score Excerpt 58. Mazurka in B minor Op. 30 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject C (bars 33-48).
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Score Excerpt 59. Mazurka in B flat minor Op.24 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject E
(bars 115-130).
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Score Excerpt 60. Mazurka in F sharp minor Op. 6 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 41-56).
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Score Excerpt 61. Mazurka in F minor Op. 7 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject C (bars 4I-56)

ten

¡¡¿ rù* Sò* sù*

åß. fò.*. r * fò*

fù$
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By contrast, in the second type of sub-phrase, only one of the two constituent

one-bar rhythms is based on a pattern of decreasing density. The other is based on the

five-note pattern of reversing density. Again, the "mazurka rhythm" is prominent. It is

paired with the one-bar rhythm based on the five-note pattern of reversing density to

form sub-phrases of nine notes ( ilDlil) o.JIJJ liln ), just as in Kujawy

village mazurkas.164 Also prominent, although far less so, is the one-bar rhythm based

on the pattern n ) It is paired with the one-bar rhythm based on the five-note pattern

of reversing density to form sub-phrases of eight notes ( I1) D I l] J 
"t

ló4 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of Chopin's first-category sentences may be found in
his Mazurkas Op. 6 No. 4 (Subject A (bars l-8, 17-24)), Op. 7 No. 1 (Subjects B (bars 25-32) and C
(bars 45-52)), Op. 50 No. 1 (Subject C (bars 4l-56)) and Op. 56 No. I (Subject E (bars l8l-196)).
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D) lilD ).r6s consequently, first-category sentences in chopin's mazurkas may

comprise continuous repetition of one of these sub-phrases, including the continuous

reperition orlJJlJ ItJJ found in Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 62).

Alternatively, they may comprise a combination of these sub-phrases with sub-phrases

of the firsttype (".g. IJJ IJJJJ o. ilDlllJJ: ) (see ScoreExcerpts 19 (cited

earlier), 63 and 64), including the combination orIJJ ItJt an¿ llJJ ItJJ touno

in Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 63 (top voice)). Whatever the

combination, first-category sentences in Chopin's mazurkas, like those in Kujawy

village mazurkas, bear a strong mazurka character, due to the constant use of one-bar

rhythms based on patterns which either initially or continuously decrease in density.

Score Excerpt 62. Mazurka in E flat minor Op. 6 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 17-24).
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165 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of Chopin's first-category sentences may be found in
his Mazurkas Op. 6 No. 2 (Subject C (bars 33-48), Op. 6 No. 3 (Subject C (bars 33-40)), Op. 50 No. I
(Subject C (bars 4l-56)) and Op.59 No. 1 (Subject A (bars l-12,79-90)).
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Score Excerpt 63. Mazurka in B major Op. 56 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject E (bars 181-18S).
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Score Excerpt 64. Mazurka in G major Op. 50 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject C (bars 4I-56)
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The second category of sentences in Chopin's mazurkas is by far the smallest of

the three categories. Its sentences generally occur only in the subjects which resemble

Kujawy instrumental mazurkas, as, indeed, we found in Kujawy instrumental mazurkas

themselves. They are constructed from one-bar rhythms which are non-distinctive to the

mazurka, but only those based on patterns of even or increasing densityl66, not those

based on the four-note pattern of reversing density.t0T These one-bar rhythms are paired

together in various ways to form sub-phrases as rhythmically diverse as in Kujawy

village mazurkas. Yet, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, sub-phrases here, like those in

the first category of sentences, conform to just two main types, one in which the two

constituent one-bar rhythms are based on patterns with the same kind of density, and the

other in which the two constituent one-bar rhythms are based on patterns with different

kinds of density.t6s

In the first type of sub-phrase, the two constituent one-bar rhythms, whilst

sometimes based on patterns of increasing density, are most commonly based on

patterns of even density. Particularly prominent is the one-bar rhythm based on the

pattern [fffD. It is most frequently paired with an identical one-bar rhythm to form a

sub-phrase of twelve notes ( ffÏillÏIfi ), just as in Kujawy village mazurkas.r6e

Aclditionally, it may also be paired with the one-bar rhythm based on the pattern J' to

form a sub-phrase of seven notes ( Ifffn I J. ¡, tt i, sub-phrase generally occurring in

166 As identified earlier, the patterns of even density ar" JIIIÐ, J J J an¿ J. , and the patterns of

increasingdensity are) fln ,))D ,) J) undJ J lt"eTable2).

167 T¡g four-note pattern of reversing density çl 11 ) ) is thus even less popular here than in the second

category of sentences in Kujawy village mazurkas.

168 1¡" type(s) ofsub-phrases used by Chopin in each ofhis second-category sentences are shown in

Appendix C, Column 6, the first type indicated by "1" and the second type indicated by "2".

169 Examples of this sub-phrase in the context of Chopin's second-category sentences may be found in
his Mazurkas Op.24 No. 3 (Coda (bars 36-43)), Op.33 No. 3 (Coda (bars 121-135)), Op.4l No. 2

(Subject B (bars 5-8,25-28,55-58, 67-70)) and Op. 56 No. I (Subject B (bars 45-80, 103-142)).
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the last two bars of sentences.lT0 Consequently, second-category sentences in Chopin's

mazurkas may comprise continuous repetition of the sub-phrase IIIfiIÏffil either

throughout the entire sentence (see Score Excerpt 65), as found in Kujawy village

mazurkas, or until the last two bars of the sentence, when it may be substituted by the

sub-phrase [fÍfn I J'1r.. Score Excerpt 66¡.rzr

170 Examples of this sub-phrase in the context of Chopin's second-category sentences may be found in

his Mazurkas Op.24 No. 3 (Coda (bars 36-43)), Op. 33 No. 3 (Subject A (bars 148,73-l2O) and

Coda (bars 121-135)) and Op.4l No. 2 (Subject B (bars 7l-75)).

171 Significantly, in Kujawy village mazurkas, one sentenceìelonging to the second category was also

found to comprise continuous repetition of the sub-phrase IIJIIJ llIIffJ undl the last two bars of the

sentence, when this sub-phrase was substituted by another, just as in the Chopin mazurka shown in Score

Excerpt 66 (refer back to Transcription 29). The other sub-phrase, however, instead oftaking the form

ffilJ.chos"n by Chopin, took the form ttlmlJJJ .
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Score Excerpt 65. Mazurka in B major Op. 56 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject B (bars 45-80).
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Score Excerpt 66. Mazurka in A flat major Op.24 No. 3 by Chopin, Coda (bars 36-43)
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Like the first type of sub-phrase, the second type also favours one-bar rhythms

based on patterns of even density. In the case of the second type, however, only one of

the two constituent one-bar rhythms is based on such a pattern. The other is based on a

pattern of increasing density, thus forming sub-phrases such ur i lfl I ) ) ) ,

)JIJilIïfi ,))ï)llffJ]fl an¿ J J lJ J J,asinKujawyvillagemazurkas, as

well as ÍIffiWfJl.r72 [Jsu¿lly, second-category sentences in Chopin's mazurkas

use the above sub-phrases in combination with sub-phrases of the first type (e.g.

EIIIIÏIIJJJ ) (see Score Excerpt 67), just as in Kujawy village mazurkas. only

exceptionally do they use the above sub-phrases on their own, the sentence shown in

Score Excerpt ó8, for example, using the sub-phrur" JJ Dl ffffJ-l (see Score Excerpt

68). No matter which sub-phrases are in use, however, sentences here, in contrast to

those in the first category, bear a weak mazurka character, due to the absence of one-

bar rhythms based on patterns which either initially or continuously decrease in density,

In fact, due to the prominence of one-bar rhythms based on patterns of either even or

increasing density, these sentences, like those in Kujawy village mazurkas, tend

172 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of Chopin's second-category sentences may be found
in his Mazurkas Op. 33 No. 3 (Subject A (bars 148,73-l2O)), Op. 4l No. I (Subject B (bars 17-32,
41-56)), Op.41 No. 2 (Subject B (bars 5-8, 13-20, 25-28,33-38,55-75)) and Op. 63 No. I (Subject
C (bars 25-32)).
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towards the character of a waltz, thus temporarily diverging from the mazurka dance

tYPe. t7r

Score Excerpt 67. Mazurka in B major Op. 41 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 55-75).
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173 po. more information about the character of the waltz in Chopin's Mazurkas, see Koszewski 1963
197-198.
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Score Excerpt 68. Mazurka in B major Op. 63 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars25-32).
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The third and final category of sentences in Chopin's mazurkas is the largest of

the categories. Its sentences are as common to the subjects which resemble Kujawy

vocal mazurkas as to those which resemble Kujawy instrumental mazurkas, as, indeed,

we found in Kujawy village mazurkas themselves. They are constructed from both one-

bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka and one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the

mazurka, that is, both the one-bar rhythms used to construct sentences in the first

category and the one-bar rhythms used to construct sentences in the second category.

These one-bar lhythms, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, are paired together to form sub-

phrases which are more rhythmically diverse than in the first two categories, due, firstly,

to the greater variety of one-bar rhythms in use, secondly, to the more frequent use of

one-bar rhythms which, in the first two categories, occur only occasionally, such as the

one-bar rhythm based on the pattern JTn J , und thirdly, to the use of a one-bar rhythm

which, in the first two categories, does not occur at all, specifically the one-bar rhythm

based on the pattern ) n ) . In spite of their greater rhythmic diversity, however, sub-

phrases here, like those in the first two categories of sentences, conform to two main

types, just as we found in Kujawy village mazurkas.

The first type of sub-phrase, as in the first two categories of sentences, contains

two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with the same kind of density. The two one-bar

-##

-#)-

d.imets
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rhythms may be both distinctive to the mazurkat74 as in the first category, but more

often varied in combination, thus frequently forming not only sub-phrases identified in

the first categoryrT' but also other sub-phtases, including tJJ I ITil arr¿lT},)llIl:J

found in Kujawy village mazurkas.lT6 Alternatively, the two one-bar rhythms may be

both non-distinctive to the mazurkal'l7 as in the second category, but, again, more often

varied in combination, thus frequently forming not only sub-phrases identified in the

secondcategoryrTsbutalsoothersub-phrases,includingJ J J I ) ) ),)IfilJlffJun¿

) ) I ) J found in Kujawy village mazurkas.rTe Consequently, third-category sentences

in Chopin's mazurkas, like those in Kujawy village mazurkas, may comprise a

combination of these sub-phrases, specifically of those containing one-bar rhythms

distinctive to the mazurka and those containing one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the

mazurka. This may be seen in Score Excerpts 23 (cited earlier) and 69, the former

174 Sub-phrases of the fìrst type in Chopin's third-category sentences which contain two one-bar
rhythms distinctive to the mazurka are indicated in Appendix C, Column 6, by "l(D+D standing
for "sub-phrase ofthe first type" and "D" standing for "one-bar rhythm distinctive to the mazurka".

r7s These sub-phrases, as identitred earlier, include il)lni.J ,ilJ1il ,Ð))lJJ ano ilnlilÐ .

Examples of them in the context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in his Mazurkas Op
7No.2(SubjectA(barsl-16)),Op.7No.3(SubjectB(bars2540)),Op.50No. l(SubjectA(bars
l-16,2540, 51-12)) and Dbop. 42B (Subject A (bars 1-16, 81-96)).

176 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in
his Mazurkas Op. 17 No. 3 (Subject A (bars 1-16,2540)) and Op. 4l No. 3 (Subject B (bars 17-32,
69-82)).

177 Sub-phrases of the fìrst type in Chopin's third-category sentences which contain two one-bar
rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka are indicated in Appendix C, Column 6, by "l(ND+ND)", "1"
standing for "sub-phrase of the first type" and "ND" standing for "one-bar rhythm non-distinctive to the
mazurka".

r78 1¡"r" sub-phrases, as identified earlier, include |T[nlfin and IIJJJJIJ. . Examples of them in the

context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in his Mazurka Op. 56 No. 2 (Subject E
(bars 53-68)).

179 96". sub-phrases of the same variety in Chopin's mazurkas which we also found in Kujawy village

mazurkas include ))Dl))D ,))nl) J an¿ JIJ)l)il .Examples of these sub-phrases and of those

listed in the text in the context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in his Mazurkas Op.
17 No. 2 (Subject C (bars 3'7-52)), Op.24 No. 2 (Subject E (bars 73-88)), Op. 30 No. 4 (Subject D
(bars 65-96)), Op. 33 No. 4 (Subject B (bars 49-64,89-104)), Op, 50 No. 3 (Subject G (bars 141-
156)), Op. 56 No. 3 (Coda (bars 189-220)) and Op. 63 No. 3 (Subject B (bars 17-32)).
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combining jJJJ IIJJJ with ) ) I ) J, und the lattercombining D))ljJJJ *itt
ffIrilïnJ)

Score Excerpt 69. Mazurka in A minor Op. 59 No. I by Chopin, Subject E, Sentence E
(bars 57-64).
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Far more cornmon in Chopin's third-category sentences, however, is the second

type of sub-phrase, just as in Kujawy village mazurkas. It contains two one-bar rhythms

based on patterns with different kinds of density, as in the first two categories of

sentences. The two one-bar rhythms may be both distinctive to the mazurkal8o as in the

first category, but more often varied in combination, thus frequently forming not only

sub-phrases identified in the first categorylst þu1 also other sub-phrases, including

ilIlIn) found in Kujawy village mazurkas.r82 Alternatively, the two one-bar

180 Sub-phrases ofthe second type in Chopin's third-category sentences which contain two one-bar
rhythms distinctive to the mazurka are indicated in Appendix C, Column 6, by "2(D+D)", "2" standing
for "sub-phrase ofthe second type" and "D" standing for "one-bar rhythm distinctive to the mazurka".

rsrThese sub-phrases, as identified earlier, include ilnlil) ,DIliln ¿¡¿ IJJJJIJJJ . B¡¿¡¡ples e¡
them in the context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in his Mazurkas Op. 7 No. I
(Subject A (bars l-24,3344,53-64)) and Op. 50 No. I (Subject D (bars 73-88)).

182 Examples of this sub-phrase in the context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in his
Mazurka Op. 6 No. 2 (Subject B (bars 11-24)).
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rhythms may be both non-distinctive to the mazurkals3 as in the second category, but,

again, more often varied in combination, thus frequently forming not only sub-phrases

identified in the second categoryrBa but also other sub-phrases, including fJJJnl)l ,

)ÍlÏl)il ur,¿ JJ Dl )D.l forr'd in Kujawy village mazurkas.r8s rhe sub-phrases

identified thus far, however, do not serve as the sole constituents of third-category

sentences in Chopin's mazurkas. Rather, as in Kujawy village mazurkas, they are used

in combination with, usually, other sub-phrases of this type, that is, sub-phrases which

are exclusive to the third category.l86

Sub-phrases which are exclusive to the third category of sentences in Chopin's

mazurkas contain one one-bar rh¡hm which is distinctive to the mazurka and one one-

bar rhythm which is non-distinctive to the mazurka.lsz The one-bar rhythm distinctive to

the mazurka is based, of course, on either a pattern of decreasing density or, less

commonly, the five-note pattern of reversing density. It is most frequently paired with a

one-bar rhythm based on a pattern of even density, thus forming sub-phrases such as

183 5ub-O¡lruses of the second type in Chopin's third-category sentences which contain two one-bar
rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka are indicated in Appendix C, Column 6, by "2(ND+ND)", "2"
standing for "sub-phrase ofthe second type" and "ND" standing for "one-bar rhythm non-distinctive to
the mazurka".

I 84 T¡"s, sub-phrases, as identified earlier, include )Enl $fn , ) lml I ) , ln I IIIIII ano

) ) I ) ) J . Examples of them in the context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in his
Mazurkas Op. ó No. 5 (Subject A (bars 5-20)), Op. 17 No. 3 (Subject B (bars 17-24)), Op. 4l No. 4
(Subject B (bars 17-32,89-102)) and Dbop. 424 (Subject A (bars l-8, 17-24,3340,'l'7-84,93-
r00)).

185 Examples of these sub-phrases in the context of Chopin's third-category sentences may be found in
his Mazurkas Op. 7 No. 3 (Subject A (bars 9-24,85-lO5)), Op. 41 No. I (Subject A (bars l-16,57-
68)) and Op. 50 No. 3 (Subject G (bars 141-156)).

186 6n¡t occasionally are the second-type sub-phrases identified thus far not used in combination with
other second-type sub-phrases, that is, those exclusive to the third category. On these occasions, they are

used in combination with first-type sub-phrases, as may be seen in Chopin's Mazurkas Op. 6 No. 5

(Subject A (bars 5-20)) and Op. 7 No. 3 (Subject B (bars 2540)).

187 Sub-phrases ofthe second type in Chopin's third-category sentences which contain one one-bar
rhythm distinctive to the mazurka and one one-bar rhythm non-distinctive to the mazurka are indicated
in Appendix C, Column 6, by "2(D+ND¡", "2" standing for "sub-phrase of the second type", "D"
standing for "one-bar rhythm distinctive to the mazurka" and "ND" standing for "one-bar rhythm non-
distinctive to the mazurka".
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Ð ) )l ). ,IïIlillin) und J'IJ'll)lIil ,just as in Kujawy village mazurkas.rss

Almost as frequently, it is paired with a one-bar rhythm based on a pattern of increasing

density, thus forming sub-phrases such u. J lIf] I il ), ) ) nl il D and J.lt I D ) ),
again,just as in Kujawy village mazurkas.lss It is also paired, although far less

frequently, with the one-bar rhythm based on the four-note pattern of reversing density,

thus forming sub-phrases such u. IJJJJ I JJ:J, ) D )l ilJJun¿ JIJJ I JJJJ, y"t

again, just as in Kujawy village mazurkas.leO Consequently, third-category sentences in

Chopin's mazurkas may comprise continuous repetition of one of these sub-phrases,

including rhe conrinuous repetirion of ) IIDI il ), [lllDl JTil o. J JIJ I tJ J

found in Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpts 7O,7I and72). Alternatively,

they may comprise a combination of these sub-phrases either with each other (see Score

Excerpt 73) or with sub-phrases of the first type 1e.g. JIIJJ lIII]J , see Score Excerpt

74) and/orother sub-phrases of the second type (e.g. iln I JIJJ , see Score Excerpt

75), including the combinarion orJffffJ IJJJJ un¿ [fi)llfi) found in Kujawy

village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 74). All of these sentences, in common with those

in the first category, bear the character of a mazurka, due to their prominent use of one-

bar rhythms based on patterns which either initially or continuously decrease in density.

As in Kujawy village mazurkas, however, these sentences, since also using one-bar

188 g1¡s¡ sub-phrases of the same variety in Chopin's mazurkas which we also found in Kujawy village

mazurkas incrude ilfilllfm , ilfi|))) ,D)Dl)., il)lEIIn, tJJl ))) , fiÍmlilI ,

[TfilJl il , ill ilD an¿ J J J lIJJ.J . p*amples of these sub-phrases and of those listed in the text may
be found in Chopin's Mazurkas Op. 6 No. 2 (Subject B (bars l7-24)), Op.24 No. 2 (Subject B (bars

l3-2O,45-56,97-lO4)),Op.24 No. 3 (Subject A (bars l-12,25-36)), Op. 33 No. 4 (Subject A (bars

l-48, 65-88, 169-192)), Op. 4l No. 3 (Subject A (bars l-16, 53-68)), Op. 56 No. 3 (Subject F (bars

89-104)), Op. 59 No. 2 (Subject A (bars 1-44, 69-88)) and Op. 63 No. 3 (Subject B (bars 17-32)).

189 6¡¡"r sub-phrases of the same variety in Chopin's mazurkas which we also found in Kujawy village

mazurkasinclude ilIWn ,il)liJD,JJJJl) ) ,)lnl[Iil,) )|ilÐ an¿ J JlrJJ.Examples
of these sub-phrases and of those listed in the text may be found in Chopin's Mazurkas Op. 7 No. 3
(Subject D (bars 57-76)), Op.24 No. 2 (Subject C (bars 2l-36)), Dbop. 424 (Subject A (bars l-8, 17-
24,3340,77-84,93-100)), Dbop. 428 (Subject D (bars 49-56)), Op. 50 No. 3 (Subject F (bars 6l-
76)), Op. 56 No. 3 (Subject H (bars l8l-188)) and Op.59 No. 3 (Subject A (bars l-16,2544,91-
I l4)).

190 ¡*u*01". of these sub-phrases may be found in Chopin's Mazurkas Op. l7 No. I (Subject C (bars
2544)\ Op.24 No. I (Subject B (bars 11-32)) and Op. 33 No. 4 (Subject A (bars l-48, 65-88, 169-
tez)).
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rhythms based on patterns with other kinds of density, intermittently soften their

mazurka character, in contrast to sentences in the first category which communicate it

strongly all the time.

Score Excerpt 70. Mazurka in F sharp minor Op. 6 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 17-24).
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Score Excerpt 71. Mazurka in A flat major Op. 41 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-16).
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Score Excerpt 72. l|i4azurfta in C sharp minor Op. 50 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject H
(bars 173-180).

lnno palcow6nls - pElu Komonlarz wykonawczy.
Dlllor€nt llngor¡nO - vlde Pedonancs Conmønlary.

Score Excerpt 73. Mazurka in B flat minor Op.24 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 37-52).
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Score Excerpt 74. Mazurka in F sharp minor Op. 6 No. I by Chopin, Subject A,
Sentence A (bars 1-8).
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Score Excerpt 75. Mazurka in B flat major Op. 17 No. I by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-8).
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As shown by the above examination, the three main categories of sentences in

Chopin's mazurkas are each distinct in rh¡hmic content and hence in character, just as

we found in Kujawy village mazurkas. At one extreme are sentences belonging to the

first category. They are constructed from one-bar rhythms based on patterns which either

initially or continuously decrease in density, hence possessing a strong mazurka

character. At the other extreme are sentences belonging to the second category. They are

constructed from one-bar rhythms based on patterns of even and increasing density,

rather than decreasing density, hence tending towards the character of a waltz, rather

than a mazurka. Between these two extremes are sentences belonging to the third

category. They are constructed, not only from one-bar rhythms based on patterns which

either initially or continuously decrease in density, but also from one-bar rhythms based

on patterns of other kinds of density, hence possessing the character of a mazurka, but

less strongly than sentences in the first category.

From the above examination, however, we have gained only partial insight into

the rhythm of Chopin's mazurkas, since we have looked at it only as represented by the

Western stave system of music notation, that is, with the measure of a fixed beat.

Therefore, let us now proceed to the next section in order to look at the rhythm as

Chopin intended it to be presented in improvised performance, that is, with the

application of rubato within the time frame of a bar.

Section 2. Rhythm in Improvised Performance: Patterned Motion which
frequently departs from the Measure of a Fixed Beat, due to the Application of
Rubato within the Time Frame of a Bar

This section corresponds in its presentation to the first section. First, it looks at the

temporal unit called the bar, considering the various ways in which rubato might be

applied to the one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas. Second, it looks at the bar in the

context of the temporal whole, considering how the various ways of applying rubato

might be put into practice during the course of improvisation. Throughout this
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examination, it considers how rubato might be applied in the style of Kujawy village

mazurkas, that is, the style most likely to have inspired Chopin's rubato within the time

frame of a bar. Such a study may provide new insights into this type of rubato in

Chopin's mazurkas, including indications of it in his scores, indications which direct it

to be applied, not in one fixed way, but in many different ways, in keeping with

Chopin's improvisatory spirit.

L. A Temporal Unit: The Bar

Rubato, according to its style of application in Kujawy, may be applied to the one-

bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas in two main ways. These are, as identified in Part I,

"Linger-Hasten" and "Hasten-Linger". Only one of these two ways may be applied at a

time, according to the Kujawy style of rubato application, usually the way which, at the

moment of its application, best aids the expression of all three elements affected by it.

These three elements, as identified in Kujawy village mazurkas, are text, melody and

dance movements, the first suggested by the melody in Chopin's mazurkas, and the last

suggested by the accompaniment. Since all three of these elements in Chopin's

mazurkas are affected by rubato, when it is applied in the Kujawy style, they interact

closely, as did their counterparts in Kujawy village mazurkas, so that they are always

synchronised. This may be seen by examining Linger-Hasten and Hasten-Linger in turn,

as applied in the Kujawy style to the one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas.

By far the most conìmon way in which rubato may be applied to the one-bar

rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas, according to its style of application in Kujawy, is

Linger-Hasten. It may be applied especially often in subjects resembling Kujawy vocal

mazurkas, since such was the case in Kujawy vocal mazurkas themselves. In order to

apply it in the Kujawy style, perfoÍners are required to linger over one or more rhythmic

values at the beginning of the bar, and then hasten through one or more later in the bar

to make up for lost time, just as did performers of Kujawy village mazurkas.
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Consequently, the first beat of the bar is slightly lengthened in duration at the expense of

the second and/or third beats, usually the second beat of the bar, thus communicating a

subtle slackening and compensatory quickening of tempo.

Linger-Hasten, according to its style of application in Kujawy, may be most often

applied to the one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas which are distinctive to the

mazurka. As noted earlier, these one-bar rhythms feature, basically, either patterns of

decreasing density or the five-note pattern of reversing density in the melody and its

suggested textlel, accompanied by a frequent articulation of the beat in the suggested

dance movements. In particular, Linger-Hasten may be applied to the so-called

"mazurka rhythm" which, as noted earlier, features, basically, the pattern D ) ) in the

melody and suggested text. During the application of Linger-Hasten to this one-bar

rhythm, the lingering, in order to conform to its style of application in Kujawy, needs to

occur over the densest part of the melody's and suggested text's pattern. ln other words,

the lingering needs to occur over the rhythmic values in their pattern which are of

shortest duration and thus most closely grouped together, that is, over the first two
I

quavers 1) ) ) J rez; (see Score Excerpt 76 (bar 70)), just as identified in Kujawy

village mazurkas. Consequently, the first beat of the bar is slightly lengthened in

duration, thus communicating a subtle slackening of tempo. By slackening the tempo

here, performers have extra time to articulate notes of the melody, and hence syllables of

the suggested text, which might otherwise have run into one another and thus have been

unintelligible to listeners. In this way, the lingering in Linger-Hasten brings greater

clarity of expression to the melody and suggested text in Chopin's mazurkas, just as it

did to the melody and text in Kujawy village mazurkas.

r9r As ident¡fiedearlier, thepatternsofdecreasingdensity ar.Jf7fi) ,n) ) ,D) andJ J, and the five-
note pattern ofreversing density is IIJ Il (see Table 2).

192 /r, as explained in the Introduction, signifies a subtle lingering over, that is, a slight lengthening in
duration of the rhythmic value(s) above which it is placed.
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Score Excerpt'16. Mazurka in A flat major Op. 17 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 65-80) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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7O)), just as identified in Kujawy village mazurkas. Consequently, the second beat is

slightly shortened in duration, thus communicating a subtle quickening of tempo. By

quickening the tempo here, performers are able to make up for lost time without causing

notes of the melody, and hence syllables of the suggested text, to run into each other and

thus become unintelligible to listeners. Hence, the hastening in Linger-Hasten ensures

that there is continuity in the motion of the melody and suggested text in Chopin's

mazurkas, without disturbing the clarity of their expression, just as it did for the melody

and text in Kujawy village mazurkas.

At the same time as aiding the expression of the melody and suggested text,

Linger-Hasten, when applied in the Kujawy style, also aids the expression of the

suggested dance movements in Chopin's mazurkas, that is, the dance movements

suggested by the accompaniment. As noted earlier, the suggested dance movements in

Chopin's mazurkas basically consist of three steps per bar which, rhythmically, are

based on the pattern ) ) ), each crotchet representing the duration of one step. During

the application of Linger-Hasten, the lingering, in order to conform to its style of

application in Kujawy, needs to occur over the rhythmic value in the above pattern

representing the duration of the first step of the bar, that is, over the first of the three

îrr
crotchets ( ¿ ¿ ¿ ) (see Score Excerpt 76 cited previously (bar 70)), just as identified in

Kujawy village mazurkas. Consequently, the first beat of the bar is slightly lengthened

in duration, as in the melody and suggested text, thus communicating a subtle

slackening of tempo. By slackening the tempo here, performers have extra time to

suggest to listeners the arc-shaped foot-slide which, in Kujawy village mazurkas,

immediately followed the first step of the bar. Hence, the lingering in Linger-Hasten

brings greater clarity of expression, not only to the melody and suggested text in

Chopin's mazurkas, but also to the suggested dance movements there, just as it did to

the dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas.
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Subsequent to the lingering, the hastening in Linger-Hasten, in order to conform to

its style of application in Kujawy, needs to occur, usually, through the rhythmic value in

the above pattern representing the duration of the second step of the bar, that is, through

the second of the three crotchets ( ) ) ) ) (see Score Excerpt 76 cited previously (bar

70)), just as identified in Kujawy village mazurkas. Consequently, the second beat of the

bar is slightly shortened in duration, as in the melody and suggested text, thus

communicating a subtle quickening of tempo. The third beat of the bar then arrives on

time, thus marking the end of the subtle quickening of tempo. lnterestingly, it is the

suggested dance movements, rather than the melody or suggested text, which most

consistently communicate the third beat arriving on time, just as we found of the dance

movements in Kujawy village mazurkas. This is due to their more frequent articulation

of this beat. As demonstrated in the first section of this chapter, the melody and

suggested text sometimes do not articulate the third beat of the bar. If, for instance, their

pattern in the "mazurka rhythm" is modified by means of a second-beat emphasis to

J] J. ), they articulate just the first and second 6"u¡s.re4 Hence, when Linger-Hasten is

applied, they are unable to communicate the third beat aruiving on time ( J-J J );, thus

leaving listeners unclear as to whether the subtle quickening of tempo ends on this beat

or continues through it. The suggested dance movements, however, since articulating

the third beat in their pattern ) ) ), are able to communicate it aniving on time

îY I

( ) ) ¿ ) (see Score Excerpt 76 cited previously (bar 78)), just like the dance

movements in Kujawy village mazurkas, the subtle quickening of tempo thus clearly

ending there.

By articulating the third beat of the bar, the suggested dance movements in

Chopin's mazurkas, are able, not only to communicate the conclusion of Linger-Hasten,

but also to confirm that, in spite of disturbances to the triple-metre rhythm, there are still

l9a 4¿¿¡1¡on¿lly, as noted in the frrst section of this chapter, the melody's and suggested text's patterns

Jl J an¿ J J alro articulate just the first and second beats of the bar, not the third.
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three beats in a bar. In contrast to the suggested dance movements, however, the melody

and suggested text, by sometimes omitting to articulate the third beat, may cause

listeners to doubt its existence. This is especially likely to occur when Linger-Hasten is

applied to their pattern ll J. ) just discussed. Due to the application of Linger-Hasten,

the first two quavers of this pattern, beginning on the first beat of the bar, amount to

slightly more than their notated duration of one beat, and the subsequent dotted crotchet

of this pattern, beginning on the second beat of the bar, amounts to slightly less than its

notated duration of one and a half beats ( IJ J' )¡ Since these two amounts of time

follow one another consecutively and are of extremely similar duration, listeners may

perceive them to represent one whole beat each or perhaps, in the case of slower

mazurkas, two whole beats each. Hence, when the final quaver of the pattern is played,

listeners may perceive it to be articulating the arrival of a new beat. Once they realise,

however, that the final quaver lasts for an amount of time which is too short to represent

a beat, they may, in the confusion of the moment, disregard this amount of time

altogether. Consequently, at such moments, they may perceive the rhythm of Chopin's

mazurkas to be boundto 2/4 or 4/4, rather than the notated 3/4 metre.

Significantly, as noted in the Introduction, when Chopin himself played hrs

mazurkas, some listeners did perceive the rhythm to be bound to 2/4 or 414 metre, just as

described above. For example, the German pianist and conductor Charles Hallé (1819-

1395) perceived the rhythm of many of Chopin's mazurkas to be bound to 414 metre. He

attributed it to Chopin's "dwelling so much longer on the first note in the bar" (Hallé in

Eigeldinger 1986: 72) which, as shown above, may occur in Chopin's mazurkas, if

Linger-Hasten is applied to them in the Kujawy style. More specifically, the German

composer and master of French opera Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-1864) perceived the

rhythm of Chopin's Mazurka Op. 33 No. 2 to be boundto 214 metre. This was attributed

by Chopin's student Wilhelm vonlenz (1809-1883) to "the third beat losing some of

its value" (l-nnz in Eigeldinger 1986: 73) which, as shown above, listeners may perceive

to occur in Chopin's mazurkas, if , again, Linger-Hasten is applied to them in the
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Kujawy style. It is possible, therefore, that when Chopin gave listeners the impression of

2/4 or 4/4 metre which, according to the above reports, he did whilst performing many

of his mazurkas, including Mazurka Op. 33 No. 2, he might have been applying Linger-

Hasten in the Kujawy style. This possibility is confirmed by the fact that many of his

mazurkas, including Mazurka Op. 33 No. 2, feature the one-bar rhyhm identified above

as most likely to give the impression of 2/4 or 4/4 metre, if Linger-Hasten is applied to it

in the Kujawy style, namely the "mazurka rhythm" with the modification of a second-

bear emphasis 1 Jl J )l In fact, the first subject of Mazurka Op. 33 No. 2 features this

one-bar rhythm more often than any other, as shown in Score Excerpt 77 (bars 2,3, 6,7 ,

10, 11, 14 and 15¡.tes

Score Excerpt 77. ly'raz:urka in C major Op. 33 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A (bars l-16)
with added rubato symbols (n and v).
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For the application of Linger-Hasten to accord completely with the Kujawy style,

however, it needs to vary from one performance of Chopin's mazurkas to the next, in

keeping with the improvisatory spirit, not only of the Kujawy people, but of Chopin

himself. Particularly, performers need to vary the degree to which the first beat of the

bar is lengthened in duration at the expense of the second beat, just as did performers of

Kujawy village mazurkas. In order to achieve the same degree of variation as in Kujawy

village mazurkas, the first beat of the bar, represented in Chopin's scores by a crotchet,

needs to be subtly lengthened to any duration between J un¿ J., witn $ the average

duration, just as identified in Part I. Subsequently, the second beat of the bar, also

represented in Chopin's scores by a crotchet, needs to be subtly shortened to any

duration between J an¿ ), with ) tne average duration, again, just as identified in Part

L Since both the first and second beats vary so significantly in duration, the melody,

suggested text and suggested dance movements in Chopin's mazurkas need to be in

constant interaction, as were their counterparts in Kujawy village mazurkas, so that they

are always synchronised. Only then can a subtle slackening and compensatory

quickening of tempo be communicated as clearly and convincingly as in Kujawy village

mazurkas.

By contrast, the least coflrmon way in which rubato may be applied to the one-bar

rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas, according to its style of application in Kujawy, is

Hasten-Linger. Like Linger-Hasten, it may be applied most often in subjects resembling

Kujawy vocal mazurkas, but only slightly more often than in subjects resembling

Kujawy instrumental mazurkas, since such was the case in Kujawy village mazurkas

themselves. In order to apply it in the Kujawy style, performers are required to hasten

through one or more rhythmic values at or near the beginning of the bar, and then use

the time gained here to linger over one or more rhythmic values later in the bar, just as

did performers of Kujawy village mazurkas. Consequently, the first and/or second beats

of the bar are slightly shortened in duration to the gain of the second or third beats, thus

communicating a subtle quickening and compensatory slackening of tempo.
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Hasten-Linger, according to its style of application in Kujawy, may be most often

applied to the one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas which are non-distinctive, rather

than distinctive to the mazurka. As noted earlier, these one-bar rhythms feature,

basically, patterns of even density, patterns of increasing density or the four-note pattern

of reversing density in the melody and its suggested textle6, accompanied by a frequent

articulation of the beat in the suggested dance movements. In particular, Hasten-Linger

may be applied to two of these one-bar rhythms, specifically those featuring, basically,

the patternr J J J: una JITTÏ-I in the melody and suggested text. In both cases,

Hasten-Linger, if applied in the Kujawy style, aids the expression of the melody and

suggested text, but in different ways.

For Hasten-Linger to be applied in the Kujawy style to the first of the two one-bar

rhythms identified above, specifically that based on the pattern ) ) n in the melody

and suggested text, the hastening needs to occur through the sparsest part and the

lingering over the densest part of the melody's and suggested text's pattern, as for the

application of Linger-Hasten. In other words, the hastening needs to occur through the

rhythmic values in their pattern which are of longest duration and thus most widely

spaced apart from others, th¿t is, through the first and./or second crotchets, most

commonly both of them ( ) ) n ), and the lingering needs to occur over the rhythmic

values in their pattern which are of shortest duration and thus most closely grouped

together, that is, over the last two quavers 1) ) J7 ) (see Score Excerpt 78 (bars 1, 3

and 5))re7, just as identified in Kujawy village mazurkas. Consequently, the first and/or

second beats of the bar, most commonly both of them, are slightly shortened in duration

to the gain of the third beat, thus communicating a subtle quickening and compensatory

196 As identified earlier, the

density are ) lln ,) ) D ,

Table 2).

patterns of even density are JJIJT), J J J an¿ J., the patterns of increasing
J ll and J J , an¿ the four-note pattern of reversing density ¡s J JJ J qsee

197 ¡o¡" that, in Score Excerpt 78, the one-bar rhythm based on the pattern J J J] in the melody and
suggested text (bars l, 3 and 5) features the modification of a weak third-beat emphasis.
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slackening of tempo. By slackening the tempo here, perfonners are able to spend more

time over notes or suggested syllables which, due to their close proximity to each other,

might otherwise have been difficult to articulate clearly. Hence, Hasten-Linger, when

applied in the Kujawy style to the first of the two one-bar rhythms identified above, aids

the expression of the melody and suggested text in Chopin's mazurkas by clarifying

their articulation, just as it did for the melody and text in Kujawy village mazurkas.

Score Excerpt 78. Mazurka in E minor Op. 41 No. I by Chopin, Subject A, Sentence A
(bars 1-8) with added rubato symbols (n and u).

Andantino op. 41 nr 1

By contrast, for Hasten-Linger to be applied in the Kujawy style to the second of
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quavers of the melody's and suggested text's pattern, and the lingering over either the

third and fourth quavers ( ITTTD ) (see Score ExcerptTg (bar 19)) or, more

commonly, the fifth and sixth quavers of this pattern ç JJJJT ) (see Score Excerpt 79

(bar 23)), as identified in Kujawy village mazurkas. Consequently, the first beat of the

bar is slightly shortened in duration to the gain of the second or third beats, thus

communicating a subtle quickening and compensatory slackening of tempo. By

slackening the tempo here, perfonners are able to highlight a part of the melody and

suggested text which, in Kujawy village mazurkas, featured a return to the

communication of meaningful, rather than nonsensical words. Hence, Hasten-Linger,

when applied in the Kujawy style to the second of the two rhythms identified above,

aids the expression of the melody and suggested text in Chopin's mazurkas, not by

clarifying their articulation, as it did when applied to the first one-bar rhythm, but by

emphasising their focal points to listeners, just as it did for the melody and text in

Kujawy village mazurkas.

Score Excerpt 79. Mazurka in F sharp minor Op. 59 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 17-24) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Throughout the application of Hasten-Linger to the above one-bar rhythms, the

suggested dance movements in Chopin's mazurkas, for the Kujawy style of applying

Hasten-Linger to be maintained, need to be synchronised with the melody and suggested

text. For example, during the application of Hasten-Linger to the first one-bar rhythm

identified above, the suggested dance movements' pattern of three crotchets needs to be

synchronised with the melody's and suggested text's pattern ) ) n, the hastening thus

needing to occur through the first and/or second crotchets of their pattern, most

commonly both of them, and the lingering over the third crotchet of their pattern
r"r î

( J J J ), as identified in Kujawy village mazurkas (see Score Excerpt 78 cited earlier

(bars 1, 3 and 5)). Similarly, during the application of Hasten-Linger to the second one-

bar rhythm identified above, the suggested dance movements' pattern of three crotchets

needs to be synchronised with the melody's and suggested text's pattern JJJJJ] , th"

hastening thus needing to occur through the first crotchet of their pattern, and the

lingering over either the second crotchet 1 ) ) ) ) (see Score Excerpt 79 cited

previously (bar l9)) or, more commonly, the third crotchet of their pattern 1 J J J ¡

(see Score Excerpt 79 cited previously (bat 23)), again, as identified in Kujawy village

mazurkas. Consequently, the first and./or second beats of the bar are slightly shonened in

duration to the gain of the second or third beats, as in the melody and suggested text,

thus communicating a subtle quickening and compensatory slackening of tempo. The

quickening of tempo here, however, if started on the first beat of the bar, is often

detrimental to the expression of the suggested dance movements, since the particular

dance movement suggested here is the one in Kujawy village mazurkas which required

the greatest amount of time to execute clearly, namely the arc-shaped foot-slide. Hence,

even if beneficial to the melody's and suggested text's expression, Hasten-Linger needs

to be used with caution in Chopin's mazurkas, as it was in Kujawy village mazurkas,

due to the harm it may cause to the expression of the suggested dance movements.

Clearly, Linger-Hasten and Hasten-Linger, when applied in the Kujawy style to

the one-bar rhythms of Chopin's mazurkas, are each strongly associated with particular
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one-bar rhythms, just as in Kujawy village mazurkas. Linger-Hasten is strongly

associated with one-bar rhythms which are distinctive to the mazurka, particularly the

"mazurka rhythm" based on the pattern D ) ), whilst Hasten-Linger is strongly

associated with one-bar rhythms which are non-distinctive to the mazurka, particularly

rhose based on the patterns ) ) n un¿ JJTJJ] . Their application to these one-bar

rhythms, when modelled on the Kujawy style, aids the expression of at least two of the

three elements affected by it, namely melody, suggested text and suggested dance

movements. Most effective in this respect and thus by far the most popular of the two

ways of applying rubato, as found in Kujawy village mazurkas, is Linger-Hasten. Its

application to those one-bar rhythms which are distinctive to the mazurka aids the

expression of all three elements equally, thus allowing synchronisation between them,

without one of them having to sacrifice its expression for the sake of the others. Thus,

rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas, when applied in the style of

Kujawy village mazurkas, that is, the style most likely to have inspired it, depends

largely upon the kinds of one-bar rhythms to which it is applied. If the one-bar rhythms

are distinctive to the mazurka, rubato may be applied frequently and usually takes the

form of Linger-Hasten, whereas if the one-bar rhythms are non-distinctive to the

mazurka, rubato may be applied much less frequently and usually takes the form of

Hasten-Linger.

According to its style of application in Kujawy, however, rubato within the time

frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas does not always have to be applied as identified

above, nor does its application have to be constant. As found in Kujawy village

mazurkas, Linger-Hasten and Hasten-Linger may sometimes be applied to one-bar

rhythms with which they are not strongly associated, and their application may be

started and stopped at whim. This is due to the fact that the Kujawy style of rubato

application, as established in Part I, is founded upon improvisation. Linger-Hasten and

Hasten-Linger are thus spontaneously varied in application to suit the mood of the
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moment. Such spontaneity is in keeping with the improvisatory spirit, not only of the

Kujawy people, but of Chopin himself.

Let us now proceed to the second part of this section, in order to determine how

Linger-Hasten and Hasten-Linger, according to their style of application in Kujawy, may

be improvised during the performance of Chopin's mazurkas.

2.The Bar in the Context of the Temporal Whole

The improvisation of rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas,

according to Kujawy guidelines for its practice identified in Part I, may vary according

to the category of sentences in which it is practised. As established earlier in this

chapter, there are three main categories of sentences in Chopin's mazurkas. To repeat

here for convenience, they are: firstly, sentences constructed entirely from one-bar

rhythms distinctive to the mazurka, hence of strong mazurka character; secondly,

sentences constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka,

hence of weak mazurka character; and thirdly, sentences constructed from a mixture of

one-bar rhythms distinctive and non-distinctive to the mazurka, hence of moderate

mazurka character. Since these three categories of sentences differ from each other in

rhythmic content and hence character, it is natural that they should also differ from each

other in their use of rubato, including its improvisation. In order to explore these

differences, let us now examine the improvisation of rubato, as practised according to

Kujawy guidelines, in each category of sentences in turn.

First, let us look at the improvisation of rubqto in the first category of sentences,

that is, in sentences constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms distinctive to the

mazurka, and hence of strong mazurka character. These sentences, as noted earlier, are

most common to subjects resembling the vocal mazurkas of Kujawy. They may feature

rubato frequently, according to Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, especially
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when slow in tempo, like the sentence shown in Score Excerpt 801e8, or when

constituting or containing repetition, like the sentence shown in Score Excerpt 81.

Chopin's placement of the term rubato over repeated material in the latter sentence

confirms ihat rubato may be applied frequently 1þs¡s.lee Since the sentences under

discussion here are constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms distinctive to the

mazurka, rubato may most often be applied in the way strongly associated with these

one-bar rhythms, namely Linger-Hasten. Occasionally, however, according to Kujawy

guidelines for its improvisation, rubato may be applied in the way not strongly

associated with these one-bar rhythms, namely Hasten-Linger. Significantly, as found in

Kujawy village mazurkas, such unusual rubato application, whilst spontaneous, may

occur only in the context of particular two-bar sub-phrases. This may be clearly seen, if

we now focus on the improvisation of rubato in the context of two-bar sub-phrases.

Score Excerpt 80. Mazurka in G minor Op.24 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject C, Sentence C
(bars 33-40).
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Score Excerpt 81. Mazurka in B flat major Op. 7 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 45-52).

(3)

poco røII.

As identified earlier in this chapter, there are two main types of sub-phrases in the

first category of sentences. The first type, as established earlier, consists of two one-bar

rhythms based on patterns with the same kind of density, specifically either the five-note

pattern of reversing density or patterns of decreasing density, most commonly

D) )of the "mazurkarhythm" 1e.g. JJj )lD)J an¿ n))lD) ).During

performance of these sub-phrases, rubato, according to Kujawy guidelines for its

improvisation, may frequently be applied at whim to either one or both of the two

constituent one-bar rhythms, especially the "mazurka rhythm". As found in Kujawy

village mazurkas, however, it may be applied only in the way strongly associated with

the two constituent one-bar rhythms, namely Linger-Hasten (see Score Excerpts 32 (CD

Example 15) and 83 (CD Example 16)). Hence, no unusual rubato application may

occur in this context.

>
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Score Excerpt 82. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 63 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 33-48) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Score Excerpt 83. Mazurka in B flat minor Op.24 No. 4 by Chopin, Subject E
(bars 115-130) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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By contrast, in the context of the second type of sub-phrase, there may occur

unusual rubato application. As established earlier, the second type of sub-phrase

consists of two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with different kinds of density,

specifically a pattern of decreasing density, most commonty Jl J J of the "mazurka

rhythm", and the five-note pattern of reversing density t".g. IJJIJ I J:JJ , Dl ItJJ:
an¿ Jl ) Dl DJ ¡. ouring performance of these sub-phrase s, rubato,according to

Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, may frequently be applied as for sub-phrases of

the first type. Thus, it may frequently be applied at whim to either one or both of the two

constituent one-bar rhythms in the way strongly associated with them, namely Linger-

Hasten (see Score Excerpt 84 (bars 4344,49-50, 5l-52) (CD Example 17) and Score

Excerpt 85 (bars 35-36,4344) (CD Example l8)). In addition to Linger-Hasten,

however, Hasten-Linger may also be applied here. As found in Kujawy village
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mazurkas, even though Hasten-Linger is not strongly associated with either of the two

constituent one-bar rhythms, it may still occasionally be applied to one of them (see

Score Excerpt 86 (bars 57-58, 6l-62) (CD Example 19) and Score Excerpt 87 (bars 11-

12) (CD Example 20)). Hence, in the first category of sentences in Chopin's mazurkas,

unusual rubato application may occur exclusively in the context of the second type of

sub-phrase, Hasten-Linger then applicable to one of the two constituent one-bar rhythms

at whim.

Score Excerpt 84. Mazurka in G major Op. 50 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject C (bars 4I-56)
with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Score Excerpt 85. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 6 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject C
(bars 33-48) with added rubato symbols (n and ur).
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Score Excerpt 86. Mazurka in E major Op. 6 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject E (bars 49-64)
with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Next, let us look at the improvisation of rubato in the second category of

sentences, that is, in sentences constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms non-

distinctive to the mazurka, and hence of weak mazurka character. These sentences, as

noted earlier, may be found only in subjects resembling the instrumental mazurkas of

Kujawy. In contrast to sentences in the first category, they may feature rubato

extremely infrequently, according to Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, if at all.

The fact that Chopin did not mark the term rubato on second-category sentences

confirms that rubato may hardly ever feature here. Indeed, according to Kujawy

guidelines for its improvisation, rubato may feature so rarely in these sentences that it

may be applied only to the one-bar rh¡hm based on the pattern fffÏn, and only in

the way strongly associated with this one-bar rhythm, namely Hasten-Linger.

Furthermore, as found in Kujawy village mazurkas, the application of rubatohere,

whilst spontaneous, is limited to the context of particular two-bar sub-phrases. This

may be clearly seen, if we again focus on the improvisation of rubato in the context of

two-bar sub-phrases.

As identified earlier in this chapter, sub-phrases in the second category of

sentences, like those in the first category, may be divided into two main types. The first

type, as established earlier, consists of two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with the

same kind of density, specifically patterns of even density or patterns of increasing

densiry, rhe former mosr common (e.g. IffnlÏIlil un¿ JJÏJ'JI lJ. ¡. ouring

performance of these sub-phrases, rubato, according to Kujawy guidelines for its

improvisation, may hardly ever be applied. As found in Kujawy village mazurkas, only

during performance of one particular sub-phrase, specificalty JJIJT)IJIJIIJ 
^uy

Hasten-Linger occasionally be applied to either one or both of the two constituent one-

bar rhythms (see Score Excerpt 88 (bars 38-39) (CD Example 21) and Score Excerpt 89

(bars 1 3 I-132) (CD Example 22)). Hence, rubato may feature only occasionally in this

context.
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Score Excerpt 88. Mazurka in A flat major Ap.24 No. 3 by Chopin, Coda (bars 36-43)
with added rubato symbols (n and v).
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Score Excerpt 89. Mazurka in D major Op. 33 No. 3 by Chopin, Coda, Sentence D'
(bars 129-135) with added rubato symbols (n and u.r).
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two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with different kinds of density, specifically a

palern of even density and a pattern of increasing density (".g. J tTJ I J J J unO

J J t I [fffn ). During performance of these sub-phrase s, rubato, according to

Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, may never be applied (see Score Excerpt 90

(CD Example 23)). As found in Kujawy village mazurkas, only during performance of

a sub-phrase never used in Chopin's mazurkas, specifically ffÏDl )il, may

Hasten-Linger occasionally be applied to the first of the two constituent one-bar

rhythms. Hence, in the second category of sentences in Chopin's mazurkas, the

application of rubato, specifically Hasten-Linger, is limited to the context of just one

sub-phrase of the first type ¿IJIIJ IJIIfi ¡'

Score Excerpt 90. Mazurka in B major Op. 63 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject C (bars 25-32).
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Finally, let us look at the improvisation of rubato in the third category of

Sentences, that is, in sentences constructed from a mixture of one-bar rhythms

distinctive and non-distinctive to the mazurka, and hence of moderate mazurka

character. These sentences, as noted earlier, are equally common to subjects resembling

Kujawy vocal mazurkas and subjects resembling Kujawy instrumental mazurkas. In

contrast to sentences in the second category, they may feature rubato frequently,

according to Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, almost as frequently as sentences

d,im+ts
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in the first category, especially when slow in tempo, like the sentence shown in Score

Excerpt 91, or when constituting or containing repetition, like the second sentence of

each subject shown in Score Excerpts 43 (cited earlier), 44 (cited earlier), 92 and93.

Chopin's placement of the term rubato at the beginning of all of the sentences just

mentioned confirms that rubato may be applied frequently there. Since the sentences

under discussion here are constructed from both one-bar rhythms distinctive and non-

distinctive to the mazurka, they may feature both ways of applying rubato, namely

Linger-Hasten and Hasten-Linger. According to Kujawy guidelines for their

improvisation, both ways of applying rubato, whilst most often applicable to the one-

rhythms with which they are strongly associated, may also be applied unusually. As

found in Kujawy village mazurkas, however, unusual rubato application here, like that

in the first category of sentences, may occur only in the context of particular two-bar

sub-phrases. This may be clearly seen, if we focus, once again, on the improvisation of

rubato in the context of two-bar sub-phrases'

Score Excerpt 91. Mazurka in G minor Op.24 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject A, Sentence A
(bars 1-8).
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Score Excerpt 92. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 6 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 57-72).
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Score Excerpt 93. Mazurka in C major Op.24 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject C (bars 2I-36)
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As identified earlier, sub-phrases in the third category of sentences, like those in

the first and second categories, may be divided into two main types. The first type, as

established earlier, consists of two one-bar rhythms based on pattems with the same

kind of density. The two one-bar rh¡hms may be either both distinctive to the mazurka

as in the first category (e.g. D ) )l l) ) ) ¡,but more often varied in combination (e.g,

dr.
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il ll Ïil and JJT))I !n) ), or both non-distinctive to the mazurka as in the

second category 1e.g. lfTIT)l!Ïn ), but, again, more often varied in combination

(" e. J )Dl )Jll und )JJrJIJIIJI ¡

If the two one-bar rhythms are both distinctive to the mazurka, rubato, according

to Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, may frequently be applied at whim to either

one or both of them, especially the "mazurka rhythm"2OO, just as in the first category of

sentences. Unlike in the first category, however, Linger-Hasten is not the only way in

which rubato may be applied to the two one-bar rhythms. Sometimes, as found in

Kujawy village mazurkas, Hasten-Linger may be applied to one of them, even though it

is not strongly associated with them (see Score Excerpt 94 (bars 4546) (CD Example

24) and Score Excerpt 95 (bars 27-28) (CD Example 25)), unusual rubato application

thus acceptable here.

200 The "mazurka rhythm", as readers may recall, is based on the pattern JJ J .J
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Score Excerpt 94. Mazurka in G sharp minor op. 33 No. 1 by chopin, Subject A
(bars 37-48) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Score Excerpt 95. Mazurka in A flat major Op. 41 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 17-32) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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By contrast, if the two one-bar rhythms are both non-distinctive to the mazurka,

rubato, according to Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, may be applied almost as

rarely as in the second category of sentences, and, as in the second category, never

unusually. In fact, as found in Kujawy village mazurkas, only if the two one-bar

rhythms are based on either the pattern Ífffn, as in the second category, or a pattern

of increasing density may rubato occasionally be applied to either one or both of them,

and even then, only in the way strongly associated with them, namely Hasten-Linger
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(see Score Excerpt 96 (bars 199-2OO,2OI-2O2) (CD Example 26) and Score Exce¡pt

97 (bars 17-18,25-26) (CD Example2T)). Hence, in the context of the first type of

sub-phrase, unusual rubato application may occur only when both constituent one-bar

rhythms are distinctive to the mazurka, Hasten-Linger then applicable to one of them at

whim.

Score Excerpt 96. Mazurka in C minor Op. 56 No. 3 by Chopin, Coda, Sentences J
(bars 189-196) and J'(bars 191-204) with added rubato symbols
(n and u).
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Score Excerpt 97. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 63 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars 17-32) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Greater variety of unusual rubato application may occur in the context of the

second type of sub-phrase. As established earlier, the second type of sub-phrase consists

of two one-bar rhythms based on patterns with different kinds, rather than the same kind

of density. The two one-bar rhythms may be both distinctive to the mazurka as in the

first category of sentences (e.g. ilDl il) ), but more often varied in combination

@.g.lii,ÐlIIil ), both non-distinctive to the mazurka as in the second category of
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sentences (".g. J lfll I J J J ¡, but, again, more often varied in combination (e.g.

Ífif IJJI u"¿ ) ) Dl ) D ) ), or, exclusive to the third category of sentences, one

distinctive and one non-distinctive to the mazurka (e.g. ilDl ITTTI| , ) )lIJ J un¿

.IIJJ IIJJ ;

If the two one-bar rh¡hms are both distinctive to the mazurka, rubato, according

to Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, may be applied as for this pair of one-bar

rhythms in the first category of sentences. Thus, as in the first category, it may

frequently be applied at whim to either one or both one-bar rhythms, most often in the

way strongly associated with them, namely Linger-Hasten (see Score Excerpt 98 (bars

17-18, 2l-22) (CD Example 28) and Score Excerpt 99 (bars 17-18) (CD Example

29)). Additionally, as in the first category, Hasten-Linger may occasionally be applied

to one of them (see Score Excerpt 99 (bars l9-2O) (CD Example 29)), unusual rubato

application thus acceptable here.

Scole Excerpt 98. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 6 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject B
(barc 17-24) with added rubato symbols (n and ut).
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Score Excerpt 99. Mazurka in C minor Op. 56 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject B (bars 17-24)
with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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By contrast, if the two one-bar rhythms are both non-distinctive to the mazurka,

rubato, according to Kujawy guidelines for its improvisation, may never be applied

unusually, just as in the second category of sentences. Unlike in the second category,

however, it may still occasionally be applied to one of these one-bar rhythms, provided

that, as found in Kujawy village mazurkas, it is applied to a one-bar rhythm based on a

pattern of increasing density which is paired with a one-bar rhythm based on the pattern

) n ) 20r, and it is applied in the way strongly associated with this one-bar rhythm,

201 In Kuiawy village mazurkas, rubato, as discovered in Part I, may also be applied to a one-bar rhythm
based on the pattern Íffm which is paired with a one-bar rhythm based on the pattern J J] J . slnce,
however, this pair of one-bar rhythms, as noted earlier, does not exist in Chopin's mazurkas, rubato may
not be applied to it here.
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namely Hasten-Linger (see Score Excerpt 100 (bars 9-10) (CD Example 30)), unusual

rubato application thus not occurring here.

Score Excerpt 100. Mazurka in E minor Op. 41 No. 1 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-16) with added rubato symbols (n and u).

Andantino op.41 nr 1

t

4
5

Unusual rubato application may occur, however, when, exclusive to the third

category of sentences, one of the two one-bar rhythms is distinctive to the mazurka and

the other is non-distinctive to the mazurka. In fact, it is such pairs of one-bar rhythms

which, according to Kujawy guidelines for the improvisation of rubato, may inspire the

greatest variety of unusual rubato application from perforrners. As found in Kujawy

village mazurkas, although performers may often apply Linger-Hasten to the one-bar

rhythm distinctive to the mazurka and/or Hasten-Linger to the one-bar rhythm non-

distinctive to the mazurka (see Score Excerpt 101 (bars I-2, 5-6) (CD Example 31),

Score Excerpt 102 (bars 33-34,35-36, 4142,4344) (cD Example 32) and score

?
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Excerpt 103 (bars l3-I4,17-18) (CD Example 33)), they may also make unusual use

of rubato. Specifically, they may apply at whim either Hasten-Linger to the one-bar

rhythm distinctive to the mazurka (see Score Excerpt 104 (bars 9-10) (CD Example

34)) or, uniquely here, Linger-Hasten to the one-bar rhythm non-distinctive to the

mazurka (see Score Excerpt 105 (bars 6I-62) (CD Example 35)). Hence, in the third

category of sentences, unusual rubato application may occur in the contexts of both

types of sub-phrases, so long as at least one of the two constituent one-bar rhythms is

distinctive to the mazurka, performers then free to apply at whim either Hasten-Linger

to a one-bar rhythm distinctive to the mazurka or Linger-Hasten to a one-bar rhythm

non-distinctive to the mazurka, the latter unique to this category.

Score Excerpt 101. Mazurka in C sharp minor Op. 6 No. 2 by Chopin, Introduction
(bars 1-8) with added rubato symbols (n and v).
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Score Excerpt 102. Mazurka in A minor Dbop. 42r- by Chopin, Subject C (bars 33-48)
with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Score Excerpt 103. Mazurka in A flat major Op.24 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject B
(bars l3-20) plus Link (bars 2l-24) with added rubato symbols
(n and u).
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Score Excerpt 104. Mazurka in F sharp minor Op. 59 No. 3 by Chopin, Subject A
(bars 1-16) with added rubato symbols (n and u).
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Score Excerpt 105. Mazurka in C major Op.24 No. 2 by Chopin, Subject D
(barc 5712) with added rubato symbols (n and v).

a tempo
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Clearly, the improvisation of rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's

mazurkas, when practised according to Kujawy guidelines, that is, the guidelines upon

which it is most likely to have been based, is determined largely by the category of

sentences in which it is practised. First-category sentences, that is, sentences constructed

entirely from one-bar rhythms distinctive to the mazurka, signify that rubato may

frequently be applied to any one-bar rhythm, especially the "mazurka rhythm", so long

as it is almost always applied in the way strongly associated with this one-bar rhythm,

namely Linger-Hasten. only in the context of the second type of sub-phrase may

performers apply rubato unusually, specifically Hasten-Linger to one of the two

constituent one-bar rhythms at whim. By contrast, second-category sentences, that is,
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sentences constructed entirely from one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka,

signify that rubato may occasionally be applied only to the one-bar rhythm based on the

parrern lÍffn in the context of the sub-phrase fÏnlffifiD, and only in the way

strongly associated with this one-bar rhythm, namely Hasten-Linger. Thus, performers

may not apply rubato unusually here. Third-category sentences, however, that is,

sentences constructed from a mixture of one-bar rhythms distinctive and non-distinctive

to the mazurka, signify that rubato may be applied almost as frequently as in first-

category sentences, the frequency of rubato application significantly lower only in the

context of sub-phrases consisting of two one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the

mazurka. Additionally, they signify that rubato may be applied with great variety,

indeed, with much greater variety than in first-category sentences, due to the opportunity

for unusual rubato application, not only in the context of the second type of sub-phrase

as in first-category sentences, but also in the context ofthe first type, provided that at

least one of the two constituent one-bar rhythms is distinctive to the mazurka.

Performers may then apply at whim either Hasten-Linger to a one-bar rhythm distinctive

to the mazurka or, exclusive to this category, Linger-Hasten to a one-bar rhythm non-

distinctive to the mazurka. Thus, the three categories of sentences in Chopin's

mazurkas, in particular, the kinds of one-bar rhythms employed there and the pairing

together of these one-bar rhythms into sub-phrases, provide directions on how rubato

within the time frame of a bar may be improvised during performance, and therefore

serve as indications for it in Chopin's scores.

Thus concludes this chapter and hence the second part of this thesis. This part, in

addressing the second question arising from the hypothesis, found that knowledge of

Kujawy village mazurkas helps us understand both the structure and rhythm of

Chopin's mazurkas, including, in the case of rhythm, rubato within the time frame of a

bar'. Chapter 3 found that the structure of Chopin's mazurkas contains many

components which, through their length, endings, number of notes or slurring, suggest

interaction between text, melody and dance movements. Similarly, Chapter 4 found
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that the rhythm of Chopin's mazurkas is composed of three layers of distinctive, self-

contained one-bar rhythms which, through their patterning, suggest interaction between

text, melody and dance movements. Additionally, and most significantly, it found that

there are indications in Chopin's scores for applying rubato to these one-bar rhythms,

indications which, whilst providing performers with directions on rubato application,

allow them to vary it from one performance to the next, in keeping with Chopin's

improvisatory spirit. Hence, the knowledge of Kujawy village mazurkas which we

gained in Part I, particularly of the interaction there between text, melody and dance

movements, has proven to be most significant in helping us understand rubato within

the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.
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CONCLUSIONS

The preceding two parts of this thesis thoroughly explored the hypothesis that the

interaction of text, melody and dance movements in Kujawy village mazurkas provides

a key to understanding rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.

From this study, we have gained, broadly speaking, four new insights into Chopin's

rubato within the time frame of a bar.

Firstly, we have learned that there are two main ways in which rubato within the

time frame of a bar may be applied to Chopin's mazurkas. By far the most common

way, namely Linger-Hasten, is strongly associated with one-bar rhythms distinctive to

the mazurka, in contrast to the least common way, namely Hasten-Linger, which is

strongly associated with one-bar rhythms non-distinctive to the mazurka.

Secondly, we have learned that the aim of applying rubato within the time frame

of a bar to Chopin's mazurkas is to aid the expression of the melody, its suggested text,

and the dance movements suggested by the accompaniment. Whilst the application of

Hasten-Linger to its associated one-bar rhythms aids the expression of the melody and

suggested text, the application of Linger-Hasten to its associated one-bar rhythms also

aids the expression of the suggested dance movements, hence the predominance of

Linger-Hasten.

Thirdly, we have learned that the communication of rubato within the time frame

of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas may be achieved more effectively by the suggested dance

movements than by the melody or suggested text. For example, during the application

of Linger-Hasten to the "mazurka rhythm", modified by a second-beat duiational

emphasis, the melody and suggested text are unable to make clear to listeners the end of

the hastening. This is because, in their patterning ( n ) )¡, tt 
"y 

do not articulate the

particular beat of the bar whose arrival on time marks the end of the hastening, that is,

the third beat. The suggested dance movements, however, do articulate this beat in their
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.ttl.
patterning ( .) ¿ ¿ ), and, therefore, are able to make clear to listeners the end of the

hastening.

Fourthly and finally, we have learned that the main indications for rubato within

the time frame of a bar in the scores of Chopin's mazurkas are the three categories of

sentences, in particular, their constituent one-bar rhythms and the pairing together of

these one-bar rhythms into sub-phrases. These indications direct performers on how

frequently to apply rubato, and whether to apply Linger-Hasten or Hasten-Linger. At

the same time, they allow performers to vary the application of rubato from one

performance to the next, in keeping with Chopin's improvisatory spirit.

Significantly, the above insights have helped to elucidate those aspects of

Chopin's rubato identified in the Introduction as unclear to us.

For example, we now understand better why Chopin's application of rubato to

many of his mazurkas, such as Op. 33 No. 2, gave listeners the impression of 2/4 or 4/4,

rather than the notated 3/4 metre.It was most likely because, during his application of

Linger-Hasten to the "mazurka rhythm" modified by a second-beat durational emphasis,

listeners were focussing more on the pattern in the melody and suggested text

( Jîi ) ¡ tnun on that in the suggested dance movement, ( I i J ¡. n, shown in this

thesis, the pattern in the melody and suggested text, in contrast to that in the suggested

dance movements, is metrically ambiguous. The group of two subtly lengthened

quavers, beginning on the first beat of the bar, and the subsequent subtly shortened

dotted crotchet, beginning on the second beat ofthe bar, since each lasts for about the

same amount of time, may each be perceived by listeners as representing one whole beat

or perhaps, in the case of slower mazurkas, two whole beats. Therefore, when listeners

hear the final quaver of the pattern, they may perceive it as articulating the arrival of a

new beat. Once they realise, however, that this quaver lasts for an amount of time which

is too short to represent a beat, they may, in the confusion of the moment, disregard this
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amount of time altogether. Consequently, at such moments, they may perceive the metre

tobe2/4 or 4/4, rather than the notated3l4.

'We also now understand better the meaning of the term rubato in the scores of

Chopin's mazurkas. From previous studies, we had learned that there are two different

contexts in which Chopin marked the term rubato, firstly, at the beginning of a mazurka

(Op.24 No. 1, Op.67 No. 3), and secondly, at repeated material in a mazurka (Op. 6

No. 1 (bar 9), Op. 6 No. 2 (bar 65), Op.l No. 1 (bar 49), Op. 7 No. 3 (bars 17 and 93),

Op.24 No. 2 (bar 29)). The type of rubato which Chopin had in mind here, however,

had not been established. This thesis has brought us closer to establishing this type. It

has shown that both the contexts in which Chopin marked the term rubato coincide with

points at which rubato within the time frame of a bar may be applied particularly

frequently. The first context coincides with first- or third-category sentences which are

relatively slow in tempo, identified in this thesis as places where rubato within the time

frame of a bar may be applied particularly frequently, whilst the second context

coincides with first- or third-category sentences which constitute or contain repetition,

again, identified in this thesis as those points at which this kind of rubato may be

applied particularly frequently. Hence, there is strong evidence to suggest that the term

rubato in the scores of Chopin's mazurkas refers to rubato within the time frame of a

bar.

Additionally, we can now verify that, as suspected by music scholars, there are,

indeed, other indications for rubato within the time frame of a bar in the scores of

Chopin's mazurkas, specifically the three categories of sentences, their constituent one-

bar rhythms and the pairing together of these one-bar rhythms into sub-phrases. These

indications, like those for Chopin's other two types of rubato discussed in the

Introduction, primarily serve other ends. In fact, primarily, they serve as components of

structure or rhythm. Hence, their directions on rubato application may not even be

noticed during performance, unless performers have the knowledge required to identify
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them. As shown in this thesis, performers need to understand the interaction in Kujawy

village mazurkas between text, melody and dance movements; it is this interaction

which provides a key to understand\ng rubato within the time frame of a bar in

Chopin's mazurkas.

Although this thesis has provided new insights into this type of rubato, further

research needs to be undertaken into it. For example, research needs to be undertaken

into how it was applied in the earliest recordings of Chopin's mazurkas. Notable

amongst these recordings are those by the Polish pianists Aleksander Michalowski

(1851-1938) and Raoul Koczalski (1885-1948), both of whom studied with Chopin's

student Mikuli (see Methuen-Campbell 198l: 7l-77). These recordings, since they

were made by students of a Chopin student, may feature a style of rubato application

founded upon that of Chopin. Hence, from these recordings, it may be possible to

identify some of the features of Chopin's style of rubato application. It may then be

interesting to compare these features with those of the style of rubato application in

Kujawy village mazurkas, since it was this style which most likely inspired Chopin.

Any features found to be different from those in Kujawy village mazurkas will require

further investigation.

Research also needs to be undertaken into the other two types of rubato in

Chopin's mazurkas, and how they might be used in combination with the type studied

here. The other two types of rubato, as identified in the Introduction, are, firstly, the

type which affects only the melody, and secondly, the type which, like the type

investigated here, affects the entire musical substance, but whose application begins and

ends in different bars, rather than in the same one. Since rubato within the time frame of

a bar in Chopin's mazurkas involves close interaction between three elements, namely

melody, suggested text and suggested dance movements, so too might the other two

types of rubato found there. If so, then they may be studied by means of the same
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method, that is, by examining motion through time, this method being applicable to all

three elements.

Additionally, this method may be used to study rubato in other works by Chopin,

considering that many of them contain at least two of the above three elements,

specifically melody and suggested text and/or suggested dance movements. Examples

of these works are his ballades, polonaises, écossaises, waltzes and concerti. This

method may also be used to study rubato in works by other composers, since many of

them also contain at least two of the above three elements, even if the suggested

elements are only vaguely and intermittently perceptible. Examples of these works are

sonatas by Mozart (1756-1191), waltzes by Liszt (1811-1886), the habanera-influenced

La soirée dans Grenadeby Debussy (1862-1918) and Improvisations on Hungarian

Peasant Songs by Bartók (1881-1945).lf rubato in such works is studied through this

method in the future, performers may learn how to apply it, not only musically, but also

with due sense of poetry and dance.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF CHOPIN'S MAZURKAS

A(i) Mazurkas published during Chopin's lifetime, as presented in Series A, Volume 4
of the Polish National Edition of Chopin's works (see Ekier I974: 4446).

202 1¡¡r Mazurka in C major does not feature in the earliest impression of the first French, German and English

editions of Chopin's works. lt appears in the successive impression of the first French edition as Op. 6 No. 5, and

in the successive impression of the first German edition as Op. 7 No. 5. Editors of the Polish National Edition
believe that the first French edition is most likely to accord with Chopin's intentions, since "Chopin remained in
direct contact with his French publisher" (Ekier & Kamiúski 1998c: l0)'

203 ¡6o0. is an abbreviation ofthe Polish phrase "dzielo bez opttsu" which means "work without opus number"

204 1¡¡r mazurka is usually identified as "from the album Notre Temps", the album in which it was first published

in Germany (1842).In the Polish National Edition, however, it is identified as "from the album I'a France

Musicale", the album in which it was first published in France (1841). Its score in the Polish National Edition is

based largely on the version in which it appears in the albumL¿ France Musicale, hence its identification by this

album's name (Ekier & Kamirîski 1998c:20-21).

Opus
Number

Title Date of
Composition

op.6 Five Mazurkas (ff, c#, E, eÞ, Czo2¡ Before 1832

Op.7 Four Mazurkas (Btr, a, I Aþ) Before 1832

op. t7 Four Mazurkas (Bn, e, Aþ, a) Before 1833

Op.24 Four Mazurkas (g, C, Aþ, bþ) 1833-1836

Op.30 Four Mazurkas (c, b, Dþ, c#) 1 835-l 837

Op.33 Four Mazurkas (gf, C, D, b) 1836-1838

Op.4l Four Mazurkas (e, B, Ab, cf) 1838-1839

Dbop.
42A2o3

Mazurka in A minor (dedicated to his friend Emile
Gaillard)

1839-1840

Dbop
428

Mazurka in A Minor (from the album La France
Musicale)2oa

1839-1841

Op.50 Three Mazurkas (G, An, cf) r84r-1842

Op.56 Three Mazurkas (8, C, c) 1843
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op.59 Three Mazurkas (a, Ar, f#) 1845

Op.63 Three Mazurkas (8, f, cf) t846

A(ii) Mazurkas which were not formally published until after Chopin's death, as

presented in Series B, Volume I of the Polish National Edition of Chopin's works (see

Ekier 1974:61-63).

20-5 rWN stands for Wydanie Narodowe lNationa] Editionl. In this edition, works which were not formally
published until after Chopin's death are numbered in chronological order WN I , WN 2, WN 3,. . . .WN 65

National
Edition No.

Title Op. No. by
Fontana

Date of
Completion

v/N 720s Mazurka in B flat maior 1825-r826

wN8 Mazurka in G malor r825-r826

V/N 13 Mazurka in A minor Op. 68 No. 2 c.1827

wN 24 Mazurka in C maior Op.68 No. 1 c. 1830

wN 25 Mazurka in F major Op. 68 No. 3 c.1830

wN 26 Mazurka in G major Op.67 No. I c.1830
(1835?)

wN 41 Mazurka in B flat major (dedicated
to Alexandrine Wolowska)

r832

wN 45 Mazurka in A flat major (from the
album of Maria Szymanowska)

1834

V/N 47 Mazurka in C maior Op.61 No. 3 1835

wN 59 Mazurka in A minor Op.6l No. 4 1846

wN 64 Mazurka in G minor Op. 67 No. 2 1848-1849

V/N 65 Mazurka in F minor Op.68 No.4 1849
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APPEIìDIX B

KEY TO SYMBOLS IN TRANSCRIPTIONS

The following symbols are used in the transcriptions of Kujawy village mazurka
melodies cited in this thesis (Pawlak in Krzy2aniak et aI. 1975: 14-15):

1l slight upward or downward deviation in pitch

upward or downward glissandi

)

breathing pause, slightly lengthening the duration of the
bar, thus disturbing the metre

breathing pause, without disturbing the metre

subtle lengthening and compensatory shortening of
rhythmic values

numerals above/below the stave, indicating the order in
which melodic variations are executed during repetition
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APPENÐIX C

STRUCTURE OF CHOPIN'S 43 MAZURKAS PUBLISHED DURING
HIS LIFETIME

(1)

MAZURKA

(2\

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 6 No. 1 I A A (bars 1-8) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars ll-24) J 2(D+ND)

A A (bars 25-32) J l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 3340) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 4148) 1 1

C'(bars 49-56) 1 1

m A A (bars 57-64) J l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 65-:72) -t l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 6 No. 2 I Intro Intro (bars l-8) 3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 9-16) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 11-24) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 25-32) 5 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 3340) I 1,2

C'(bars 4148) 1 t,2
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASB
TYPE

Op. 6 No. 2
(cont.)

n Intro Intro (bars 49-
56)

J 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 57-64) -t 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 65-12) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 6 No. 3 I A Intro (bars 1-4)
+ A (bars 5-8)

J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars l7-2O) 3 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 2l-28) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 29-32) 3 2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 33-40) 1 I 2

D D (bars 4148) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 49-56) 1 I 2

E (bars 57-64\ I 1,2

m A A (bars 65-68) 3 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 69-:76) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 77-80) J 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 81-86) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Coda F (bars 87-90) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 6 No.4 I A A (bars 1-8) 1 2
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB-PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 6 No.4
(cont.)

tr B B (bars 9-16) J 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 17-24) 1 2

Op. 6 No. 5 Intro Intro (bars 1-4) 2 I

A A (bars 5-12) 3 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND)

A'(bars 13-20) -1 l(D+D),
2(ND+ND)

Op.7No. I I A A (bars l-12) J l(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 13-24) J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 25-32) 1 1,2

A A (bars 3344) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

II C C (bars 45-52) I r,2

m A A (bars 53-64) J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op.7 No.2 I A A (bars 1-8) J l(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) J 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) J 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.7 No.2
(cont.)

I
(cont.)

A A'(bars 25-32) J 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 33-40) 1 1

D D (bars 41-48) 1 1

C C (bars 49-56) 1 1

Itr A A (bars 1-8) J 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 11-24) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A'(bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op.7 No. 3 I Intro Intro (bars 1-8) 3 2(D+ND)

A A (bars 9-1ó) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 17-24) J 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr B B (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
l(ND+ND),

2(D+D)

B (bars 33-40) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

C C (bars 41-48) I 1

C (bars 49-56\ 1 1
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SBNTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB-PHRASE
TYPE

Op.7 No. 3
(cont.)

tr
(cont.)

D D (bars 57-64) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 65-76) -t l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m Intro Intro (bars 77-
84)

J 2(D+ND)

A A (bars 85-92) J 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A' (bars 93-
10s)

3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op.7 No. 4 I A A (bars 1-8) 3 l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 9-16) J l(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 17-24) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

u C C (bars 25-32) J l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 33-36) J 2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 3744) J l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op.17 No. I I A A (bars 1-8) J 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 9-16) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 11-24) J 2(D+ND)

tr C Intro (bars 25-
28) + C (bars

29-36)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.17 No. 1

(cont.)
tr

(cont.)
C (cont.) C'(bars 3744) J 1(D+D),

2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 1-8) J 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 9-16) J l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 11-24) 3 2(D+ND)

Op. L7 No.2 I A A (bars l-tZ) 3 1(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 13-24) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

II B B (bars 25-36) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C C (bars 37-52) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m A A" (bars 53-
68)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op. 17 No. 3 I A A (bars 1-8) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D)

B B (bars 17-24) 3 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 17 No. 3
(cont.)

I
(cont.)

A (cont.) A'(bars 3340) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 4148) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

C'(bars 49-56\ I I

D D (bars 57-64) 3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C C (bars 65-72) J l(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

C' (bars 73-80) I 1

m A A (bars l-8) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) -t 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D)

B B (bars 17-24) 3 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 33-40) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op.17 No.4 I Intro Intro (bars l-4) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 5-12) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 17 No.4
(cont.)

I
(cont.)

A (cont.) A'(bars 13-20) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 2I-28) ) l(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 29-36) 3 1(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 3744) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 45-52) J l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 53-60) 3 1(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 61-68) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C'(bars 69-76) aJ 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C (bars 77-84) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C" (bars 85-
92)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 93-
100)

J 1(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 17 No.4
(cont.)

m
(cont.)

A (cont.) A'(bars 101-
108)

J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Coda D (bars 109-
1 16)

J 2(D+ND)

D' (bars 117-
128)

J 2(D+ND)

lntro (bars
r29-r32)

J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op. 24 No. I I A A (bars 1-8) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

II C C (bars 33-40) I I

C (bars 41-48) 1 1

m A A (bars 49-56) 5 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 57-64) 5 2(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op.24 No.2 I Intro Intro (bars 1-4) 2 1

A A (bars 5-12) 3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars l3-2O) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4')

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.24 No.2
(cont.)

I
(cont.)

C C (bars 2I-28) 3 2(D+ND)

C (bars 29-36) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 3144) J 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B' (bars 45-56) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr D D (bars 57-64) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 65-72) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 73-80) 3 1(D+D),
I(ND+ND)

E' (bars 81-88) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

m A A (bars 89-96) 3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 97-
104)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Coda Intro'(bars
10s-1 12)

2 I

Intro" (bars
1 13-120)

-) 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op.24 No.3 I A A (bars l-12) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr B B (bars 13-20)
+ Link (bars

2r-24)

J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 25-36) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4\

SENTBNCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.24 No.3
(cont.)

m
(cont.)

Coda C (bars 3643) 2 1

Op.24 No.4 I A Intro (bars 1-4)
+ A (bars 5-

t2)

3 l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 13-20) 3 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 2I-28) 3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B'(bars 29-36) 3 1(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 3144) J 2(D+ND)

A'(bars 45-52) J 2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 53-60) J 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 6l-76) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 7l-94) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

ru A Intro' (bars 95-
98) r.A (bars

e9-106)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 107-
114)

3 2(D+ND)

E E (bars 115-
122)

1 I

E'(bars 123-
130)

1 I

Coda F (bars 131-
r46)

1 1
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCB

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB-PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 30 No. I I A A (bars 1-8) 3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 9-16) aJ 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr B B (bars Il-24) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B'(bars 25-36) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 3744) 3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A' (bars 45-53) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 30 No. 2 I A A (bars 1-8) I I

A (bars 9-16) I I

B B (bars 17-24) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 33-40) 1 I

C (bars 41-48) I I

m B B (bars 49-56) J l(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B'(bars 57-64) 1 1 2

Op. 30 No. 3 I Intro Intro (bars 1-8) ^t 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

A A (bars 9-24) 1 I
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 30 No. 3
(cont.)

il B B (bars 25-32) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B'(bars 3340) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

C C (bars 4148) J l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C (bars 49-56) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 57-64) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 65-:72)
+ Link (bars

73-78)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

m A A'(bars 79-95) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 30 No. 4 I A Intro (bars 1-4)
+ A (bars 5-

t2)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars I3-2O) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 2I-32) I 1

C C (bars 33-40) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

C'(bars 4148) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C (bars 49-56) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

C'(bars 57-64) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 30 No.4
(cont.)

tr D D (bars 65-80) 3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 81-96) -t l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m A Intro (bars 97-
100) + A (bars

101-108)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 109-
1 16)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B' (bars 117-
132)

I 1

Coda E (bars 133-
139)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op.33 No. 1 I A A (bars I-12) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr B B (bars 13-20) 1 I

C C (bars 2I-28) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

C (bars 29-36) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 3148) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 33 No. 2 I A A (bars 1-8) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A' (bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTBNCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.33 No.2
(cont.)

tr B B (bars 17-24) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 1-8) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 33 No. 3 I A A (bars 1-8) 2 I , 2

A (bars 9-16) 2 I , 2

A'(bars 17-24) 2 I 2

A'(bars 25-32) 2 1 2

A (bars 3340) 2 r,2

A (bars 4148) 2 r,2

tr B B (bars 49-56) 1 1

B'(bars 57-64) I I

C C (bars 65-72) I I

m A A (bars 73-80) 2 I , 2

A (bars 81-88) 2 r,2

A'(bars 89-96) 2 1 2

A'(bars 97-
104)

2 I , 2

A (bars 105-
r12)

2 1 t 2

A (bars 1 13-
r20)

2 r,2
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 33 No.3
(cont.)

u
(cont.)

Coda D (bars 121-
128)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 129-
135)

2 1,2

Op. 33 No.4 I A A (bars I-12) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 13-24) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 25-36) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 3148) -f 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 49-56) J 2(D+ND)

B'(bars 57-64) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 65-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A' (bars 77-88) J 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 89-96) J 2(D+ND)

B' (bars 97-
104)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

il C C (bars 105-
r2o)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C (bars 121-
t36)

3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 137-
r44)

1 1

D'(bars 145-
rs2)

I I
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 33 No.4
(cont.)

tr
(cont.)

D (cont.) D (bars 153-
160)

1 I

D" (bars 161-
168)

1 I

m A A (bars 169-
180)

3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A" (bars 181-
192)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Coda E (bars 193-
200)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op.4l No. I I A A (bars 1-8) -t 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 9-16) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 11-24) 2 1,2

B (bars 25-32\ 2 r,2

tr C C (bars 33-40) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

trI B B (bars 4148) 2 1,2

B (bars 49-56) 2 1,2

A A (bars 57-68) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op.41 No.2 I A A (bars 1-4) I 1

B B (bars 5-8) 2 r,2

A A (bars 9-12) 1 1

B B'(bars 13-20) 2 1 2

A A (bars 2l-24) I 1
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.4l No.2
(cont.)

I
(cont.)

B B (bars 25-28) 2 I ,)

A A (bars 29-32) I 1

B B" (bars 33-
38)

2 1,2

II C C (bars 39-54) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m B B (bars 55-58) 2 1,2

B'(bars 59-66) 2 I , 2

B (bars 67-70) 2 I , 2

B"' (bars 71-
7s)

2 1,2

A A (bars 76-78) I I

Op.4l No.3 I A A (bars 1-8) J 2(D+ND)

A (bars 9-16) 3 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

II C C (bars 33-40) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 4148)
+ Link (bars

49-s2)

J 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 53-60) a
J 2(D+ND)

A (bars 61-68) -) 2(D+ND)
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(r)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.41 No.3
(cont.)

m
(cont.)

B B (bars 69-76) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B'(bars 77-82) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op.41 No.4 I A A (bars 1-8) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 25-32) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 3340) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 4148) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 49-56) 3 l(D+D),
l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

E'(bars 57-64) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

F F (bars 65-72) 1 1

m A A (bars 73-80) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 8l-88) 3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 89-96) J 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

- 3l l -



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB-PHRASE
TYPE

Op.4l No.4
(cont.)

m
(cont.)

B (cont.) B'(bars 97-
r02)

3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

G G (bars 103-
1 18)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A" (bars 119-
t26)

I 1

Coda H (bars 127-
139)

-) 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Dbop.42A I A A (bars 1-8) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 9-16) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A'(bars 11-24) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B'(bars 25-32) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 3340) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 4l-48) I I

C'(bars 49-56) I 1

C (bars 57-64) 1 1

C" (bars 65-
76)

I I

m A A (bars 77-84) J 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 85-92) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A'(bars 93-
100)

3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Dbop.42A
(cont.)

uì
(cont.)

B B'(bars l0l-
108)

3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Coda D (bars 109-
t20)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

E (bars 121-
13 l)

-1 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Dbop.428 I A A (bars l-8) J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 9-16) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars Il-24) 3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

II C C (bars 33-40) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C' (bars 41-48) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 49-56) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 51-64) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C C (bars 65-72) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C'(bars 73-80) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

- 313 -



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Dbop.42B
(cont.)

m A A (bars 81-88) J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 89-96) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 97-
104)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 1

)

05-
I I 2

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op. 50 No. 1 I A A (bars 1-8) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) 5 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 25-32) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 3340) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

II C C (bars 41-56) I 1,2

m A A (bars 57-64) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 65-72) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 73-80) 5 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 81-88) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

-3r4-



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4\

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB-PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 50 No. I
(cont.)

Itr
(cont.)

Coda E (bars 89-
104)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op. 50 No. 2 I Intro Intro (bars l-8) 1 I

A A (bars 9-16) I I

A'(bars 17-28) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 29-39) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 4047) 1 1

A' (bars 48-59) 3 l(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

II C C (bars 60-67) I 1

D D (bars 68-75) 1 I

C C (bars 76-83) 1 1

III A A (bars 84-91) 1 I

A' (bars 92-
103)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 50 No. 3 I A A (bars 1-8) J 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

C C (bars 17-24) J 2(D+ND)

D D (bars 25-32) 3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

- 3r5 -



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 50 No. 3
(cont.)

I
(cont.)

A A (bars 33-40) 3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr E Intro (bars 41-
44) + E (bars

4s-s2)

1 I

E'(bars 53-60) I I

F F (bars 6l-16) J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),

2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 71-84) 1 I

E" (bars 85-
e2)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2O+ND)

m A A (bars 93-
100)

3 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 101-
108)

3 l(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

C C (bars 109-
I 16)

J 2(D+ND)

D D (bars 117-
r24)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 125-
132)

3 2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B'(bars 133-
r40)

J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

G G (bars 141-
1s6)

3 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 50 No. 3
(cont.)

m
(cont.)

A A'(bars 157-
t64)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A" (bars 165-
172)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

H H (bars 173-
180)

3 2(D+ND)

Coda J (bars 181-
re2)

3 l(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op. 56 No. I A A (bars I-22) 1 1,2

A (bars 2344) I 1,2

B B (bars 45-52) 2 I

B'(bars 53-60) 2 1

B (bars 61-68) 2 I

B'(bars 69-76)
+ Link (bars

77-80)

2 I

A A' (bars 81-
r02)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B" (bars 103-
110)

2 1

B"' (bars 111

r 18)
2 I

B" (bars 119-
t26)

2 1

- 3t'7 -



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB-PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 56 No. 1

(cont.)
B (cont.) B"'(bars 127-

134) + Link'
(bars 135-142)

2 1

A A" (bars143-
r64)

1 r,2

C C (bars 165-
172)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 173-
180)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 181-
188)

1 I t 2

E'(bars 189-
1e6)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D),
2(ND+ND)

D D'(bars 197-
204)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 56 No. 2 I A Intro (bars 1-4)
+ A (bars 5-

t2)

J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D)

B B (bars 13-20) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 2l-28) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 29-36\ J 2(D+ND)

D D (bars 3144) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 45-52) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 53-60) -t 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

- 318 -



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 56 No. 2
(cont.)

u
(cont.)

E (cont.) E (bars 61-68) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

m B B (bars 69-76) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B'(bars 77-
84)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 56 No. 3 I A A (bars 1-8) J 2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) -J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 25-
32)

3 2(D+ND)

A'(bars 33-40) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B' (bars 41-48) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

u C C (bars 49-56) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D (bars 57-
72\

a
J l(D+D),

2(D+ND)

E E (bars 73-80) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E' (bars 81-88) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

F F (bars 89-
104)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),

2(D+D),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 56 No. 3
(cont.)

tr
(cont.)

G G (bars 105-
r20)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 121-
r28)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E" (bars 129-
136)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Itr A A (bars 137-
r44)

3 2(D+ND)

A'(bars 145-
ts2)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 153-
160)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 161-
r68)

J 2(D+ND)

A" (bars 169-
180)

3 1(D+D),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

H H (bars 181-
188)

3 2(D+ND)

Coda J (bars 189-
196)

J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

J'(bars 197-
204)

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

K (bars 205-
212)

J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

L (bars 213-
220)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

320



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCB
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 59 No. 1 I A A (bars l-12) 1 1,2

B B (bars L3-24) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A'(bars 25-36) J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 3740) 2 1

D D (bars 4148) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 49-56) J l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 57-64) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

E' (bars 65-78) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

m A A (bars 79-90) 1 r,2

B B (bars 91-
r02)

J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A'(bars 103-
I14)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Coda F (bars 115-
r22)

J 2(D+ND)

G (bars 123-
130)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Op. 59 No. 2 I A A (bars 1-8) 3 2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-22) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A (bars 23-
30)

a
J 2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB-PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 59 No. 2
(cont.)

I
(cont.)

A (cont.) A'(bars 3144) J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr B B (bars 45-52) J 2(D+ND)

B'(bars 53-60) J 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

C C (bars 60-68) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

u A A (bars 69-
76)

3 2(D+ND)

A" (bars 77-
88)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+D),
2(D+ND)

Coda D (bars 89-
100)

3 2(D+ND)

E (bars 101-
)r11

3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND)

Op. 59 No. 3 I A A (bars 1-8) 5 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A A (bars 25-32) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A" (bars 33-
44)

J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 45-54) 3 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

C (bars 55-64) J 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

322



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTBNCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 59 No. 3
(cont.)

tr
(cont.)

D D (bars 65-14) J 2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

D'(bars 75-88) J 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

E E (bars 89-96) 3 2(D+ND)

n A A (bars 97-
104)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A" (bars 105-
r14)

-J l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

F F (bars I 15-
r22)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

F'(bars 123-
r34)

3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

D D" (bars 135-
r46)

J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Coda G (bars 147-
1s4)

I 1

Op.63 No. 1 I A A (bars 1-8) 3 2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-24) 3 2(D+ND)

C C (bars 25-32) 2 2

tr D D (bars 3342) I 1

D (bars 43-52) 1 I

E E (bars 53-60) 3 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

E'(bars 61-68) a
J 1(D+D),

1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)
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(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUB.IECT

(4)

SENTBNCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op.63 No. 1

(cont.)
m A A (bars 69-:76) 3 2(D+ND)

A" (bars 77-
e4)

J 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Coda F (bars 95-
I02)

I I

Op. 63 No. 2 I A A (bars 1-8) J 1(D+D),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

II B B (bars t7-24) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B (bars 25-32) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

C C (bars 3340) J l(D+D),
2(D+ND)

m A A (bars 4148) 3 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

A'(bars 49-56) J 1(D+D),
1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

Op. 63 No. 3 I A A (bars 1-8) J 2(D+ND)

A'(bars 9-16) 3 1(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B B (bars 17-
24)

3 l(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

B'(bars 25-32) J 1(ND+ND),
2(ND+ND),
2(D+ND)

tr C C (bars 3340) 1 I

324



(1)

MAZURKA

(2)

PART

(3)

SUBJECT

(4)

SENTENCE

(s)

SENTENCE
CATEGORY

(6)

SUB.PHRASE
TYPE

Op. 63 No. 3
(cont.)

T
(cont.)

C (cont.) C'(bars 41-48) 1 I

m A A (bars 49-56) J 2(D+ND)

A" (bars 57-
64)

3 2(D+ND)

A"'(bars 65-
76)

3 l(D+D),
2(D+ND)
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